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Here’s a scary figure for you: 2,173 
– the number of hours I pumped 
into gaming in 2015, according to 
Microsoft’s end-of-year statistics. 
That’s 90 whole days of exploring 

virtual tombs/being sent to one by online foes. 
The really worrying bit? I can easily foresee 2016 
beating that figure with ease. There’s a wave of 
phenomenal success stories heading our way 
– games that have debuted on PC to huge sales 
and critical acclaim, or that have already made 
vast budgets back on Kickstarter. Page 66 has 
more on this gang of young pretenders. 

Gears of War, on the other hand, might not be 
able to pass itself off as one of the kids, but don’t 

assume its guardian, 
The Coalition, is taking 
anything for granted. 
Talking to studio head 
Rod Fergusson, we get 
the picture of an outfit 

not unlike 343 Industries pre-Halo 4. It has proven 
its affection for the series with a delicate remake 
(Ultimate Edition) and now seeks to harness the 
power of Xbox One for something bigger, bolder 
and, I imagine, bloodier. I look forward to losing 
another 2,000 hours to it come Christmas 2016.

“there’s a wave of 
phenomenal success 
stories heading our 
way in 2016”

Welcome… 
gears revs 
up for a 
great 2016

1

the ten next  
big things

OXM goes on the hunt for the 
Minecraft of tomorrow (p66) 

forged for 
greateness?

we explore Halo’s forge mode with 
two of its master builders (p90) 

rainbow six  
siege reviewed

alex kicks down ubisoft’s front door 
to deliver the definitive verdict (p74) 

this war of mine:  
the little ones

tom visits poland for the inside scoop 
on Xbox one’s misery simulator (p50) 

email matthew.castle@futurenet.com 
live oXm pesto twitter @mrbasil_pesto
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4
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the year of gears? 18-page 
gears of war special 

we dissect the past, present and future of everyone’s 
favourite head-mutilating shooter (p30)
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page 48
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OXM on GR+ OXM on iPad

Edwin Evans-Thirlwell
Contributor

Live dirigiblebill

Twitter @dirigiblebill

While other eton students 
(we assume he went to eton 
because: double-barrelled 
name) were fooling around 
with pigs, edwin was playing 
Gears of War and swearing 
like a docker. his take on 
Gears online is on page 38.

Alex Dale
Deputy editor

Live chocoboofDoom

Twitter @SporadicDaler

alex’s Rainbow Six Siege 
experience has made him 
more adept at organising 
the team on deadline week. 
barricades up, shutters 
down, tripwires on the exits, 
and then he lies in the corner 
and does absolutely nothing.

Tom Stone
Staff writer

Live oxm tom Stone

Twitter @thetomStrange

for the last six months, tom 
has been preparing for the 
This War of Mine preview of 
his life, by living in squalor 
and eating nothing but cold 
tins of beans. “What’s This 
War of Mine?” asked tom as 
we handed him the disc.

Emma Davies
Production editor

Live oxm emma

Twitter @emcetera

“chivalry isn’t dead!” came 
the cry. We stormed the 
room hoping to catch master 
chief putting his coat over a 
puddle for cortana, only to 
find emma working over her 
copy of Chivalry: Medieval 
Warfare with a mallet.

Meet the… 
OXM cOnTribuTOrS
 The people behind, and in some senses also under, the UK’s biggest games mag

Just cause 3
There’s a terrific physics toy buried 
deep within its messy open world.  
Ignore the missions; get tethering!

Halo 5: Guardians
Running out of superlatives for the 
best Halo to date – and 343 is still 

adding new maps and twists.

Mario & Luigi: Paper Jam
Phil Spencer “would be happy” to 
see Nintendo games on Xbox. This 

one’d make him grin like a loon.

rainbow Six Siege
Ubisoft Montreal’s house-mangling 
effort is a surprise multiplayer hit – 

when the servers are working.

OFFicE PLAYLiST > WHAT WE’VE SPENT OUR TIME ON THIS MONTH

Papercuts! flammable 
material! getting 
flattened by a steamroller 
on the way to the shops! 
Physical media is fraught 
with danger. avoid them 
all by trying our digital 
edition, enhanced with 
exclusive videos, galleries 
and audio commentary 
from the team.
bit.ly/ipadoxm

the world’s best games 
magazine also squats in a 
corner of the world’s best 
games website – makes sense, 
doesn’t it? head to gamesradar.
com/oxm for the latest xbox 
news and reviews, many of 
which are online exclusive.
recent highlights: Black Ops III 
didn’t have microtransactions. 
now it does  / Just Cause 3 
Rebel Shrine location guide / 
Someone spent ages mapping 
Fallout 4’s ocean floor

Joe Skrebels
Community manager

Live oxm Joe

Twitter @2plus2isjoe

our multicultural community 
editor is so obsessed with 
future gazing that he insists 
in part-hailing from a country 
that doesn’t even exist yet. 
latvia? Pull the other one, 
matey! Joe looks forward to 
2016 in gaming on page 66.





Meet Entombed – one 
of the Big Team Battle 
maps included in 
Cartographer’s Gift, 
which was forged 
entirely in, well, 
Forge....

M aniaC Expansion

Why blockbuster shooters such as Halo 5 are 
giving their DLC maps away for free – and why 
this arrangement means everybody wins

Free For All
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xBox nEws, analysis, CulTurE, opinion & MorE



It’s Turtle time
old enough that your teeth sleep in a 
glass of water? Then you’ll be licking 
your gums at the news that beat-'em-up 
expert platinumGames is working on a 
retro-flavoured Teenage Mutant ninja 
Turtles game: Mutants in Manhattan.

Fable legends delayed ‘til Spring
lionhead’s innovative role-playing game/
real-time strategy hybrid was expected 
before the end of 2015, but seemed to 
tumble down a trap or something. But it’ll 
reemerge in spring 2016 in open beta form 
– the delay we’re told is for added polish.

...and here’s the other, named, with no small 
amount of irony, antifreeze. stay frosty, yeah?

D
ecember is the month of giving they say, and  
the one just gone saw the Halo 5: Guardians 
team in a giving mood, as they released the 
second in what is planned to be a long line 
of impossibly charitable DLC packs. named 
Cartographer’s Gift, this free update saw 
our xbox one’s hard drive swell with new 

multiplayer-based content over Christmas, just as our own 
stomachs swelled with new mince pie-based content.

the headline attraction is a revival of Halo’s powerful 
map-editing tool forge. the creation suite, which has been 
a series fixture since its debut in 2007’s Halo 3, has been an 
eagerly-awaited addition, giving players the building blocks 
they need to build and share custom creations with the 
rest of the Halo community. forge was a bungie invention, 
but Halo’s current custodian 343 industries understands 
what makes it tick and, more importantly, how it needed to 
improve from the clunky effort we saw in Halo 4. 

Halo 5’s forge has been rebuilt from scratch and is being 
positioned as the most versatile version to date, with more 
than 1,600 items available at your disposal, from giant 
angular structures and scorpion tanks to – bit weird this – 
cuddly pig and whale dolls. all of which are map agnostic, 
allowing you to create outlandish designs.

343 has worked to streamline the interface, to make it 
easier and faster to mould and place complex structures.  
it’s still early days (and for long-time forge users, there 
will be a minor period of re-adjustment), but we’re already 
digging some of the latest control tweaks, such as the 
new multi-selection tool which allows you to take up to 64 
different objects and rotate and move them as one. You can 
even weld parts together, making it easy peasy to duplicate 
objects if you’re crafting a symmetrical map. Halo 5’s forge 
is remarkably accessible, and we’ve already seen a glimpse 
of what can be accomplished with the first free DLC pack, 
november’s Battle of Shadow and Light, which re-introduced 
Halo’s famous 8 vs 8 big team battle mode and came with 
four large-scale maps created using forge’s tools. all in all, 
that’s not a bad innings for a pair of free updates, is it?

except we’ve seen a few fans put a negative spin 
on things, stating that forge and big team battle are 
quintessential parts of the Halo experience, and should 
have been present from launch. We understand that point of 
view, although it does rather set a dangerous precedent; if 

//343 aims to have released 15 
free maps by the time halo 5 
reaches its first birthday//
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Evolve tried 
to extend its 
online shelf 
life with 
downloadable 
hunters like 
our pal Jack 
here.

studios feel compelled to have a version 
of every mode ever devised for a series 
ready at launch, you run the risk of 
what is known as ‘feature creep’ – for 
an illustration, check out any of ea’s big 
sports franchises, with their acres of 
unloved, unchanged gameplay modes.

nonetheless, there’s another factor 
in play. by staggering the release of 
critical modes as 343 has done, it 
keeps the Halo 5 online experience 
fresh and keeps copies of the game 
off the pre-owned shelves and in 
xbox one disc drives. but the pressure 
to cultivate and maintain an online 
community has long been a source of 
conflict for developers: how do you 
recoup the money you spend keeping 
your customers entertained over the 
span of several years?

in what is increasingly becoming 
the ‘old way’ of thinking, the answer 
used to be paid-for map packs. it’s a 
business model the Halo series has 
historically embraced and to a large 
extent pioneered, dating back to 
2004’s Halo 2 on the original xbox.

so if you haven’t been keeping 
up with recent events, you might 
be surprised while scanning the 
Cartographer’s Gift feature list to find 
several new arena and Warzone maps 
lurking within. this isn’t a one-off act 
of charity; all forthcoming Halo 5 maps 

That’s what we call a Halo map 
– completely flat and barren, 
with a single scorpion 
slopped in the middle.

eA opens eSports division
Ea has announced the formation of a competitive sports 
division, fronted by – it’s that man again! – peter 
Moore. unravel speedruns, anyone?

will be completely free and 343 aims 
to have released 15 new maps in total 
by the time the game blows out the 
candles on its first birthday cake. this 
isn’t a renegade move on 343’s part – 
it’s part of a general trend. Evolve and 
Rainbow Six Siege are two other big 
games of 2015 that either haven’t 
or won’t charge for additional 
maps, because developers have 
come to learn 

that premium map packs cause as 
many problems as they solve.

the problem is, paid-for multiplayer 
expansions split the userbase in half 
(or sometimes more if there are multiple 
packs), and if your lobbies are already 
thinning, that’s potentially a huge 
problem. Devs have devised several 
workarounds for the issue, and few have 
been elegant. Dynamic matchmaking is 
one of the most common; this means 
that when a DLC map pops up, all players 

who don’t have it get booted into 
another game. 
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Gears of War 3 had one of the more 
controversial workarounds, restricting 
use of its dedicated servers to players 
who were up-to-date with the DLC.

We’re now seeing fPs developers 
follow a DLC business model that has 
been commonplace among fighting 
games for some time now. both Evolve 
and Rainbow Six charge players for 
access to new characters, but all 
players download the data, meaning 
everyone can play together, and 
paying customers still get their added 
value. the jury’s out on whether that 
will work – it certainly didn’t prevent 
Evolve from sinking into a tar pit. from 
where we’re sat, the better long-term 
bet seems to be through that most-
maligned of money-making schemes 
– microtransactions.

these may inspire dread, but used 
smartly they could yet be the answer to 

largely, microtransactions 
don’t bleed into the arena 
gameplay, aside from cosmetic 
enhancements like visors.

//microtransactions may  
inspire dread, but used smartly 
they could yet be the answer  
to our multiplayer woes//

our multiplayer woes. Rainbow Six Siege 
straddles the line of decency on this 
front – paid-for cosmetic upgrades are 
acceptable, but xP boosters are iffy – it 
takes ages to unlock all the characters 
without dipping your hand in your pocket, 
a classic example of microtransactions 
dictating game design.

Halo 5, as it happens, implements 
microtransactions with more grace than 
most, limiting their benefits to the self-
contained Warzone mode, and cosmetic 
alterations to your spartan. it’s been 
a big earner for microsoft too so far, 
adding $1 million to the coffers in the 
first month of release alone, money 
which, in theory, could be invested 
back into yet more free, premium-
quality DLC packs. but it’s always a thin 
line when it comes to these things, 
and the chances are that fanbases will 
be split many times over before devs hit 
on that magic, catch-all solution that 
will keep their communities bubbling 
with activity for years to come.
Alex DAle

coming up…
more in this section

this month 
we learned...

that Psychonauts 2 could be a 
moneyspinner for us all.

What Super Time Force’s developer 
did next. Clue: it isn’t as cheery.

p15

Just how much the evidence is 
stacking up for a Han solo game.

p20

Why new York might not be a dream 
holiday destination after all.

p22

How we’ll be tearing up the road 
across the globe in DiRT Rally.

p16

p24

rainbow Six Siege goes hardcore
as if it wasn’t hard enough already, siege will get 
a hardcore playlist in 2016, which will remove most 
of the HuD and possibly teammate outlines.
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War is definitely grim – but 
compelling, too. See our full 
preview on page 50.

1Find an idea that 
excites you
When you’re creating your 

next game you tend to start with 
ideas inside you, such as ‘let’s talk 
seriously about war’. Suddenly, 
you have, “We could talk about 
this! And we could talk about 
that!” And you have about ten 
people saying, “Look! We could 
show this and show that!” [From 
there] it kind of launched itself.

2Try to resist any 
cheap shocks
It’s tempting to show a lot 

of very dramatic situations, like 
gore and people’s deaths and a lot 
of blood, to create emotions. You 
can actually see this happen in 
the movies, and even sometimes 
in the news. We didn’t want that.

3Don’t feel the need to 
spice survival up
We thought [about how] 

there’s a lot more happening to 
people just during day-to-day 
living, without having to oversell 
it. Instead we show how everyday 

life within the siege of a city can 
really be very emotional, without 
resorting to tricks seen in movies.

4Make every last 
choice count
We wanted to have a lot 

of decisions. I think that’s what 
builds up emotion – not only the 
stories that you hear from people, 
which are very important, but 
also the decisions that you make. 
We wanted to make them pretty 
clear, so the game [doesn’t have] 
many parameters that you have to 
worry about. You can just easily 
sense the kind of consequences  
you are going to cause.

5Remember what it’s 
like to fear the dark
We wanted to create some 

natural tension in the player, so 
that’s why you have the night-
time scavenges. You have this 
thrill – ‘Is this going to kill me? Is 
there a person behind this door?’ 
– and it works in a very natural 

way because of the way we act as 
humans. Darkness gives you fear 
and uncertainty, so we have those 
two elements mixed together.

6Don’t be afraid to 
break from the norm
We have very interesting 

locations because we kind of 
tried to break every [standard] of 
game design. In games, when you 
come to a new place, you imagine, 
‘Okay, there is going to be some 
kind of quest. There will be some 
kind of reward.’ And then you 
enter this particular building…

7New quest: find your 
moral compass
…and you find two people 

who actually don’t care about 
you and would like you to leave 
them. They are pretty harmless 
– I mean, they won’t attack you. 
So it’s not like you’re going to kill 
them in self-defence. And you 
have to ask yourself, ‘Okay, so 
now what the fuck should I do?’

8Take the player out of 
their comfort zone
‘Should I steal from [the 

harmless survivors]? Or leave 
them? I don’t normally leave 
quests in games!’ You have all 
these questions you ask yourself, 
and I think that makes you also 
start to think in a less ‘game-y’ 
way about what’s happening.

9Never let the player 
feel safe
Have you played paintball? 

It’s like when you have a good 
tactical position. Okay, you have 
an advantage, but when you’re in 
the middle of shooting you can 
just take a bullet out of nowhere. 
You don’t even realise that it hit 
you. So there is a lot of chaos 
from our perspective.

10Make firing a  
gun feel suitably 
dangerous again

When you are an unprepared 
civilian, you can just pick up a 
gun, start a fight and have great 
odds that you will shoot your 
opponent. But on the other hand, 
you can die just as easily. So it’s 
a bit like gambling, playing with 
the guns in the game. OXM

BackgROuND 
check
NaMe Michał Drozdowski

JOB TiTle Design director,  
11 bit studios 

BiO Drozdowski has been 
working in games for over 15 
years. He’s been in charge 
of creative design for all of 
11 bit studios’ major titles, 
including Anomaly Series, 
Funky Smugglers and, of 
course, This War of Mine. His 
favourite game is Battlefield: 
Bad Company, a frantic war 
shooter with fully destructible 
environments and mad 
gunplay. Drozdowski’s latest 
game, however, has a very 
different view of war…

11 bit studios’ Michal Drozdowski explains how This War 
of Mine: The Little Ones plays on our expectations
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Telltale’s Batman game arrives in 2016
It’ll apparently “dive deeper into the complex 
life and mind of Bruce Wayne”. Try not to party 
too hard as Brucie - Alfred will remember that.

In numBers > DATAPOInT: neWs In numBers > DATAPOInT: neWs In numBers > 

4,000,000+$2,000,000
The prize pool, at time of writing, for the 
Halo World Championship 2016. That’s 
$300,000 up from last month’s issue…

3
Victories for CD Projekt Red 
at the Game Awards 2015, 

including best RPG and GOTY.

Hours of Xbox 360 games played since 
backwards compatibility launched. You  

lot must love A Kingdom for Keflings.

can PsychonauTs make you rich?
Double Fine embraces a new way of crowd-funding games

T
en years ago, a barmy but brilliant 
platformer called Psychonauts 
launched on the original Xbox. You 
played Raz, a runaway from the 
circus who’d joined a summer camp 

for psychic children. You can read more 
about why it was so special on page 107. 
Although suffering low sales on release, 
Psychonauts later developed a strong cult 
following after being re-released on PC, a 
reputation this oddball definitely deserved.

 We’ve been demanding a sequel for years, 
but for some irritating reason, publishers don’t 
like funding sequels to commercial flops. So 
developer Double Fine and creative director 
Tim Schafer have taken matters into their own 
hands, using website Fig.co to crowdfund a 
sequel. Double Fine is asking for $3.3 million, 

the same amount raised by Double Fine 
Adventure on Kickstarter a few years ago. 
But a 3D platformer costs a lot more to make 
than a 2D adventure game, so Double Fine is 
putting in its own money, with a third party 
providing the rest of the 
funding. Backing comes 
with rewards ranging from 
the nice (a copy of the 
soundtrack!) to the cool 
(see your name appear 
in the game!) to the 
ridiculous (go camping 
with Tim Schafer!).

We love soundtracks/name recognition/
camping with one of the developers of Monkey 
Island as much as the next guy, but this time 
there’s another option. Unlike Kickstarter, Fig 

is designed for investors as well as backers. 
Choose to invest, instead, and you could 
potentially see some of Psychonauts 2’s 
profits. A calculator on its website shows that 
if you were to make the minimum investment 

of $500, and it sells 
at least as well as the 
original, you’d make $800. 
So invest just $625,000 
and you’ll (possibly) make 
over a MILLION DOLLARS. 
But don’t hold us to that.

Crowdfunding is an 
increasingly popular/

controversial method of getting games made. 
We’re excited to see one of Xbox’s weirdest 
platformers get a sequel, but also to see what 
it could mean for the future of game funding.

//Choose to 
invest, and you 

Could potentially 
see profits//

Psychonauts 
2, a bargain 
at $3,300,000. 
We’d pay that to 
remove the meat 
Circus from the 
first game.
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Swede deal

Here we are on the 
new winter wonderland 

track, in Sweden. New tech 
accurately simulates the 
density of the snow mounds 
at the side of the track 
– enabling you to ‘lean’ 
against them to shave 

microseconds off  
your time.

 
Rocky Road

anything Forza can 
do, diRT can do better; 
the team has rebuilt the 
physics engine to capture 
how it feels to drive across 
numerous surfaces. loose 
gravel collects under  
your wheels, making 
hairpin turns that 

much hairer.

UNFaiR 
weaTHeR

each track can be 
experienced in a number 
of challenging weather 
conditions – overcast, 
sunny, dry, rainy, snowy, 
wet, misty or – trickiest  
of all – during the black 

of night. you can  
change your car’s 
tuning to match.

What’s the story?
After gradually steering itself 
down an arcade-racing dead end 
on Xbox 360, DiRT Rally sees the 
series return to its Colin McRae 
roots. From the damage modelling 
to the way tuning affects your 
car’s handling, this is a pure 
rallying sim, nothing more or less. 
It’s gone down a storm on PC, 
where Steam players have been 
road-testing an early access 
version for months.

Why should I care?
DiRT Rally focuses on getting a 
few small things perfect. There 
are a handful of massive real-
world locations to pick from, with 
the promise of more to come. 
These range from the winding, 
alpine trail surrounding Monte 
Carlo, to the dusky cauldron of 
gravel and dust that is Argolis, 
Greece, to Baumholder, Germany 
– an all-tarmac track, yes, but no 
less treacherous for it.

What happens next?
The full version is out now on PC, 
if your laptop has the guts for it. 
Alternatively, the full, boxed Xbox 
One release screeches/crashes/
skids/you get the idea into 
stores on 5 April. To celebrate, 
Codemasters rounded off the 
Early Access programme with two 
new cars – the Hyundai Rally and 
Volkswagen Polo Rally – and a 
new track set in frosty Varmland, 
Sweden. That’s cold, Codies.

wHeely exciTiNg

FIlthy gorgeous
Having torn up the road on Steam Early  
Access, Codemasters’ back-to-roots racer  
DiRT Rally plots a new course for Xbox One
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gone home opens doors to Xbox one
gone Home – a wildly acclaimed adventure game released on Pc in  
2013 – hits xbox one in January. it concerns a student who comes 
home to find her family gone, and it’s all a bit ‘artsy’.

 
lUNg BUSTeR
To capture the  

air-sucked desperation 
in your co-driver’s  

voice as you veer haplessly 
into the snow banks, 

codemasters made the poor 
actor read his lines while 
strapped into a force-

feedback chair.  
That’s dedication!

 
dReam Team
There’s a team-

management side to 
diRT Rally – negotiate 

contracts with engineers 
and they’ll fix car  

damage between stages,  
and research upgrades  

for cars that get  
better the more you 

drive them.

Just Cause 3’s tethers
Overall the game might be a bit 

underwhelming, but fooling around with 
the tethers is endless physics hilarity.

gIant oWls
we weren’t that bothered about Far 

Cry Primal. Then we learned you could 
possess giant murderous owls. 

raInboW sIX sIege
It’s refreshing to play an online shooter 
where teamwork is actually something 

everyone on the team aspires to…

raInboW sIX’s servers
…but getting turfed back to the menu 
is doubly frustrating when you actually 
find yourself caring how matches finish.

DeaDpool
The dark X-Men Origins: Wolverine 

version of Deadpool, with his mouth 
sewn shut, was a definite improvement.

Doom
we’ve played it, but we’re not allowed 

to write about it. In fact, we’re not even 
sure we’re allowed to say this. Shhh!

1

2

3

1

2

3
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Alex shares what he learned from the things 
that the Need For Speed reboot didn’t do

 Budding game developers:  
want to discover how to make  
a good game great? play 
something that’s Bad 

t
his month I’ve been 
playing Need For Speed 
(2015), partly because 
I enjoy annoying the 
rest of the team by 
playing middle-of-the-

road dross instead of Fallout 4. 
But mostly because I believe you 
can learn more from playing bad 
games than you can good games.  
I liken game design choices to 
referees – you only notice them 
when they’re bad.

When you play something with 
so much polish it gleams – the 
Arkham Knights and Halos of 
this world – you tend to glide 
blissfully over the careful tweaks 
that have been slotted in to 
make the experience smoother 
and more intuitive. Switch to a 
game that could use a little more 
sandpapering, however, and 
you find these same tweaks are 
conspicuous by their absence. 

Need For Speed’s something 
of a poster child for this sort of 
thing. It’s a racer that in broad 
strokes I have a lot of time for. It’s 
varied and exciting and it doesn’t 
hurt that it’s a bit of a looker, 
too. But it’s absolutely rammed 
with tiny inconveniences that 
are inconsequential in isolation, 
but in aggregate made me want 
to jettison the disc into the sun. 
Such as, the way it’s so needlessly 
fussy about your positioning 
when you try to launch into a 
race. Not only do you have to be 
right on top of the marker, but 
you have to face the right way, 
too – yet races always start with a 
cutscene and rolling start anyway, 
so what’s the point?

Such as, the way, when you 
restart a race, it dumps you on 
top of the marker, forcing you to 
launch into the event manually 
and sit through the cutscene 
again. Every. Single. Time.

Such as, the way the open-
world collectibles require you to 
grind to a halt and press a button 
to pick them up. Compare and 
contrast to Burnout Paradise’s 
billboards, which allow you to 

burn around the city, hunting for 
collectibles without ever taking 
your foot off the gas.

Such as, there being no way 
to reset your car’s position, 
which becomes problematic if 
you miss a motorway junction 
in the middle of a race – as well 
you might, since the radar isn’t 
bundles of help in this regard. 

There’s no practical way to rejoin 
the racing line, so you have to 
gingerly reverse your car back up 
the highway. If it weren’t for the 
rubber-band AI, your only hope 
of catching up with the rest of 
the pack would be to shove a few 
twenties in the Xbox One’s drive 
to encourage them to take a dive.

Such as, the way said rubber-
banding makes the final few 
races a complete roll of the dice. 
I actually don’t mind rubber-
banding – nothing’s more boring 
than a race that’s won on the first 
corner – but if this is your tactic, 
don’t force the player to endure 
a ten minute race when the first 
nine don’t matter one jot.

Such as, the way it’s almost 
impossible to find a police car  
to pursue you when you 
really want one – which you 

occasionally will, as certain 
Outlaw missions demand it of 
you. It’s such a problem that if 
you run it through Google, you’ll 
find players sharing details of a 
hotspot south of the pier where 
rozzers semi-reliably spawn.

Such as, the way you can’t even 
pause in the middle of the race. 
Sorry, that would interfere with 
your pointless ‘always-online’ 
structure, wouldn’t it?

These are all small wrinkles 
that could have been ironed out 
if the core development team 
had paid better attention to 
playtesting feedback, and these 
are the things that in the end 
make the difference between  
a six and a nine. 

So if any budding game 
developers out there want to 
learn more about game design, 
do yourself a favour; forgo the big 
names and head straight to the 
bargain bins. They’re there for a 
reason. Well, several, actually.

next month Alex again, on why he 
finds it disproportionately annoying 
that everyone in Need For Speed 
drinks Monster energy drinks on 
their nights out.

//itS tiNy iNcoNveNieNceS Are 
iNcoNSequeNtiAl iN iSolAtioN, 
but iN AggregAte MAke Me wANt 
to hurl the diSc iNto the SuN//

Typical. You spend 
hours looking for a 
policeman to tell you 
the time, and this is 
how they treat you.

Also your custom number 
plates don’t carry over 
from car to car. *Shakes 
fist at Ghost Games HQ*
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Xbox 360 games on Xbox One
Yes! You’ll soon be able to buy and download 
Xbox 360 games direct from the Xbox One dash. 
It’s currently only possible via xbox.com.

YOu’re fIred! > quOtes Of the mOnth > blah blah > he saId what? > Yadda

“It’s exciting to think 
about the new games 
we’ll be building 

together.”
Fallout 4 director Todd Howard  

thinks Bethesda’s new Montreal  
studio will be incroyable

“we have ideas for additional  
maps and heroes that we’d like  
to add to the game. the best  
way to add them is to patch  
them in as free content.”

Overwatch director Jeff Kaplan hops aboard  
the free DLC train (see page 10 for more) 

“Competition runs 
deep in the dna of 
electronic arts.”
New EA Competitive Gaming 
Division head Peter Moore  

flexes his biceps. Think he still  
has that GTA IV tattoo?

legal limbo and re-packaging them for 
modern PC. OtherSide Entertainment 
has more pedigree, having been 
founded by Paul Neurath. He was co-
founder of Looking Glass Studios – the 
people behind the first two System 
Shocks way back 
when, before the 
company folded 
in 2000, allowing 
Irrational Games, 
founded by ex-
Looking Glass 
employees, to take 
the [insert word 
here]Shock series forwards.

OtherSide is an unknown quantity 
but System Shock 3’s announcement  
(made by series antagonist and all-
round bad artificial intelligent egg 

W
ith its eerie, abandoned 
corridors, audio 
logs and upgradable 
protagonists, the two 
System Shock games 

(released on PC in 1994 and 1999) were 
very much the spiritual predecessors of 
what would become Irrational Games’ 
most famous work – BioShock. So it 
stands to reason that a System Shock 3 
would be a spiritual successor of sorts, 
right? Right? That’s more confusing 
than that bit in BioShock were you had 
to dress up like a Big Daddy.

System Shock 3 was unexpectedly 
announced in December by newly-
formed Boston studio OtherSide 
Entertainment, in conjunction with 
Night Dive Studios, which is an outfit 
known for plucking old franchises from 

SHODAN with the line “Did you think 
I’d forgotten you, insect?") should 
excite nonetheless, as many PC 
gamers contend that System Shock 2 
was a more atmospheric and freeform 
game than BioShock, with its stingy 
stat point allocations forcing you 
to specialise in certain skills. No 
word on platforms, but the website 
questionnaire explicitly asks if there’s 
interest in an Xbox One version.

Meanwhile, Take-Two is planning 
more BioShocks of its own, with 
the CEO proclaiming that it is 

“unquestionably 
a permanent 
franchise.” Will 
BioShock ’s 
future involve the 
recently-revived 
Irrational Games? 
Ken Levine’s studio 
was at death’s 

door in 2014, but it’s now recruiting 
furiously for people with a “passion 
for narrative first-person shooters.” 
That’s us! And also people experienced 
in making open-world games. Not us.

Original shOdan 
voice actress terri 
brosius is reprising 
her role as the 
malevolent aI.

//bioshock is 
unquestionably 

a permanent 
franchise//
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DOuble shOck
BioShock fans rejoice! Oblique Ayn Rand 
references are coming at you from all angles
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Riding Solo
Examining the evidence that EA is cooking up 
a new Star Wars adventure starring Han Solo, 
that’s part Uncharted, part Assassin’s Creed

The Publisher?
electronic Arts
in May 2013, it was announced 
that eA had signed a ten-year 
deal with Disney to make and sell 
games centred on the star Wars 
universe – based on the films, but 
telling all-new stories. Neither 
eA nor Disney is the type to leave 
money on the table, so no surprise 
that eA labels then-president 
Frank Gibeau revealed that there 
were already three studios on the 
case – DiCe, Visceral and bioWare. 
DiCe’s star Wars battlefront 
was released late last year 
and bioWare is working on Mass 
effect, so the smart money is on 
Visceral’s efforts landing next.

The DeVeloPer?
Visceral
As you’d expect from the maker of 
the Dead space trilogy, Visceral 
Games is about as subtle as the 
Death star. over the past year, 
the studio has shared a number 
of photos over its social media 
channels that hint that its new 
game will tell the life and times 
of everyone’s favourite smuggler. 
These images proudly show off 
the office clutter; there’s both 
lego and stuffed versions of han’s 
Millennium Falcon starship, a 
doormat depicting a carbon-froze 
solo, and most intriguingly of 
all, a stormtrooper pirate flag. 
oh, and a statue of boba Fett…
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How To 
Speak 
developeR
Your guide to 
translating those 
interview gems

“We’re super 
excited about 
working with 
Microsoft to  
bring our Xbox 360 
back catalogue to 
Xbox one.”
oh God, we need to 
kick out some splash 
screens, quick. Where 
did we leave the usb 
stick with all our 
artwork again?

“We’re pleased to 
be working with 
other internal 
studios; it gives 
this game a real 
multicultural feel.”
We’ve got our romanian 
studio working double-
overtime on the 
collision detection 
while we share kitten 
pics over iM.

“We love the 
new Dashboard. 
We’ve got a team 
working on going 
back over our old 
games and adding 
cool game hub 
functionality.”
****s ****ing sake.

“There are still 
plenty of reasons 
to own a Kinect. 
My advice to 
owners is: leave 
it plugged in.”
We’ve devised new tech 
that can detect when 
there’s thirst in your 
voice, then flash up 
ads from our sponsors.

Back into the shadows
epic Games’ moody, broody and totally excellent 2009 Metroid-
alike shadow Complex has been given a graphical overhaul. The 
remastered version hits Xbox one early this year.

//ea has a ten-year deal with disney  
to make games centred on the  

star wars universe – based on  
the films but telling all-new stories//

The PloT?
star Wars 1313
…which may be very telling. in 
a recent interview, Nolan North 
likened Visceral’s upcoming game 
to lucasArts’ cancelled star Wars 
1313. 1313, if you’re unfamiliar, 
was to be a dark, gritty adventure 
set in the underground slums of 
Coruscant, and it supposedly told 
the origins story of boba Fett. 
North claims Visceral’s title 
is “different”, but “along the 
same lines”. Corroborating this, 
lucasfilm head Kathleen Kennedy 
revealed that the company has been 
pouring over 1313’s concept art 
and lore, and are discussing ways 
they can be developed further.

The eNGiNe?
Frostbite 3
eA’s Patrick söderlund has laid 
out his plans for eA to become a 
one-tech company, with studios 
all using the same underlying 
Frostbite 3 tech. it was designed 
for FPs games, but studios such 
as bioWare are modifying it to 
work with other genres. With 
Visceral’s office junk hinting at 
space combat-sections, it leads 
us to wonder: will the team use 
the Millennium Falcon’s handling 
model in star Wars battlefront 
as a beginning point? it’s all 
pointing towards the game being a 
hit in 2016. When it’s announced, 
remember which mag shot first.

The DireCTor?
Amy hennig
hennig, who joined Visceral from 
sony-affiliated studio Naughty 
Dog in 2014, was appointed 
creative director of the studio’s 
star Wars project – and she brings 
with her some serious pedigree. 
Pedigree that she seemingly 
intends to leverage. “There was a 
similar spirit to how we tackled 
uncharted, the aspirational 
fantasy of a pulp action-
adventure game, a movie like 
indiana Jones,” she says. “You can 
deconstruct that and reconstruct 
it as structure, pacing, 
mechanics, sequences. And you can 
do the same with star Wars.”

The suPPorT?
Motive studios
Another high-profile eA defectee, 
Assassin’s Creed creator Jade 
raymond, will play Chewie to 
hennig’s solo – her eA Motive 
studio will be assisting Visceral. 
raymond cites eA’s desire to 
fill out its action-adventure 
portfolio as one of the reasons 
they were a good fit for each 
other, and it seems her studio 
will be influential in the game’s 
design, having creative ownership 
over a “significant portion”, 
although, as she notes, “it’s 
probably not 50%.” so if you find 
yourself clambering up radio 
towers, you know who to blame.
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update

Oh the weather outside is frightful, but a firefight’s so delightful

Publisher UbisOft / DeveloPer UbisOft Massive / Format XbOX One / eta 8 March

right, i have totally 
forgotten what  
this game is.
Understandable. a quick 
precis, then. new York + 
deadly virus + winter = 
apocalyptic playground 
for Ubisoft to pull a 
Destiny and make a squad 
shooter/MMO hybrid. You 
travel with buds through 
a Pve hellscape, grabbing 
loot and spec-ing your 
warrior into the world’s 
most dangerous anti-
disease agent. and that’s 
all before you head to the 
mysterious Dark Zone.

the Dark Zone? isn’t that 
where people go to hire 
hitmen and score drugs 
on the internet?
You’re closer to the 
truth than you know, 
my incriminatingly 
knowledgeable friend. the 
Dark Zone is The Division’s 
massive, loot-packed 
PvP area, and the only 
place you’ll murder fellow 
agents. it’s the central 
Manhattan district where 
the military left behind 
its high-class equipment 
after high-tailing it when 
shit got too real.

sounds about right, the 
lowly cowards. so what 
does that mean for the 
game then?
in reality, it’s where 
players go scavenging 
– everyone starts out as 
neutral, but inevitably 
you’ll find a rival agent 
going for the same stuff. 
Kill them and you get 
a bounty put on your 
head, and then you light 
up on everyone else’s 
map - at which point 
firefights ensue as you try 
to escape in a transport 
helicopter with the goods.

but i am profoundly 
insular! Please can i  
play this alone?
i would hug you, but 
you’re a literary conceit. in 
lieu, i will tell you that yes, 
technically, you can play 
The Division alone. While 
the game will never be 
truly offline, you’re never 
forced to squad up with 
anyone else, meaning you 
can progress through its 
story-led sections alone. 
Just avoid the Dark Zone 
and you can live that 
glorious solitary existence 
you so desperately crave.

thank heavens. i’m  
more of an artist than  
a fighter, y’know?
Well you’re in luck! 
Like any MMO, it’s as 
much about how you 
look as it is how good 
you are at cleansing 
the earth of mega-flu. 
full gun customisation 
is implemented, with 
skins and mods both 
offering alterations, 
while agents can be 
dressed in a selection of 
fashion-forward, weather-
appropriate gear. then get 
blood all over them.

the Division
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the only clue that you can tie onto something is  
a soft sparkle. You’ll see a lot of sparkles.

You think it’s all lovely 
and bucolic now, but that 
butterfly is dead meat.

oh God, it’s so cuuute!  
or creepy. i can’t tell.
neither can we, and 
Unravel’s wordless story 
means i’m interpreting it 
either as a lost childhood 
toy on the hunt for its 
grown-up owner, or some 
cat-demon effigy on the 
hunt for delicious young 
flesh. either way, it looks 
absolutely gorgeous, and 
if the blood spatter looks 
as good as the twinkly, 
oversized backdrops, i’m in.

Wait, wordless story?  
so how am i supposed to 
know what to do?
Precisely. this is what 
people used to call a 
puzzle-platformer (before 
children just started calling 
everything in 2D “indie crap 
i won’t pay for"), meaning 
half of the game is about 
working out how to proceed. 
With no Ui to speak of, your 
only hint is the environment 
– luckily, Yarny, our playable 
character/woollen murder-

ghoul has plenty of tricks  
to get by.

okay, i’m half interested  
– such as?
Well, they’re mostly yarn-
based, but by heck are they 
some inventive uses for 
yarn. chuck a thread around 
an exposed nail and use it 
as a grappling hook. Or tie 
it down in two places and 
use it as a ramp. Or string 
it nice and taught and 
trampoline off of it. and then 
of course there’s always the 
possibility of a garrotte...

You’re obsessed with this 
“Yarny is creepy” thing...
Look i’m just saying that 
that head shape could be 
interpreted as belonging to 
some kind of devil. and the 
ultimate irony would be that, 
if we grew to love the thing 
over his journey through a 
human world too big for him, 
he turns around at the end 
and saws some guy’s head 
off. that said, he is so cute.

how long is a piece of string? 
Let’s find out…

Publisher ea / DeveloPer cOLDWOOD / Format XbOX One / 
eta tbc 2016

update

unravel

it’s a cover shooter at 
heart, but destructible 
scenery makes that more 
perilous than usual.
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update

Below
Blood like a fountain under the mountain, take it from me

PuBlisher Capy Games / DeveloPer Capy Games / Format XBoX one / eta 2016

so what’s this then? 
spelunky meets Dark 
souls or something?
er, yes. I wish you wouldn’t 
pre-empt me like that. But 
it also has hints of Zelda’s 
puzzly adventuring and an 
atmosphere like nothing 
else. The massively 
zoomed out camera makes 
you look tiny – not least 
when you’re surrounded 
by crowds of bloodthirsty 
troglodytic beasts who 
can kill you with a touch.

so far, so roguelike,  
am i right?
not quite! While it has all 
the roguelike hallmarks 
- procedurally generated 
maps, being bastard-
hard – they’re more like 
fashionable clothing on a 
chunky action-RpG body. 
you’ve got sword-and-
shield combat, an opaque 
crafting system, a story 
pieced together through 
hidden clues (even drawn 
on walls in invisible ink).

so what’s the point of  
it all then?
That seems to change 
depending on how long 
you’ve played. With no 
tutorial, you’ll start by just 
seeing how things work. 
Then you’ll search for 
your last hero’s corpse to 
loot. Then you’ll see how 
deep you can go under 
the mysterious mountain 
you keep washing up next 
to. and then there’s that 
curious story.

if i want to go “down” 
how do i get around?
you’re travelling across 
maps that are both dark 
enough for you to need 
a torch (which you have 
to stow to fight), and 
have a dense fog of war 
effect – so you’ll have to 
tread slowly and with care. 
apart from a general need 
to scavenge every item 
in sight, you could easily 
miss staircases, or routes 
to life-saving loot.

it sounds scary. i don’t 
like scares. reassure 
me, please.
It’s less scary than gently 
unsettling. Regular Capy 
collaborator, Jim Guthrie 
has written a spooky 
score (you’ll hanker after 
campfire safe spaces 
just to hear the quiet 
guitar melodies they play 
instead), instant-kill traps 
are unmarked and learned 
about the hard way, and 
your enemies range from 
skittering beasties to 
zombie-like humanoids, 
with the hint of eldritch 
bosses too. It’s a general 
feeling of threat that’ll 
get to you, rather than 
any out-and-out terror. In 
fact, you could say that 
it will make you feel bad 
enough that you will “be 
low"! Geddit? yes! Hahaha! 
*makes gun shapes with 
fingers and gun noises 
with mouth until the 
question-asker leaves.*

Your hero might change, 
but the threats in  
the darkness are always 
the same.

the deeper you go, the weirder things get.  
How did this get here?

You begin every run here, but the route below 
shifts every time you re-enter.
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02save the big 
plastic apple

Didn’t get enough Lego in 
your stocking this year? 
Never fear, as Lego Marvel’s 
Avengers is here to change 
all that. Thank goodness 
for Power Man, eh?

05it’s totally 
mega, man

If the pen is mightier than 
the sword, is Mighty No 9 
the tale of a heroic pen? 
Alas not, but it is Mega 
Man’s spiritual successor. 
Swings and roundabouts.

09mind of  
a killer

What a toad. Battletoad, 
that is – Rash from Rare’s 
retro classic joins the 
lineup in Killer Instinct: 
Season Three, along with 
Kim Wu and others.

07primal 
attraction

Fighting with crude self-
made weaponry in a bid to 
establish dominance may 
sound like a normal night in 
Milton Keynes, but it’s also 
Far Cry Primal’s cool setup.

04stop your 
sniggering

Yes, yes, the name may 
sound funny, but Arslan: 
The Warriors of Legend is 
actually based on classy 
literature. And you thought 
it was just silly anime hair…

08if you can make 
it here…

Ubisoft is finally awakening 
the city that never sleeps 
in The Division. For once, 
the aftermath of Black 
Friday isn’t just a shattered 
TV in an Asda carpark.

06(pea)shooting 
from the hip

Calling all budding 
marksmen – Plants vs 
Zombies: Garden Warfare 
2 is putting down roots. 
Blooming marvellous, if  
you use your braaaaiiiiins.

01hitting all the  
right buttons 

Thup, thup, thup… is that dripping sound blood or  
the steady stream of extra content being added  
to Hitman’s intro pack? Ah, who are we kidding? It’s 
definitely blood – or at least it will be once we get  
our murderous mitts on Agent 47’s kit.

03think of the 
children

It’s bleak as hell and you’re 
constantly battling greedy 
vultures… yeah, we hate the 
January sales, too. Hopefully 
This War of Mine: The Little 
Ones will cheer us up! Oh.

 23rd Feb  23rd Feb  8th Mar

 12th Feb 11th Mar

 29th Jan

 Mar

 9th Feb

 29th Jan

Christmas has been and gone, but amid the withered 
tinsel and mince-pie crumbs come the new games…
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Get ID@Xbox on the phone, 
as this month’s mailbag 
is full of your ideas. Not 
exciting new titles (we’re 

still waiting on a pitch for OXM: 
The Game), but improvements 
to our Xbox library. There are 
suggestions to improve Lego 
Dimensions, Fallout and even how 
we choose games to play. We’ve 
already patented them all, so you 
lot get working and we’ll count 
the cash. We make a great team.

Build it and they will crush
When I found out Lego Dimensions 
was going to be so expensive, I was 
delighted. I thought this meant we 
were getting a really advanced piece 
of hardware, something that could 
actually scan in our Lego creations, 
rather than the rather disappointing 
platformer we eventually got. Imagine 
a physical Lego board that let you build 
a level brick-by-brick, then scanned 
it into the game so you could explore 
it. That’s the kind of experience I’d 
happily hand over my life savings for.
Christopher Allen

Nice idea. But imagine building an 
amazing level, uploading it online, and 
then watching everyone happily smash  
it to pieces for those sweet, sweet studs. 
Heartbreaking stuff.

Why must hair Fallout?
While eagerly awaiting Fallout 4, I 
decided to replay 3. I remember trying 
to make my avatar look as much like 
myself as possible. Look how young 
and full of hope 2008 me is! He doesn’t 
have my crows feet, there’s no grey in 
his beard, and he still has all of his hair. 
The ageing process is hard enough 
without immortal game protagonists 
rubbing it in my old man face. I want 
them to start decaying with me. When 
I return to Fallout 4 in 20 years, I 
want my character to say, “Not with 
my bloody hip”, every time I try and 
climb a ladder, and refuse to use any 
newfangled technology that’s more 
complex than a spoon.
James Pendleton

Some of us, apparently, age like a fine 
wine. Sadly, most of us in fact seem to 
age like Super Mutants. Maybe premature 
baldness is why Master Chief is never 
seen without his helmet? That’s one of 
the few mysteries we really don’t want to 
explore in Halo 6.

Driving me crazy
Let’s not mince words here – it’s been 
an awful year for racing games. Project 
Cars played like a Project Car Crash. 
Need for Speed was a reboot that just 
remade all the mistakes of the worst 
games, and don’t even get me started 
on Forza… Project Gotham Racing has 
never been so missed. Bring back real 
racing games, or I’m going to have to 
start speeding in my actual car for my 
driving thrills.
Ian Kahley

Shame we didn’t get you started on  
Forza, as we thought it was great. The 
only speeding you’re guilty of here, Ian,  
is rushing your verdict. We’re tearing up 
your virtual driving licence.

Clash oF the titles
There are so many great games on my dashboard now, I 
can never decide what to play. I want games to compete 
for my attention. You should be able to highlight two, 
shout FIIIIGHT! at the Kinect, then watch as Halo 5 and 
Fallout 4 start firing Metacritic scores into each other, 
slashing the opposing icon with their superior gameplay 
or spearing them in the gonads with their sharper 
graphics. I want the victor to emerge bloody, victorious 
and ready to play, while the loser uninstalls itself in shame 
and never bothers my free time again. 
Darren Elmquist

Screw Killer Instinct. When does this game come to Xbox One?

Prize: star Wars Battlefront
The best piece of correspondence wins an 
amazing game from Matthew’s goody bag

Star      Letter

Think you could build 
a better level than 
Aperture Laboratories? 
Hey, it’s your funeral.
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Trying to start the story.  
if i could just stop entering 
every goddamn building  
i find and rooting around  
for an hour each time.   
taylor adamson

Taking on guys who are way 
above my experience level. 
it’s a great challenge! and 
one day, it’ll work…  
Duncan WJ Ross

walking into the glowing 
sea with an x-o1 power 
armour and trying to see 
how many deathclaws i can 
fight. oh, and balancing 
stuff on people’s heads.  
Joshua thompson

sending dogmeat to 
somewhere all the way 
across the wasteland and 
never seeing him again.  
Nicolas Kyle

firing a mini-nuke  
into a raider’s face.   
Brandon harleman

Jumping from a stupidly tall 
height in power armour, for 
that total badass effect. 
Take ThaT gravity!  
James Mark Molde

Using the artillery on small 
settlements for laughs.  
George stewart

finding ‘The swan’. oh, 
what’s that in the water? 
i’ll get a bit closer, get a 
better look. what is that? 
looks like a floating pile 
of rubbish... wait a second 
it’s… oh god rUn awaY!!!!!! 
Darren Murphy

Playing Fallout 3 because 
i’m too poor to buy 4… 
Brayden Cooper

My favourite thing to do 
is sit in my settlements, 
pondering what i should 
even do in the game and 
end up not playing because 
i’m an indecisive fool.  
James theobald

crippling ghouls’ legs so i 
have my own pack of them. 
Connor Borg

The Annotated… Bioshock
2K hints more games are incoming, but do you want more rapture?

Infinite is 
wonderful. My 

mind was blown 
multiple times during 

the ending. would love 
anything as good.
Farzan Pashmaki

BioShock should 
release games as 

often as FIFA!
lee hardy

same worry 
i have for more 

Metal Gear… is good 
BioShock possible 

without Kevin levine?
alexis Yamato

The people want  
a BioShock 

collection on 
xbox one.  
we all do.

testament stelios

it’s been nearly 
three years!  

leT’s go bacK To  
raPTUre alreadY.

Joe tyce

Hot topic

jUST CAUSE 3 
Proof that bigger 
isn’t necessarily 
better, but master 
flying/hookshotting/
parachuting and  
few worlds are as fun  
to explore. 

THE wITCHER 3:  
wILd HUNT 
Not just huge, but 
a world that felt 
real, as if its NPCs 
carried on living 
their (miserable) 
lives when you 
weren’t around.

fallout 4 
Post-nuclear Boston 
is a treasure trove 

of secrets, monsters 
and mysterious vaults. 

No other open world 
this year had so many 
surprises in store.

falloUT 4 – 50% 
The wiTcher 3: 

wild hUnT – 30%
JUsT caUse 3 – 9% 

MeTal gear solid v:  
The PhanToM Pain – 4% 

assassin’s creed 
sYndicaTe – 4%  
Mad Max – 3%

YoUr 
Vote 

whaT’s been This Year’s 
besT oPen-world on 
xbox one? what is your most  

favouritest thing to do  
when playing Fallout 4?
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JD, pictured here 
with half his 
face in shadow, 
despite his light
up shoulder pads. 
What a rip off.

“We’re excited to bring 
gears 4 more in line With 
the darker first game”
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speaking exclusively to studio head rod fergusson, we learn 
how the coalition is evolving gears of War 4 for xbox one

Writer: tom stone

the year of

Nighttime doesn’t 
do it justice – this 
is one of the best
looking Xbox One 
games we’ve seen.

gears
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gears Of War

but we’d recognise those chainsaw 
blades anywhere. it’s a lancer rifle,  
it’s e3 2015 and this is our first look  
at gears of War 4.

and it’s all wrong. new characters 
Jd and kait aren’t traversing the ruins 
of a clearly alien world. they’re walking 
past burnt out cars and thatched 
houses. if the street wasn’t eerily lit 
by two moons, we’d assume this was 
earth. they’re wearing armour, but 
it’s not the recognisable cog uniform. 
neither of them are sprinting or diving 
between points of cover (yet). they’re 
proceeding cautiously, as if they’re 
afraid of what they might find. they’re 
not acting like the stars of the first four 
gears games, but behaving like (gasp!) 
actual human beings. familiar weapon 
loadout aside, this is about as far from 
gears of War 3 and Judgment as we 
could get. We start to wonder if we’re 
even looking at a new gears at all.

then we meet the Pouncer. red, 
slick and muscular, with a spiked tail 
that almost distracts from at least 
three rows of sharp teeth. and it’s 
fast, overpowering kait and holding her 
down in a single leap. Jd rushes to her 
aid, revving up his chainsaw bayonet – 
but he’s barely started before another 
Pouncer attacks, pinning him to the 
floor. it holds him in place, snaps open 
its three jaws, a hive of tongues twist 
towards Jd, and then... we cut to black.

fears of war
not since we first saw the original 
gears of War ten years ago have we 
been left with so many more questions 
than answers. “What we showed at 
e3,” explains rod fergusson, “was just 
a tease of gears of War 4 that hearkens 
to the tone of the game and the game’s 
return to the gritty, visceral roots that 
are at the very core of the franchise.” 

W
e begin in 
darkness. 
a beam of 
torchlight slices 
through the 
black, and an 
armed man 
steps into the 

moonlight. We don’t recognise him,  
but our attention isn’t on his face.  
the weapon he’s holding is barely lit, 



“it’s such a Part of Who i 
am, i got a tattoo of the 
crimson omen on my arm”

and he would know – he’s the studio 
head at the coalition, the developer 
tasked with shepherding gears of War 
onto xbox one and beyond.

Phil spencer described the first 
gears of War as having a darker, more 
soulful mood, one he was keen to 
see the series return to after a slip 
into more bombastic thrills. back to 
a time when gears was influenced by 
horror classics like resident evil 4, 
just as much as it was a shooter, and 
fergusson agrees. “We love the mood 
and tone that the original gears of War 
created and, as you saw from our e3 
teaser, we’re excited to bring gears of 
War 4 more in line with that feeling.” 

fergusson is speaking from a place 
of experience. having worked for epic 
games on the original gears of War 
trilogy, he’s seen the shift the series 
took from the tense horror of the 
original to the epic set-pieces that 
defined later games. “it’s obviously  
a franchise that’s near and dear to  
my heart – i worked on the original 
game and franchise for a long time 
and it became a big part of my life 
and career. how could you not love 
a franchise with such memorable 

JD touches the 
mysterious 
oozing pod. a 
move so dumb, 
it immediately 
wins him the 
lead role in 
Prometheus 2.

characters, interesting world and  
over-the-top visceral gameplay? i  
mean come on, our assault rifle has  
a chainsaw bayonet!” 

fergusson has moved between 
several studios since he left epic, but 
his passion for gears of War makes him 
a natural fit for the series’ xbox one 
future. “after leaving epic in 2012 to 

Chainsaw guns 
revolutionised the 
lumber industry.  
If your chainsaw 
broke, just shoot 
the tree down.

join irrational and 2k, and now finally 
after all these years coming back to 
canada, coming back to microsoft and 
coming back to gears – it really was 
a triple homecoming for me. it has 
become such a part of who i am,  
i finally got a tattoo of the crimson 
omen on my arm.” it’s a solid argument. 
from our experience, people don’t 
usually tattoo games on themselves 
unless they’re pretty big fans.

cog in the wheel
shortly before the release of Ultimate 
edition, black tusk studios decided 
to change its name, to reflect its new 
position as the gears of War studio. 
“the coalition speaks to who we are 
as a team,” explains fergusson, “and 
what it is we’re working on. fans will 
recognise the coalition of ordered 
governments (cog) from gears of 
War lore. as a coalition is a team of 
diverse individuals working together 
for a common purpose and towards a 
common goal, we felt that this concept 
describes our studio quite well.”

“When people hear the names 
of other microsoft studios, like 343 
industries or turn 10 studios which  
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Just Who 
is...rod  
fergusson?

there are few people on this earth more 
qualified to take the gears of War franchise 
forward than rod fergusson; after all, the 
Canadian native has been kerbstomping his 
footprint into the series ever since he was 
hired by epic games in July 2005 to work on 
the original gears of War.
as executive producer, fergusson was 

extremely influential in dictating the 
tone and style of the series. the original 

gears blueprint called for a 
horror game more in the mould 
of resident evil 4, which was 
the hot ticket at the time. 
But under fergusson’s eye, 
gears morphed into its own 
thing – the hypermasculine, 
highoctane tongueincheek 
shooter we now know and love. 
In January 2014, Microsoft 

purchased the gears of War rights 
from epic, and reassigned its 
internal Black tusk studios 
(later the Coalition) 
to work on the series. 
fergusson, who had been 
working for Bioshock dev 
Irrational games, was 
the natural choice to 
lead the studio.

We rifle through the the coalition 
studio head’s mighty cV and  
nod our head approvingly

are associated with Halo and Forza, 
they know what they’re working on. 
moving forward, when people hear  
the coalition, we want them to think  
of gears of War.”

naturally, wanting to be seen as the 
gears of War studio was going to take 
more than a crafty name change. but 
the coalition proved it was the perfect 
studio for gears 4 when it released its 

excellent remake of the first game: 
gears of War: Ultimate edition.

“When we took over the franchise, 
we knew we needed to make sure the 
team understood the gears universe 
and culture, and a lot of that was also 
proving to fans that gears was in the 
right hands,” says fergusson, on the 
process of remaking the xbox 360’s 
first essential game. “With Ultimate 

JD has huge 
boots to fill. 
Will he be as 
memorable as 
Marcus fenix 
and whasisname 
from Judgment?

edition, we wanted to deliver an 
authentic gears of War experience 
that was true to the original tone and 
gameplay, but also felt modern for 
newer audiences. our team is taking 
that experience and applying it to gears 
of War 4 much in the same way that 343 
industries did taking the experience 
from launching Halo: anniversary into 
its development of Halo 4.”
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it’s a fitting comparison. after 
bungie left to work on Destiny, the 
risk of dedicating a studio to the Halo 
series is one that ultimately paid off 
magnificently: our hundreds of hours 
racked up in 343’s peerless guardians 
multiplayer can attest to that. the 
coalition still has to prove it can handle 
a numbered sequel, but its Ultimate 
edition remake was outstanding. it 
was a glorious update of the original 
with improved controls, reanimated 
cutscenes, excellent 60fps online 
multiplayer (with none of the issues 
that plagued 343’s troubled Master 
Chief Collection) and a graphical update 
that went far beyond our expectations. 
instead of simply updating gears of 
War for a new generation, the coalition 
pushed further, showing us what xbox 
one was truly capable of.

gearing up
“the greatest benefit for the team 
was to understand what it takes to 
create a true generation-eight triple-a 
game. my previous titles were xbox 360 
games and you can’t approach game 

making the same way as you did with 
the previous console generation. all of 
the additional power and capabilities 
that come with the xbox one means 
that you are now able to create a game 
with much more detailed characters in 
much more complicated scenes with 
more realistic lighting and materials. 
What that means is a bigger team with 
more specialised disciplines requiring 
more robust processes to be able to 

“With ultimate edition, 
We had to ProVe to  
fans that gears Was  
in the right hands”

all change
Where’s fenix? the locusts? Why gears 4 
warps us to a whole new world of horror
fergusson has 
something of a 
reputation as a 
‘fixer’. Back in the 
original Xbox days, 
fergusson made a 
name for himself at 
Microsoft by steering 
the seeminglydoomed 
port of Counterstrike 
back on track – but 
his most famous fixing 
hour came at Irrational 
games in 2012. there 
are many fascinating 
stories about the 
development of 
Bioshock Infinite that 
are yet to be told, 

but as the story goes, 
the entire project 
was ready to collapse 
under its own ambition 
until 2K got fergusson 
on board to make some 
cuts. the result was a 
brilliant, albeit more 
linear than planned, 
firstperson shooter 
where you could barely 
see the joins.
But part of being a 

great fixer is being 
able to highlight 
problems before they 
can become problems. 
fergusson notes that 
in gears 2 and 3, the 

Locust enemies had 
lost some of their 
impact. He compared 
it to Nazis – they 
had simply become too 
familiar. so, in a bid 
to recapture the terror 
of the original game, 
gears 4 takes us back 
into the unknown – new 
heroes in the form of 
JD and Kait and a new 
enemy force to fight, 
our first glimpse of 
which is the vicious 
and agile Pouncer seen 
in the e3 demo. New 
heroes, new enemies, 
new vocal cords, please.

We’re glad to 
see the old 
loadout, but 
can’t wait to 
try some new 
weapons.

take full advantage of what the xbox 
one is capable of delivering. also for 
us specifically with Ultimate edition, 
delivering the first 60fps multiplayer 
experience in franchise history really 
taught us a lot about what it means  
to have a 60fps culture on the team 
and we’re leveraging that experience 
for gears of War 4.”

frankly, it’s the kind of technical 
powerhouse we bought the xbox one 
for. Halo 5 and rise of the Tomb raider 
showed us what our machines could  
do when developers pushed the 
hardware. fergusson is confident 
that gears 4 will have a similar effect. 
“like how the original gears of War 
was a visual showcase for the xbox 
360, gears of War 4 will be a graphical 
showcase for the xbox one.”

What we’ve seen of gears of War 4 
attests to that. the nighttime setting 
of the e3 demo made it easy to miss 
that we were witnessing some of the 
most impressive lighting effects we’ve 
seen in games. you’d have to have a 
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Possibly the least 
appealing high five 
offer we’ve ever seen.

Would you kiss 
a Pouncer to 
get gears 4 

early? answers 
to the usual 

address/
therapist.

Hostile weather looks 
like a big danger this 
time. What gun is best 
against a hurricane?
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heart of stone/a stake in sony not to 
say ‘oooh!’ when you saw the new-gen 
environmental destruction. We can’t 
wait to see how it all looks in the cold 
new-gen light of day. 

change of gear
but it’s unlikely to be the graphics 
that have fans worried – three years 
into this console generation, we know 
studios can make fantastic-looking 
games. it’s the direction the series is 
going in, the new approach we saw 

a careful balancing act for developers. 
With gears of War 4 we often think 
about a balance of betrayal of fans’ 
expectations. on one hand, if you don’t 
betray their expectations at all and give 
them exactly what they expect, they 
may say, ‘i’ve already seen this before 
and have this game, why would i want 
to play this?’ on the other hand, if you 
go to the other end of the spectrum 
and create a completely different 
experience, fans will reject it since it’s 
so far from the game that they wanted. 

armed, dangerous,  
but still crouching in 
cover – now that’s the 
gears we remember.

at e3, that’s had fans concerned. 
Will this still be the gears of War we 
remember – or is this the start of a 
direction so radical we might as well be 
looking at a whole new franchise? how 
does a series’ proper new-gen debut 
go about attracting new fans without 
losing those that made the series so 
successful in the first place?

“that’s something that obviously 
comes to mind when building on an iP 
or franchise that has such an ardent 
following,” says fergusson, “and it is 

“We haVe a long-term Vision for 
continuing to groW the franchise 
– We can’t Wait to share  
these exPeriences With fans”
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the Pouncer doesn’t need 
bullets, as it can produce 
ammo organically. evolution’s 
got a lot to answer for.

We’re carefully thinking about this 
as we plot out our vision for gears to 
ensure that these ‘betrayals’ become 
surprises that delight the fans.”

as fergusson points out, the 
gears of War series has never been 
conservative with innovation. series 
entries were consistently some of the 
xbox 360’s biggest hits, thanks to a 
constant commitment to introducing 
new ideas. “these past ten years have 
been an incredible journey for the gears 
of War franchise. from spearheading 

innovations like co-op multiplayer and 
horde mode, to creating immersive, 
story-driven gameplay, it’s been exciting 
to see how the series has evolved 
since the original gears of War, and we 
look forward to continuing that legacy 
of innovation in this fourth gears.” 

of course, assuming gears of War 4 
is successful, this is just the beginning 
of a whole new series of gears of 
War titles on xbox one. fergusson is 
coy with details, but concedes there 
are plans for further games. “We’re 

Confession 
time: we 
destroyed 
this car, 
as revenge 
for the dire 
driving 
section in 
gears 1.

extremely proud and excited to be 
shepherding one of xbox’s most iconic 
franchises and can’t wait to share these 
experiences with gears of War fans new 
and old. We have a long-term vision for 
continuing to grow the franchise.” one 
that starts with us battling for our lives 
against Pouncers in the dark. 

When it comes to the coalition, we’ve 
only seen the beginning of the team’s 
vision, and it’s already enough to make 
gears of War one of xbox’s most exciting 
series again. ■

Lighting is stunning enough at night. We’ve 
never wanted sunrise in a game more.

these leaves are the first red you see. 
It won’t be the last.
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Former Epic gameplay designer  
Lee Perry on how Gears of War became 

one of Xbox Live’s best-loved multiplayer 
franchises, and how Gears of War 4  

could compete with today’s shooters

Writer: Edwin Evans-Thirlwell

executed

Booted, suited  
& ready to Be

f e at u r e
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played like Counter-Strike, Unreal Tournament and so on. all 
the old ‘rules’ for great multiplayer maps turned out to be 
straight-up cancer for a cover-based shooter.”

right turn
it looked like the end of the road. but at the eleventh  
hour, Epic’s weary staffers pulled off a miraculous  
comeback. “it was literally one week before E3 and we 
were going to launch that holiday. multiplayer was getting 
cut. but we had one final playtest and tried out a  
[prototype] named ‘dm-Traffic’. We abandoned nearly 
everything we thought we knew about map flow and  
hiding spots, threw down an assload of low cover, and  
kept visibility open and clear.”

The map in question would go onto become the  
legendary gridlock – a rough crescent with a spawn area  
at the end of each prong, small defensible areas up 
staircases around the middle, and clusters of derelict cars to 
cower behind. “it emphasised cover-based movement like  

Gears of War’s multiplayer was a watershed 
moment for Xbox Live. gruesome and 
barbaric, yet also cool and methodical, 
Epic’s handsome ogre of a shooter is the 
original ‘Halo killer’, knocking Halo 2 from 
its coveted leaderboard top spot a year 

ahead of the epoch-defining Call of Duty 4: Modern Warfare. 
it also very nearly didn’t happen. 

in the run-up to E3 2006, the game’s single-player 
campaign was just about coming together. There was still 
disagreement over features, with microsoft studios then-
boss Peter moore expressing reservations about the family-
unfriendly savagery of Gears’ signature weapon, the Lancer 
chainsaw-rifle. but the fundamentals – a cover system based 
on that of cult Ps2 title Kill Switch; a squad-driven campaign; 
an exquisitely trashed, vaguely European urban setting – 
were more or less in place. PvP was another matter. 

Epic’s previous multiplayer hits, the Unreal shooters, were 
all about pace and reflex, with players able to manoeuvre 
around each other quickly and melt away from incoming 
fire. Gears of War, however, was built for the trenches. it 
was sturdy and ponderous where the Unreal games were 
nimble and hyperactive. in developing the new game’s 
online component, the Gears team (which encompassed a 
mere 20 to 30 people, at the time, led by the inimitable cliff 
bleszinski) was obliged to rethink its entire approach to 
multiplayer map design, and the challenge was almost too 
much for the project.

“We had tried making multiplayer work for a good year,” 
recalls Lee Perry, a former Epic gameplay and level designer 
who played a leading role in the creation of all three original 
Gears titles. “and, honestly, we thought the whole concept 
was dead and buried. We made so many test maps that 

Gridlock, the 
“grandfather 
of Gears 
multiplayer”, 
returns in 
the ultimate 
edition for 
Xbox One. fear 
its symmetry.

the dank, gritty Gears palette 
is a stark contrast to Halo’s 
bubblegum colour scheme.

Lee Perry 
worked on all 
three of the 
original Gears 
of War titles. 
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MakinG chanGes
The same old story with every sequel? not at all. 
here are a few of the biggest additions and changes 
to multiplayer over the course of the gears trilogy…

“ThE gamE’s mosT divisivE 
FEaTurE ProvEd To bE 
ThE inFamous gnashEr, 
dark god oF shoTguns”

takinG HOstaGes
short of cover and with a whole lot 
of lead heading your way? Gears 
of War 2 gave players the ability 
to seize downed opponents and use 
their muscular torsos as a handy 
meat shield. Watch out, though, as 
your “accomplice” can only absorb 
so much fire. Messy business.

GOinG retrO
a burst-fire rifle with huge recoil, 
the retro Lancer is a hard weapon 

to master – but the thrill of 
its charging bayonet attack is 
unparalleled. Don’t try it against 
an aware opponent, trust us.

CatCH ’eM aLL
Gears of Wars 2’s submission mode 
is capture the flag with a suitably 
physical twist – the ‘flag’ is an 
ai-controlled character (franklin, 
Chap or Hanley from the campaign 
mode) who doesn’t take kindly to 
being manhandled. Daft and hard.

taG, yOu’re it
in a nod to Battlefield, Gears 3 
introduced enemy tagging, enabling 
allies to see the foe in question 
on their HuDs. this helped mic-less 
teams make headway.

MOBiLe frOntLine
Gears 2 players often used the 
Locust Boomshield to seal off 
corners of Horde maps. this  
proved an inspiration for Gears of 
War 3’s deployable fortifications.

nothing we had tried before,” says Perry. “and it literally 
changed everything.

“if someone tried to get behind you and shoot you point-
blank in the ass, you had a chance to see that coming.  
There weren’t endless chains of rooms and corridors – 
instead, there was ‘a front’. You saw your enemies; you  
tried to suppress them; you saw their tactics unfold. it 
became about more than just sprinting around corners and 
hitting the trigger first.

“[Level designers] dave spalinski, demond rogers and i  
beat on that map around the clock for a week, and we 
showed off multiplayer at E3. We were scared beyond belief 
that we only had one or two game modes while games like 
Halo had, like, ten. but people loved our simplicity and focus. 
multiplayer basically went from a smoking pile of rubble to 
final form in a couple of months before launch. so, yeah, 
gridlock. Pretty cool little map.”

strange charm
Gears of War’s multiplayer delighted players from the off,  
and proved hugely influential – even first-person offerings 
such as sony’s Killzone 2 took inspiration from the game. it 
wasn’t just that the cover system was so unusual in itself 
– the zoomed-in ‘war reporter’ camera, the gruelling length 
of the average firefight and the sheer fact of being able to 
see your character’s face while locked to a surface brought 
players closer to characters in ways that the disembodied 
hands of the first-person shooter view simply couldn’t rival. 

it’s no wonder 
there’s 
gridlock if 
people just 
leave their 
cars to rust, 
is it?

This represented no small advantage back in 2006, when hd 
gaming on consoles was still in its infancy.

“Think about how in many shooters from back then you’re 
zoomed way in on people, and shooting at just a handful of 
pixels,” says Perry. “We never wanted to ‘pixel hunt’. but we 
had these awesome, detailed character models we wanted 
to show off – we wanted big, bold characters on the screen. 
and you could only do that by bringing combat distances in 
far closer than what they had been.”

“at that point you’re having a real shoot-out with an 
enemy who is close enough to threaten you, and you can 
really see the danger and hit reactions. We could tighten up 
the field of view, abandon Unreal Tournament-style 40mph 
running speeds, and generally make it all so much more 
intimate. ray davis was the programmer who built out that 
first system, and it was one of those things where it started 
coming online, and people were smitten with it immediately.”

The multiplayer wasn’t without its rough spots, of course. 
The game’s most divisive feature proved to be not the Lancer 
rifle, as Peter moore had feared, but the infamous gnasher, 
dark god of shotguns – an apocalyptic toy that would give 
rise to ferocious arguments on Epic’s forums. The weapon’s 
problem, detractors contended, was that it handed an 
aggressive player an incredible advantage – all you had 
to do was somersault into close range and fire off a blast 
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before the victim had time to reorient. Epic would tweak the 
gnasher extensively throughout the Gears trilogy, adjusting 
its range and power, but many of these tweaks riled as many 
players as they appeased.

“Without doubt, the gnasher was the hardest thing to get 
right in the entire series,” Perry reflects. “it’s an incredibly 
complicated system. it’s easy to point at an FPs and 
think, ‘They nailed shotguns, so do what they did’, but the 
complications came from Gears not being first-person. 

“Third-person cameras and close-range weaponry is just  
a match made in hell,” he continues. “There’s a crosshair in 
the middle of the screen – if it’s resting on something, you 
expect to hit that thing. simple enough. but do the bullets 
come from the player model? do they come from the camera?  
What happens when the player is behind a column, but the 
camera is around the corner? can you shoot from there? 
What if that column is an enemy? is that a point-blank 
shot? Where do the bullets converge?… it is catastrophically 
complex and unintuitive.

gnash those teeth
“in the hands of a good player, the gnasher was so effective 
that it nullified several other systems. but it was so damn 
fun! Wrestling with that trade-off seems like a decade of my 
life in design meetings.” There were plenty of other bones 
of contention to pick at throughout the trilogy – grenade 
area of effect, for example, or the ability in Gears 3 to revive 
yourself from a ko providing you could avoid further damage 
– but complaints about the gnasher and, by extension, 
melee combat were “orders of magnitude more passionate 
than anything else”. 

“We started off maybe too dismissive of some of those 
opinions,” Perry concedes. “but as the series continued, 
we were more and more accepting that these were real 
issues for some of our truest fans.” a perpetual simmer 
of fan outrage is, he suggests, “the curse of a successful 
game. For the first one you have a ton of freedom and no 
expectations – you just hope people play and care about it. 

Gears  
of More?
WHat if… everytHinG Was DestruCtiBLe?
Gears has already experimented a little with map destruction 
in the shape of Gears 3’s puzzle maps, but the ability 
to blast through entire stretches of terrain would be a 
controversial addition to a game that’s this dependent on 
cover. still, imagine carving your way through a wall with 
your Lancer. the processing power is definitely there, but 
would this change the base gameplay beyond recognition?

WHat if… it Was free-tO-PLay?
Microsoft’s designs on new revenue models aren’t confined to 
new iP – it has already turned fable into a free-to-play game 
and has experimented successfully with microtransactions in 
Halo 5. a multiplayer-only Gears could go the f2P route, but 
with a campaign as part of the package, a mix of an upfront 
charge and paid-for elements seems more plausible.

WHat if… tHe COaLitiOn MaDe it a MOBa?
Gears of War: Judgment’s Overrun is a step in this direction – 
it introduced ‘proper’ character classes for both the Locust 
and COG. still, Judgment was ambivalently received, and rod 
fergusson has made much of the idea that Gears 4 is a return 
to its roots. Perhaps a combination of traditional PvP and a 
MOBa-influenced mode, a la Halo 5, is the right route.

We ponder gears of War 4…

real-life fencing is all about grace and 
precision. Lancer duels? Mash that button  
and hope for the best.

the sawed-Off is the Gnasher’s vicious 
little sister. its wide angle of fire  
is devastating in group melee.
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“hordE Was among ThE 
EarLiEsT oF ThE survivaL 
modE TYPEs ThaT arE  
noW sTandard issuE”

if it takes off, awesome! but after that, everything is sacred. 
Everything is someone’s favourite thing.”

Epic would make several larger innovations in the course 
of the series, ranging from flamboyant moves like the 
ability to knock back a dug-in opponent when vaulting over 
cover, to seismic new weapons such as Gears 3’s digger, a 
burrowing bomb designed to flush elusive opponents out 
of hiding. There were plenty, however, that didn’t make the 
cut. “We built playable prototypes for nearly every weapon, 
enemy or ability,” says Perry. “That’s pretty much the bulk of 
what i did as gameplay designer on Gears 2 and 3. i’d say we 
used maybe half of the concepts that we prototyped out.

“i showed a handful of videos of these ideas at the game 
developers conference 2010. i can’t just dump those ideas to 
you – they’re Epic’s intellectual property, and many may still 
appear in future games. a few i demoed, though, were more 
cinematic dynamic camera systems for conversations that 
randomly happen, the ability to ‘perch’ on tall walls, a ‘gas 
leak’ volumetric explosion weapon, and riding rockworms. 
There were some pretty huge systems planned out.”

among the most successful features that did make the 
cut was the much-imitated horde mode – a co-op tour de 

shield-wielding heavies 
and exploding tickers 
are the Locust response 
to Gears of War 3’s Horde 
mode fortifications.

Who says 
war can’t be 
picturesque? 
Gears 3’s 
Old town 
map is like 
something out 
of the movie 
Chocolat.

force, in which players defend a map against waves of ai-
controlled Locust. “really, the thinking behind horde was as 
simple as: ‘many players don’t care for competitive modes, 
and they love co-op, but the campaign story structure can 
get in the way of a pure co-op play session’,” says Perry. “We 
wanted players to be able to encounter all kinds of enemy 
combinations in maps that didn’t occur in multiplayer.

“We tried making custom maps with a sort of progression 
through different areas, and all kinds of complex, dynamic 
mission objectives. but it wasn’t until matt oelfke, a 
gameplay programmer, took the initiative and just dropped 
the creatures into existing multiplayer maps that it just 
worked. it was yet another case of us over-thinking the 
initial design, and finding that the simpler it was, the better.”

following the hordes
horde was among the earliest and most prosperous of the 
survival mode types that are now practically standard-issue 
for big-budget online shooters. bungie would pay homage 
to it with Halo 3: ODST’s Firefight mode, while infinity Ward 
followed suit with a survival playlist in Call of Duty: Modern 
Warfare 2. it was another paradigm shift for Gears, tarnished 
only a little by the second game’s woeful online performance 
at launch, and attracted a vast following. 

When it came to Gears of War 3, Epic was able to  
elaborate directly on the more advanced horde player 
strategies. it created a fortification system, in which cash 
from kills could be spent on spike strips, turrets and even 
deployable silverback mechs, transforming the terrain 
chemistry of the map in question. 

“For Gears 3, it came from noticing how people could 
play horde over and over on the same maps, but holing 
up in different little alcoves and such,” says Perry. “We 
wanted to facilitate how they were already playing – trying 
to customise the map to allow for a ton of different tactics 
in each map.” horde 2.0 appeals not least because, as 
with Halo’s Forge level editor, it invites fans to take artistic 
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LeavinG 
Gears behind
Lee Perry is now an independent designer, having left epic 
to found a new developer, BitMonster Games, in July 2012. 
His current project, Moonstrike, is worlds away from Gears 
of War – it’s a real-time strategy game for virtual reality 
headsets, set in space. still, Lee tells us that his long 
stint at epic continues to inform his work today. 
“if there’s anything i took from my time with epic and 

Gears, it would be the value of a designer being able to open 
tools and make things actually function, not just write about 
it,” he says. “the indie developer movement is all about 
that, too. these aren’t big teams where there’s some ‘idea 
guy’ – everyone has a lot of hats to wear, and our tools (such 
as [visual scripting system] kismet) and prototype workflow 
helped shape a lot of people’s careers in the industry by 
allowing non-programmers to make those moments happen.
“as for a specific design lesson, Cliff 

Bleszinski and Gears drove home how 
important it is for everything in 
a game to just ‘feel’ right to 
a player. every button-press 
and interaction needs to 
have great player feedback, 
feel rewarding and be as 
responsive as possible.”

What Perry did next

Moonstrike is set for 
release on vr headsets 
this year. Get the motion-
sickness pills ready!

the retro Lancer’s 
backstab isn’t  

exactly a stealth 
technique, but it  
gets the job done.

ownership of a facet of the Gears universe, fleshing the 
terrain out in surprising directions. 

Gears of War 2 and 3 also gave us custom weapon and 
character skins, unlocked by earning XP during multiplayer 
and the campaign. although unremarkable on paper, these 
were telling concessions to the absurd popularity of Call 
of Duty’s multiplayer levelling system, which had given rise 
to an industry-wide obsession with grinding for equipment 
(a taste for tat that would prove convenient when console 
publishers began to dabble extensively with the idea of 
selling in-game items separately).

so why didn’t Epic go the whole hog, and build in a full 
suite of non-cosmetic unlocks? “We were playing Modern 
Warfare, just like everyone else,” recalls Perry. “and [we 
were] marvelling at how incredibly well it blended an  
almost rPg-like skill tree to the mP competitive shooter 
arena. it really came down to playing to our strengths  
and using our manpower wisely.

“a game like Call of Duty has more people working full-
time on their menus alone than we had working on our 
core gameplay team. systems like Halo’s web integration, 
and quantity of game modes… yeah, they’re amazing 
accomplishments, but at the time we just preferred 
to keep the team small and be the agile little 
guys in the arena.”

some would argue – us included – that 
progression trees really don’t belong in a 
shooter that achieves so much by placing 
opponents on an even footing initially, and 
in which the most devastating weapons 
must be collected from the maps, rather 
than selected on the menus. Perry 
disagrees. “i think systems like those can 
totally work for Gears if the people making the 
future games prioritise them. it all comes 
down to whether you allocate energy to a 
great single-player and co-op campaign, 

or to competitive multiplayer, though. That balance will 
always be a tough one, and highly debatable.”

While much declined following the third game – 
not helped, it must be said, by the entertaining but 
underwhelming spin-off Gears of War: Judgment – Gears of 
War is no longer the “little guy in the arena”. new developer 
The coalition has formidable resources to draw upon – as 
of July 2015 it had around 200 developers on the books, 
including Epic’s former director of production rod Fergusson. 
but will the series ever reclaim that Xbox Live top spot? What 
can it do to head off today’s crop of moba derivatives and 
high-falutin’ parkour shooters, to say nothing of doughty old 
foes such as Halo and Call of Duty?

“i would say very broadly that it needs to continue going 
its own way, and remember how many successes we 

had when we remember the value of simplicity and 
personality,” comments Perry. “Trying to compare 

feature counts with competitors and following 
the crowd isn’t a great direction. but the people 

working on the current games know those 
mantras, so i have confidence they’re 

going to do really well with it.
“There is a constant battle between 

pleasing your hardcore existing fans 
and trying to attract new players to build 

out your player base,” he concludes. “i’ll 
be really curious as to which trade-offs are 

made for those goals, and which new features 
can play to both camps.” ■

Cliff 
Bleszinski 
masterminded 
the Lancer, 
an assault 
rifle with an 
underslung 
chainsaw, and 
pushed back 
when Microsoft 
asked that it 
be cut.
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Honestly? We could’ve got 15 incredible moments out of the 
second game alone. The original blew us away with tight controls, 
amazing graphics and cover-based shooting that actually worked 
on a console (trust us, that was a very big deal in 2006). Each new 

entry added ideas, innovations and iconic moments that other 
shooters would kill for. Oh, and if you’re wondering why the Cole 

train rap didn’t make our list, time to grow some ears…

Writer: Tom Stone

Greatest  
Gears of War 

moments

the
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the Berserker 
(Gears of War) 

You’re armed to the teeth in every Gears 
game, but some fights gleefully render 

your main arsenal useless. The berserker 
is basically a blind Hulk. if it charges you, 
death is instant. Oh, and you’re trapped 
with it in a claustrophobic tomb. getting 
outside is your only hope. increasingly 

smaller rooms and hard-to-dodge charge 
attacks mean many would vote this as their 
worst Gears of War moment, but we’d argue 
that it’s a perfect raising of the stakes. it’ll  

take more than mere bullets to stop  
the locust threat. daylight has never 

looked so sweet…

stay out of  
the shadoWs 

(Gears of War) 

Usually we only fear the dark in shooters 
because the developer has mistaken 

‘mysterious and scary’ for ‘good luck seeing 
what you’re meant to be shooting at, chump’. 

The Kryll swarms gave darkness its bite back in 
the most viscerally literal way possible. linger 
in the murkiness for mere seconds and you’ll 

never see the light of day again, as the  
Kryll descend upon their prey and turn it into 

a midnight snack. it was one of the first times 
Gears introduced a nasty twist to its  
core mechanics, and made the dark  

something worthy of your fear once again.

fall of the Brumak 
(Gears of War 2)

The brumak is 40 feet of rage and muscle. 
frankly, marcus and his squad would 

have better odds fighting a dinosaur. in 
the original Gears on xbox 360, there was 

no way to kill one. but Gears 2 happily 
shredded the rulebook with its bayonet 
whenever it got the chance, letting us 

slaughter the brumak in its opening hours. 
and what better way to do this than using 

turret fire to shred its face off, and  
then driving over the corpse? We had  
to wait two years to best the brumak,  

but that wait paid off.

IntroducInG  
General raam 
(Gears of War) 

 
Establishing your villainous credentials 
is all about making an entrance. Squad 
leader Kim yells orders and tries to get 
everyone to safety, oblivious to locust 
commander general raam, stalking up 
behind him. The locust general strikes 
Kim across the face, then buries a knife 
in his guts – all while marcus looks on 

helplessly. Cheer up, marcus. raam 
technically just scored you a promotion. 

We’d have to fight through the whole 
campaign before finally getting revenge. 

enter the rIftWorm (Gears of War 2)

no offence, vermiphobes, but worms aren’t scary. Unless, say, they’re ten miles long and 
capable of sinking entire cities. delta Squad are swallowed alive by one of these  

riftworms, sending them on a less-than-fantastic voyage that involves chainsawing  
open sections of its digestive system to progress further and further on a gory quest  
to cut out all three of its hearts. Ends with our heroes sliding out of a dead riftworm  

literally soaked in blood. if entering the worm is Gears’ jumping-the-shark moment (as  
many fans believe), it remains absolutely worth it. 

03
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05
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02
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coWardIce punIshed 
(Gears of War) 

 
gyules is few people’s favourite Gears 
soldier. Trapped with the rest of delta 

Squad in the Tomb of Unknowns, 
gyules panics when he realises there’s 
a beserker in the tomb with them. He 
abandons his squad, fleeing in terror. 

 but the moment he turns the corner he 
runs headfirst into the beserker. it’s what 

we don’t see that makes this moment  
a classic, as gyules’ screams echo  

through the tomb, shadows on the wall 
show him being torn apart, and then his 
head is thrown against the wall. rest in 

pieces, coward.

chaInsaW duels 
(Gears of War 2 onWards)

rock, paper, scissors might be the worst game ever made. but scrap the rock, lose the 
paper, swap out the scissors for chainsaws, and you’ve got one of Gears’ best gameplay 
innovations. When you and your rival try slashing each other’s heads off simultaneously, 

blades clash, sparks fly and you both mash b to get the edge on your opponent. The  
best QTE ever? We’ll stick our necks on the line and say ‘definitely’.

BattlInG the 
levIathan 

(Gears of War 2)

Pools of blood. a severed tentacle. ripples 
in the water. You know something big’s 

coming, but you’re wrong – the leviathan 
is gargantuan. a screen-filling monster 
from the ocean/veritable depths of hell.  
a mass of tentacles and teeth that can 
only be beaten by feeding yourself to it. 
get enough grenades down its gaping 

throat and it falls screaming back  
beneath the surface, the water turning a 

sickening shade of red. an epic battle, but 
nothing compared to your reunion  

in Gears of War 3…

dIsorder In the court 
(Gears of War: JudGment)

lieutenant damon baird is on trial for illegally 
using a lightmass missile. despite spending 
the whole game justifying his actions, he’s 
eventually sentenced to death. Personally, 
we’d have sentenced Cole to death for that 

goshawful ‘rap’ we got in the first game. 
Just when baird’s about to be executed, 
surprise witnesses storm the courtroom. 
Unfortunately, the most surprising thing  

about these witnesses is that they’re locusts 
who’re just as keen to kill you. This starts 
a series of shoot-outs in and around the 

courtroom that escalate wildly. Think of the 
poor stenographer trying to keep up.

Watery Grave 
(Gears of War 3)

Steering a submarine through clear blue 
waters, everything is so beautifully quiet 
and tranquil. are we definitely playing the 
right game here? Turns out it’s merely the 
calm before a storm of manglers dart up to 

attack you from all sides. delta Squad barely 
manages to fend them off before another 
mighty leviathan emerges – and this time 

you’re fighting the sea monster in its natural 
environment. mines detonating, manglers 

everywhere and a legendary beast  
determined to sink you for good. So  

intense, Team OXM vowed never to go 
near/drink water again.
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your fIrst chaInsaW 
kIll on XBoX one 
(Gears of War: 

ultImate edItIon)
 

The lancer rifle is one of the greatest 
weapons on xbox. no developer had 
managed to improve that chainsaw 

kill, until the Coalition decided to prove 
its Gears credentials. get up close to 
a locust and rev it up. Then feel the 

impact as the controller shakes almost 
as much as the screen, blood spraying 

everywhere as the roar screams through 
your speakers, all with glorious xbox One 
graphics. a classic 2006 moment we got 

to relive in 2015; it hasn’t aged a day. 

rIdInG the Brumak (Gears of War 2) 

locusts have rigged machine-gun turrets to the brumak, giving the humongous  
creatures yet another unfair advantage. So marcus turns the tables by leaping upon its  

back and riding the brumak through the locust horde. it’s Gears of War 2’s godzilla  
moment, as you stampede through enemies, smash through walls and enjoy an  
unlimited stockpile of ammo. The difficulty drops to zero here, but after a long  
campaign spent taking cover and making every shot count, you’ve earned the  

right to feel stupidly overpowered.

11

dIscoverInG the 
actIve reload 
(Gears of War) 

Press reload then wait impatiently while 
your character fumbles with his gun. Or in 
Gears, press reload again at the right time, 

and you’ll do so instantly. mistime it and 
you’ll have to wait even longer. a great 
risk/reward mechanic that should have 
been ripped off by more shooters. Gears 
got it right first time. get it roughly right 
and you get a free reload, while perfect 

precision is rewarded with a damage 
boost. When something as mundane as 
reloading feels fresh again, you know 

you’re playing something special.

defeatInG the tempest 
(Gears of War 3) 

The Tempest is a flying locust queen that  
can take hundreds of rounds of machine-gun 

fire, constantly calls in reinforcements and 
survives multiple blasts from the Hammer  

of dawn. it would be a tedious bullet-sponge  
of a foe if you couldn’t feel every last shot  
count, and hear the gratifying squelch of  
every hit. it’s a tactically complex fight as 
reinforcement grunts have to be taken out 

before they overwhelm you, all while you dart 
between cover to avoid the Tempest attacks. a 
smart mix of colossal boss monster with more 
traditional one-on-one shoot-outs made it the 

perfect way to close the trilogy.

dom’s sacrIfIce 
(Gears of War 3)

Playable characters almost never die 
in games. Somebody tell that to Epic, 

which went full Game of Thrones with the 
mortality rate in Gears 3. at an imulsion 

pumping facility, delta Squad are trapped 
and overwhelmed by lambent forces. dom 

chooses to put his friends first, driving 
his truck into a tanker. The explosion kills 
the lambent forces, gives delta Squad a 
chance to escape and costs dom his life. 

Cue the melancholy melody of mad World – 
a smart nod to Gears 1’s iconic trailer.

Gears of War
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Not all visitors are 
unfriendly. Nonetheless, 
install a droppable anvil.
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T
hey say war is hell. 
11 bit studios is 
determined to prove 
it’s even worse, by 
creating a game 
from the civilians’ 
perspective. You’re 
running a shelter 
of innocents just 

trying to live out the conflict. Find 
food, provide heat, keep them safe and, 
please, won’t you think of the children?

It’s a heavy subject to tackle, but the 
developer is confident it’s found a new 
way to show the horrors of war. “We 
knew that most importantly we need 
to have this atmosphere,” explains art 
director, Przemysław Marszał. “We 
thought about this game as a novel. 
It’s not one-to-one realistic, but when 
you read it, when you’re playing it, 
you should immerse in this game and 
you should see yourself there. If this 
game would be too realistic, or on the 
other side, too simplistic, there would 
be problems with this connection that 
you are the civilian.”

Realistically depicting a warzone 
means the tricks we’ve learnt in other 

survival games are of no use here. 
Hoarding is useless, as getting raided 
is a constant (in nine in-game days, we 
were raided three times). Bad enough 
when all the food and fuel has been 
stolen, it’s awful when people get hurt. 
We returned one time to find that 
Lydia, the young girl in our care, had 
been slightly wounded in the crossfire 
of a raid. We felt terrible, more so 
when we discovered that the photo 
for Lydia is the daughter of one of the 
developers. Who was watching us play 
the game. Er… sorry about that. “We 
decided that, first of all, we’d use real 
photos and real scans of characters,” 
explains Marszał. “Only people from 
our team, friends, neighbours. Just 
casual, normal people.” It’s a nastily 
effective choice, making these feel like 
real people you’re letting down. 

To stop raids, you have to build 
barricades and weapons. You build 
beds to let the civilians rest and 
stoves so you can cook hot meals, but 
everything is in limited supply – and 
deciding who gets to eat and who 
doesn’t is the hardest early decision 
to stomach. There’s almost never 

This War of Mine: 
The Little Ones
The game that makes Limbo look like a veritable funfair

 Publisher deep silver / DeveloPer 11 bit studios / Format xbox one

Based on 
the Siege 
of Sarajevo 
during the 
Bosnian war, 
it’s a shelter-
protection 
game that 
aims to show 
the civilian 
costs of the 
conflict.

Bluffer’s 
Guide

P r e v i e w
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wait, is he describing this war 
zone, or the weekend following 
Black Friday?

Can you bring yourself to steal 
from the innocent? Did you even 
pay for this magazine?

Character bios update with each new 
day. well worth reading, but try not 
to get too attached…

Bargaining with others becomes 
essential. Pick a skilled negotiator, 
or they’ll bleed you dry.
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The bright side?
We’re playing the world’s largest violin
Each character keeps a journal, naturally 
affected by the choices you make and how 
‘happy’ they are. Some reminisce about before 
the war, children complain about missing 
parents, and others confide guilt about what 
they’ve done to survive. But they’re not all bleak. 
Save people from bandits or show kindness to 
strangers, and characters will be admired for 
their heroic actions. If they don’t die trying to 
help. That’ll teach us to look for a silver lining.

//Playing hopscotch sure beats 
playing steal-the-food-from-the-
elderly, and you can make toys//

Your shelter 
starts full 
of trash, 
but you’ll 
miss it when 
it’s gone – 
it’s full of 
resources.

we’re big fans of the mostly black-
and-white hand-drawn style. Character 
animation is outstanding, proving 
that on a console more affiliated 
with 3D graphical powerhouses, a 2D 
game can still hold its own.

ThE PrESEnTaTIOn
Metadata

enough food, reminding us of a similar 
dilemma in The Walking Dead. But 
Telltale’s game was never so cruel 
that it had you deciding who goes 
hungry every single day, or made you 
responsible for replenishing that food 
supply in the first place.

Because when night falls, you have 
to choose who sleeps, who guards 
the shelter and who risks their life 
venturing out to scavenge. Gas stations, 
hospitals and the like contain vital 
resources such as food and medicine 
(hopefully) but they may also be full 
of bandits (hopefully not). Going out 
unarmed is just below ‘slicing off your 
ears so you never have to hear Uptown 
Funk again’ in the Big Book of Bad 
Ideas, but scavenging is restricted by 
a very limited amount of inventory 
slots. You’d be safer with a weapon, but 
that’ll mean fewer potential resources 
that you can carry home.

nowhere’s sacred
We explored a church, where it 
quickly became apparent that 
armed bandits were everywhere. 
Combat is clumsy, deliberately so 
(these are civilians, not soldiers), 
and character deaths are permanent. 
We should’ve fled. But that would 
mean 24 more hours of watching our 
people starve. Desperation stops you 
thinking straight. We rooted through 
cupboards, praying for little more 
than a sole tin of food, knowing being 
caught could result in us being shot 
dead any second. Death would almost 
be a mercy, compared to the shame of 
returning home empty-handed.

Another day passes, and we need 
resources more than ever. Luckily, the 
next house we search is a goldmine, 
with nothing standing in our way 
but an innocent old couple. They’re 
incapable of fighting back, so there’s 
nothing stopping us from taking all 
they have. An immoral choice, that not 
even the dev team could bring itself 
to do, explains senior writer Pawel 
Miechowski. “I didn’t steal from those 
guys. Designers had to because they 
need to test stuff like this, but [a] few 
guys from the team, until now, didn’t 
steal. Not even once.”

Well, we stole. We took it all. Please 
don’t judge, we had mouths to feed. 
Them or us, right? R… right? Guilt 
isn’t just getting to us, it can crush 
your survivors’ spirits, leaving them 
depressed for days if you broke bad 
to keep everyone fed. Get down from 
your high horse, reader – if we’d left 
the old couple alone, it’d be another 

day at least that our young ward goes  
without a meal. Not an easy decision.

If you’re thinking that this all 
sounds relentlessly bleak, that’s 
because it is. But for Xbox One, This 
War of Mine adds what was severely 
lacking from the acclaimed PC 
version: hope, in the form of 
The Little Ones. “We didn’t 
want it to just be an added 
feature,” says Marszał on 
bringing children to the 
game. “We knew that the 
topic is so important that we 
needed a lot of time to solve it. You 
should really feel those are kids, not 
just gameplay characters.” 

“We want to portray the special 
bond between the parent and the kid,” 

agrees lead designer Maciej Sulecki. 
“Or if there are no parents, between 
other adult characters. So we want 
to portray the kids in the game in the 
way they act during the real war. We 
did research about the kids in the war, 

and I think that the main idea 
was to make another layer of 

emotional connection.”
And after another night of 

fruitless scavenging, a child 
greeting you happily at the 

door makes a nice change 
from ‘we got raided again’. 

Playing hopscotch beats playing 
steal-the-food-from-the-elderly, and 
you can even make toys for the kids. 
That swing set is the first thing 
getting flung in the fireplace when 
we’re out of fuel, mind.

Sending all your survivors to bed 
with their stomachs full, condition 
healthy and mood content is rare, 
making it all the more satisfying 
when it is achieved. The addition of 
optimistic children makes the bitter 
journey to that goal easier to swallow. 
We’ve always wanted to see the end of 
the conflict in This War of Mine, and 
with The Little Ones, we might finally 
have something worth fighting for.
Tom Stone

eTA
29 Jan
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T
he idea of a ‘family-friendly 
third-person shooter’ 
sounds as inherently 
contradictory as ‘diet coke’ 
or ‘money-losing PopCap 
game’. But the shootout 

between the heavily armed Walking 
Dead and somehow-far-creepier 
Walking Vegetation (seriously, get 
attacked by a perma-smiling sunflower 
then try sleeping afterwards) made 
2014’s Garden Warfare a hit. GW2 grows 
on the original’s shortcomings, with 
more modes, improved multiplayer 
and six new character classes.

For the plants there’s Kernel Corn, 
who shoots a stream of sweetcorn with 

the rapidness of machine gun fire; 
Rose, the what-do-you-think, who can 
slow down time to get the jump on her 
foes; and Citron, the orange/bounty 
hunter from the future. Why the 
latter two can’t just go back 
in time and kill the zombies’ 
grandparents or something 
is an argument for another 
time. For Team Zombie 
there’s Captain Deadbeard, a 
pirate with the power to attack 
from the sky using his pet parrot, Polly, 
who wants a cracker and is willing to 
slaughter entire gardens of plantlife 
to get it; Super Brainz, the series’ first 
melee character, punching and kicking 
through what he’s convinced is an ‘80s 
action movie; then finally there’s the 
small-but-deadly Imp class. These 
are easily the fastest zombies yet, as if 
28 Days Later's infected bit one of the 
Minions. We can dream.

Along with the new 24-player Herbal 
Assault mode, we worried that adding 

so much would unbalance an already 
hectic shooter. Luckily GW2 has its 
roots on just the right side of crazy, 
thanks to a welcoming learning curve 
and clear objectives. In Herbal Assault, 
one team defends their base while the 
other tries to capture it. Both sides 
can grow plants and raise the dead for 
backup, though this is about 5% tower 
defence to 95% hectic shooting and 
ridiculous cooldown powers. It’s the 
kind of shooter where you’re never 
sure if a shot’s going to kill you, or  
turn you into a goat.

But despite the wacky powers, it’s 
well balanced, with enough variation 
here to find a heavy/long-range/

militant vegetable that suits 
your shooting preferences. 

You don’t even have to enter 
a multiplayer match to get 
acquainted, thanks to the 

new Backyard Battleground. 
This is the main hub where 

you set up games, customise 
characters, apply upgrades and the 
like. It also has a flag-raising mini-
game that sends waves of varied  
grunts your way, making it perfect  
for quickly testing different  
weapons and characters without 
having to leave the hub. You can even 
switch sides between the plants and 
zombies whenever you like, Judas. 
Can we have this in the lobby of all 
online shooters please?

It was never going to have the 
iconography of Star Wars, but the 

ETA
25 Feb

Plants vs Zombies:  
Garden Warfare 2
Colourful online shooter with six new characters?  
They should call this Rainbow Six Si... oh

A shooter 
spin-off from 
the hit tower 
defence game, 
Garden Warfare 
2 sees the 
plants and 
zombies battle 
in Zomburbia. 
Their horrible 
pun, not ours.

Bluffer’s 
Guide

 Publisher electronic Arts / DeveloPer PoPcAP GAmes / Format XboX one

Battling enemies in  
your own back yard is 
a great way to test 
characters and gain XP.

//It’s as if 28 Days  
Later's infected bit  
one of the Minions//

P r E v i E W
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bright, colourful look sets it nicely 
apart from the Black Ops and Rainbow 
Six Sieges of the online multiplayer 
scene. It’s an easy game to like, with 
silly touches such as being able to ram 
enemies in revenge for putting you 
in goat form. It makes us wish more 
shooters would crack a smile now and 
then. Apart from those sunflowers, 
obviously. Seriously, why do you have 
to keep smiling while you slaughter us? 
Please stop. Please.
Tom Stone

Chris Fox
Garden warfare 2’s lead gameplay designer  
explains how you add to a sequel without  
confusing what made the original work

W
henever 
we speak 
to devs 
about 
keeping 

online multiplayer 
balanced, we’re always 
impressed if they don’t 
start tearfully rambling 
about player exploits 
and crashing betas. 
Garden Warfare 2 has 
the advantage of being 
PopCap’s second Xbox 
game, and the studio has 
a refreshing attitude to 
player feedback. 

how did you balance all 
the new stuff with the 
core game?
balance is definitely an 
ongoing process. with 
the first Garden Warfare, 
we had multiple balance 
patches post-launch 
and we’re definitely 
looking at taking a 
similar approach this 
time. Also just having 
an ongoing dialogue 
with the community and 
seeing posts on reddit 
or on twitter. everyone 
on the development 
teams is super open to 
that kind of feedback 
and we get it all the 
time. so i think with a 
game like this – certainly 
a multiplayer game – 
it’s just important to 

leave those lines of 
communication open 
and never shut that 
down. And for us, we’re 
playing the game every 
day, hours every day, 
and that’s something 
that really helped Garden 
Warfare 1 with balance. 
that team culture, that 
mentality of every day 
at 3 o’clock we have a 
big team playtest and 
if something’s wrong 
someone’s yelling at me 
from across the room 

and i’m writing it down. 
we’ve been balancing 
this game since day one 
so it definitely helps.

how hard and how 
important was it to  
keep local multiplayer?
it’s huge! i think for 
a game like Garden 
Warfare especially, we 
really want to see that 
local play. whether it’s 
with parents and your 
kids, or friends together 
having that couch 
co-op – that’s one of 
the things for Garden 
Warfare 2 that was most 
important. expanding 

that suite of options for 
how you can play it with 
friends. or against them!

Do you have any tips for 
newcomers who didn’t 
play Garden Warfare 1?
don’t neglect the older 
guys just because 
they’re not featured. 
everyone still has a  
great role to serve. And 
there really is no wrong 
way to play the game. 
we like to reward  
players for everything.  

so just because  
you’re not getting 
vanquishes [kills] –  
if you’re healing or 
assisting or playing 
support roles, there 
are definitely rewards 
involved there so just 
try everything. i think 
my favourite overall 
new character class 
is super brainz. i’m 
definitely a sucker for 
the comic book-type 
stuff. [we had] lots of 
fun designing those 
character variants and 
there are some nice 
references in there if  
you catch them.

//For a game like Garden 
Warfare especially, we really 
want to see that local play//

The sewers 
are full of 
secrets, like 
this gnome 
shooting 
range.

Looks cute now, but wait until it attacks – 
that smile never leaves its face.

Shooting can feel a bit pedestrian, 
but the unique character kills are 
brilliant. Burrow underground as 
the Chomper, then sneak up behind 
a zombie and swallow them whole. 
That’s how we want to go out.

beST bIT…
Metadata

A heavy explosive attack and he fires 
sweetcorn – we see Kernel Corn being 
a multiplayer favourite.

P r E v i E W
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L
ike its ragtag crew of 
rusty robo-pirate stars, 
SteamWorld Heist is a 
jumblement of spare 
parts mashed together. 
The main influence, 
Image & Form CEO 

Brjann Sigurgeirsson tells us as we 
prepare to plunder our first spaceship, 
is XCOM. Truth enough, like that 
series, SteamWorld Heist is a turn-
based strategy game in which you steer 
your team around a battlefield, ideally 
positioning them in such a way that 
they’re safely concealed behind cover 
before opening fire.

So far, so XCOM. But that’s where 
SteamWorld Heist begins to borrow 
nuts and bolts scavenged from 
other games and genres. The most 
immediate difference is that instead 

of XCOM’s isometric environments, 
stages take place in 2D platform 
environments, which fundamentally 
changes your approach. Do you 
position yourself on a platform edge 
with a clean line on an enemy? With 
nothing in the way of your shot, you’re 
practically guaranteed to deliver heavy 
damage. (But not totally guaranteed; 
you still have to take in account 
your robot’s breathing(!) as 
you line up your shot).  But, 
you leave yourself a sitting 
robo-duck when it’s the 
opposition’s turn. Or do 
you play a safer game, holing 
yourself up behind cover and 
attempting to bank shot a laserbeam 
off a platform above you, onto an 
enemy’s shiny metal bonce? Yes, we 
said bank shot – you can hit enemies 

from behind shoulder-high cover if 
you get your angles right. Add snooker 
to the list of things Image & Form has 
looted from the inspiration junkyard.

But SteamWorld Heist is also 
content to borrow from within the 
tactical RPG genre, too – see for 
example, how, if two of the rustbuckets 
in your squad have the right abilities, 

their strengths are enhanced 
when they’re positioned in 

close proximity – shades 
of Fire Emblem’s romance 
system. Curiously, however, 
the developer has left one 

of the genre’s most beloved 
conventions on the scrapheap 

– permadeath, or the notion that 
once a unit has been lost in battle, 
it’s lost permanently, along with all 
its upgrades. Treasured in XCOM 
because it encourages you to treat 
units you’ve grown attached to with 
care, it wouldn’t work so well here as 
there’s a greater focus on developing 
your robo-crew, using XP earned 
during heists to take what is at first 
a very similar bunch of tincans and 
differentiating them until, by the 
game’s end, each member of your 
squad has a clearly defined role – from 
cowardly snipers to frontline melee 
machines. But even though fallen ’bots 
are revived at the end of a heist, they 
miss out on the XP bonanza, stunting 
their development and ensuring that 
each turn is as bum-clenchingly tense 
as in XCOM. Like its heroes, then, it 
seems SteamWorld Heist is much more 
than the sum of its parts.
Alex Dale

Take too long to clear 
levels and reinforcements 
will come a-clanking.

Classic trickshot, 
this – off the floor 
and right in the 
giggleberries.

 Publisher Image & Form / DeveloPer Image & Form / Format XboX one

SteamWorld Heist
Hands-on with Image & Form’s takey-turny tactical tincans

ETA
SprIng

//Add snooker to the list of things 
looted from the ideas junkyard//

Control a 
bunch of robot 
space pirates 
who are 
both polite 
(they wait 
their turn 
during combat 
situations) 
and rude (they 
like to husk 
spaceships dry 
of valuables).

Bluffer’s 
Guide

Digging up the past
Life’s great when you excavate
Heist is the second Xbox One game set in the 
SteamWorld universe – the first being 2015’s 
excellent SteamWorld Dig. The two games are 
very different from one another – Dig is more 
a platformer, in which you mine the levels for 
resources. The two games share more than an 
aesthetic in common, however; both games  
let you exchange your gains for abilities, and 
both games keep things fresh by generating  
new layouts with each playthrough.

P r E v i E w
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I
t’s become bitterly clear 
why this is launching in 
April, as From Software 
seems determined to 
make fools of us all. The 
more gameplay we see 
of Dark Souls III, the 

more our expectations are used against 
us. We see a knight sprinting towards 
a castle, slowing as he approaches 
two armed enemies. We know from 
experience how to win this fight. Keep 
that shield raised, proceed slowly, wait 
for an opening, and then strike.

Turns out, we know nothing. A huge 
metal spear slams into the ground, the 
screen shaking, the view obscured by 
clouds of filth and dust. If you don’t 
jump the first time this happens, it’s 
time to lay off the Valium. The knight 
panics as more spears rain down. 
The slow-and-steady approach we’ve 
learned from the last two games is 

useless. The spears force a mad dash 
forward with no idea what we’re 
throwing ourselves into. We can 
practically hear Miyazaki cackling.

Taking shelter inside, the knight 
keeps his shield up in the darkness. 
Taking out a torch means lowering  
the shield, but surely a split 
second can be gotten away 
with? One millisecond later, 
the knight cries out as a 
hooked sword is run down 
his spine by a waiting foe.  
Our back is almost as wounded 
as our pride. Xbox, please  
don’t record that.

Elsewhere the knight comes across 
enemies deep in prayer. When we met 
these serene souls in an earlier demo 
we learned to quickly murder them 
before they stood up and defended 
themselves. So when the knight starts 
attacking a group praying by a large 

tree, we nod approvingly. He stabs and 
slashes, dominating the battle. But 
just as confidence in our hero begins 
to return, the tree itself turns around, 
curious to see the feeble fool that is 
attacking its devout worshippers.

The tree is soon crawling forward, 
looming over the fast retreating 

knight. Even for Souls, this boss 
is gargantuan, far too big to fit 
on the screen. The knight tries 
throwing a firebomb, but it 

has all the impact of flicking a 
glowstick at Cthulhu.
It’s part tree, part cocoon, part 

ribcage, part slimy grey arm breaking 
free and slamming its palm down, 
shattering the ground beneath our feet 
and sending everyone falling into the 
abyss. A game with the number three 
in the title shouldn’t have this many 
nasty surprises.
Tom Stone

One enemy is dangerous  
enough, so getting 
surrounded by a whole  
horde of them is almost 
always going to be fatal.

We have 
lightning 
spears and 
higher ground. 
Knowing 
Miyazaki, that 
foe probably 
has a jetpack. 
Made of guns.

P r e v i e W
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Dark Souls III
New gameplay introduces us to Miyazaki’s toughest foe yet. Oh goody...

eTA
12 apr

//The slow-and-steady approach we’ve  
learned from the last two games is useless//

Absent from 
ii, creator 
Hidetaka 
Miyazaki 
returns for 
this third, 
and apparently 
final, 
entry in the 
famously 
tough (yet 
incredibly 
rewarding) 
action-rPG 
series.

Bluffer’s 
Guide

Whatever it is, we can already tell it’s going to cause no end of death come April.

A Tree? A cOcOOn? A GiAnT ArM? Our funerAl? 

T H e  O X M  d e B A T e  –  W H A T  T H e  H e l l  i s  T H A T  T H i n G ?!
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I
s relocating Far 
Cry to 10,000 BC 
really so radical? 
The modern-day 
games may arm you 
to the teeth with 
modern-day killing 
machines, but they 
do tap into man’s 

more primitive ways. Outposts are 
seized one slit throat at a time; long 
grass is crept through and tall rocks 
are clambered; hell, you spend a good 
portion of the game slowly turning the 
animal kingdom (or their intestines, 
at least) into a combat advantage. By 
the time you’re messing about with 
mystical tattoos and herb-powered 
trips, it’s only the gun in your hands 
that keeps your mind anchored in 
the 21st century. What innovation 
can Ubisoft possibly have to justify a 
standalone caveman adventure?

The answer: your own personal 
sabre-toothed tiger. Or a cave bear. 

Or, if you’re some kind of deviant, a 
honey badger. Our hero, Takkar, is a 
Beast Master, which, as well as giving 
him a really badass business card, lets 
him tame the carnivores of his world. 
You just drop a tiny lump of meat and 
give the snacking creature a quick rub 
on the head. This is also the quickest 
way to a game critic’s heart. Once the 
animal is tamed, it basically becomes 
a bigger, nastier version of Fallout 4’s 
Dogmeat. It’ll trot along by your side 
– in an adorable touch, the animals 
hunch down in stealth mode, too – and 
move to attack anyone you point at.

Watching Far Cry’s beautifully 
animated animals tear through 
humans has always been its secret 
weapon (we still start every day with 
an hour of FC4 ‘eagle kidnapping 
villager’ GIFs); sidekicks simply make 
that weapon more public. Instead 
of lobbing down a lump of meat and 
leaving it to Mother Nature to do 
something horrible, you get horrible  

Far Cry Primal
Mixing the historical and hysterical in the land before time

 Publisher Ubisoft / DeveloPer Ubisoft Montreal / Format XboX one

Gambol around 
an open-
world valley, 
recruiting 
animal helpers 
and starting 
dynamic fires  
in your mission 
to take down 
rival tribes.

Bluffer’s 
Guide

P r e v i e w
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A mammoth’s wool can 
be lit on fire, making 
it a rampaging bonfire 
on legs. All things 
considered, it isn’t 
the smartest move.

P r e v i e w
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This scene looks like a 10,000 BC 
version of LA Noire. we’d say the 
butler did it, but butlers won’t be 
invented for another 9,000 years.

Ah, an eyeball floating in a skull. 
Good to see cultural sensitivity is 
high on the agenda. was worried the 
game was going to resort to clichés.

who needs a bow when you’ve got 
a leopard with a mouth packed 
with 50 tiny arrowheads? 

You see a majestic moose, i see 
25% of the ingredients for a new 
hat. Ubi has a gift for turning 
nature into a shopping list.
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Burn, baby, burn
Give me the power of man’s red flower
Fire was quite the ‘thing’ in 10,000 BC, so it 
understandably factors heavily into Primal’s 
combat. Any weapon can be set on fire, not  
only beefing up its attack power (at the expense  
of incinerating said item), but letting you pen 
enemies in with Ubisoft’s dynamic fire tech. At 
one point we foolishly set a mammoth on fire 
- not only did it fail to slow him down, but he 
carried the flame into the long grass where we 
were hiding. One crispy Takkar coming right up!

//After Harry Potter made owls a 
must-have gift, Far Cry reinstates 
them as nightmare fodder//

Pump ability 
points into 
Beast Master 
skills and 
you too can 
learn to ride 
the world’s 
nastiest pony. 

somethings on tap. A giant grizzly 
bear bellyflopping on a screeching 
spearman, say, or a lion casually 
snacking on a chieftain’s neck. And 
it’s not as if having one well-behaved 
beast rules out those classic outbreaks 
of chaos. In his introductory demo, 
the game director didn’t make it one 
minute into his tutorial before his pet 
wolf was unceremoniously eaten by 
a passing bear. It’s basically a never-
ending episode of The Planet’s Funniest 
(Extinct) Animals.

Animals are a weapon class unto 
themselves – a good thing, considering 
Takkar’s stripped-back arsenal. A bow 
invites long-range headshots, but his 
spear and club are less about surgical 
precision than blunt-force trauma. 
Thudding a spear into a man’s chest 
and watching the force lift him off his 
feet gives a great sense of playing as a 
muscular warrior of old, which sets 
you up for the slight disappointment 
of clumsy clubbing. Pressing the attack 
button feebly flails the club in a limp-
wristed manner; considering it makes 
up a third of Takkar’s armoury, the 
designers could have padded it into a 
meatier melee system. Close-quarters 
combat can be thrilling from a first-
person perspective – Condemned’s 
bloodied hand waves hello – so this 
already feels like a missed opportunity.

Nowhere’s sacred
Thankfully, Ubisoft has another 
trick up its sleeve: your attack owl. 
Okay, it’s not technically up a sleeve: 
you summon it by hooting through 
clenched hands, like a secret agent 
issuing an all-clear. The owl is 10,000 
BC’s answer to a drone; it hovers 
silently over the battlefield marking 
guards or points of interest . It can 
launch pre-emptive strikes – by 
dropping wasp nests and flaming pots, 
or diving talons-first into your prey. 
The owl is about as a big as a man, 
despite rigorous research (we typed 
‘big owl’ into Wikipedia) turning up 
no evidence of such a beast. If Harry 
Potter set owl conservation back 50 
years by making them the must-have 
Christmas gift, Far Cry Primal happily 
reinstates them as nightmare fodder. 

Flapping about the sky gives us 
the aerial-photography fix otherwise 
missing from this pre-helicopter era, 
but one does wonder if it isn’t just 
Ubisoft falling back on old design 
habits. Pluck the feathers and the owl 
is a glorified version of FC3/4’s digital 
camera, right down to the returning 
enemy marker types and the electronic 

bleep as they’re assigned. If the aim 
was to capture the distinct challenges 
and tensions of the period, why 
crowbar in fantastical nonsense to 
give Takkar a modern-day advantage? 
Indeed, the more you play Primal, 
the more you see the skeleton 
of the former game hiding 
underneath: it’s there in the 
grappling hook, the item 
crafting, the interface and 
map icons. Short of radio 
towers and a charismatic 
villain, it could be any Far Cry.

It takes less then the hour we 
have with the game for it to fall back 
into old structural rhythms. Instead 
of outposts, you’re clearing out camps 

and lighting bonfires to open up more 
of the map. Instead of a bounty board, 
you’re killing notable baddies to help 
in your ongoing tribe war. You’re 
venturing into caves to find collectible 
paintings and shamanistic doodads. 

Karma events resurface in tribal 
disputes, such as saving a 

besieged follower or stopping 
a trade route. Of course, in 
the pre-car age, stopping 
a delivery means killing a 

man on-foot. Not as gripping 
as booby-trapping a road with 

mines and lying in wait, is it? 
This isn’t to say we had a bad time 

with Primal. There’s a reason Ubisoft 
sticks so slavishly to its established 
template: people enjoy virtual tourism, 
and there are few travel agencies that 
give you such a long leash. Having the 
freedom to approach objectives from 
any angle – be it climbing seemingly 
impassable cliffs, stringing together 
stealth kills or simply raining down 
fire and unleashing a bear – still proves 
intoxicating. And there’s something 
to be said for the relative calm of Far 
Cry’s return to nature: no radio means 
no Rabi Ray Rana. All of a sudden, 
10,000 BC sounds a lot more attractive.
Matthew Castle

eTA
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Like an apology 
for FC2, FC3 is 
a daft holiday 
spent fighting 
lunatic pirates 
across a vast 
island paradise.

Far Cry 2 gave 
you malaria and 
made guns rusty 
in the name of 
immersion. A 
compellingly 
cruel game.

PrevIOUsly IN…
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Master the biggest 
shooter in the galaxy

P R E S E N T S

On sale now!
In print. On iOS. On Android

Follow this link: bit.ly/Ultimate-guide-sci-fi-shooters



W
hen creating a racer, do 
you make it so realistic 
that you have to take 
your Xbox One to 
the garage when you 
run out of fuel? Or so 
arcadey that it might 

as well be set in a Space Invaders 
cabinet? Too many modern driving 
games try to be the best of both, and 
end up skidding off the tarmac and 
crashing into the awkward safe zone in 
between, appealing to neither camp.

Sebastien Loeb Rally Evo is 
refreshing right from the starting  
grid for knowing exactly what it wants 
to be. Here we have a development 
team that is so dedicated to realism, 
they researched the actual vegetation 
that would grow on the worldwide 
tracks. No easy feat either, as the 

finished game will have over 300 
kilometres of track, as well as more 
than 50 cars from 20 manufacturers, 
all accurately recreated. Milestone  
even took input and refinements from 
Sebastien Loeb himself to make this 
the most accurate, and informative 
(see boxout), rally experience possible.

This means that even the slightest 
change in a track’s condition 
feels dramatic. Like the 
additional slipperiness 
of ice-coated corners, or 
crashing constantly during 
a rainy night on a track we 
felt we’d mastered during a 
dry day. Handling is outstanding 
regardless of the conditions, with 
every corner having to be taken with 
care. Newbies will likely hold down 
accelerate, then wonder why they’re 

going for disastrous 360º spins every  
time they face a corner. The slightest 
twists in a course have to be planned 
for well in advance, with generous 
application of brakes, and every slight 
tap of extra speed inviting danger. 

Such a steep difficulty curve can be 
about as appealing to casual drivers 
as a herd of deer taking a spontaneous 

trip across the road. Evo makes 
itself slightly more accessible 

with the addition of Grid’s 
classic rewind feature, 
allowing you to go back in 
time several seconds if a 

gentle bump manages to turn 
itself into a fatal collision. There 

are bragging rights for leaderboard-
climbing drivers who keep these 
features switched off, but rewind is a 
great way of learning just how much 
speed a nasty bend can handle.

We don’t anticipate any road rage 
between the casual and hardcore over 
Evo’s fantastic sensation of speed. 
Scenery zips past, with constant 
feedback from even the slightest of 
adjustments to acceleration and  
brakes helping convince that you’re 
burning around a track at deadly 
speeds (there’s nothing on Loeb’s 
Wikipedia page about the time he 
drove himself off a cliff nine times in 
a row, but we’ve definitely put that in 
the game). Third-person’s enough to 
make you carsick, but we recommend 
snapping to windshield view on any 
trip. This gives you the full impact of 
a rally game that makes driving a car 
actually feel dangerous again.
Tom Stone

Driving so fast that you 
leap right off the track. 
This is as foolish as it  
is completely awesome.

Screens don’t sell how 
fast this moves. You’d 
better already have a 
plan for that corner…

P r e v i e w
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Sebastien Loeb Rally Evo
Strong first place contender or loeb of old rubbish?

eTA
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//Even the slightest change in a 
track’s condition feels dramatic//

From the 
developer 
of the wrC: 
world rally 
Championship 
series comes 
the studio’s 
passion 
project –  
a realistic 
racer that 
follows the 
career of 
rally driver, 
Sebastien 
Loeb.

Bluffer’s 
Guide

Rally Rambling
Hi, I’m Sebastien Loeb. You may 
remember me from...
The most iconic races of Loeb’s career are 
introduced with some inspiring words from the 
man himself. They’re skippable, but give you an 
insight into where Loeb was in his career, how he 
felt about the race at the time and what he had 
eaten for breakfast on the given morning (maybe 
we imagined this last bit). A treat for fans of the 
rally driver and educational insight for anyone 
looking to bluff some Loeb expertise.
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 Publisher MOSS / DeveloPer MOSS /  
Format XbOX One

  Publisher Curve Digital / DeveloPer reign brOS / 
Format XbOX One

 Publisher Curve Digital / DeveloPer 30/30 /  
Format  XbOX One

Raiden V Stikbold Cosmochoria

M
aking a Japan-only Xbox One game is a bit 
like releasing your movie exclusively on 
betamax, but that’s not the only reason 

we’re hoping Raiden V comes to western shores. 
Simple mechanics and purist controls – shoot 
main weapon, shoot overpowered secondary 
weapon, steer, avoid everything – make this 
series of excellent shoot ’em ups accessible 
even to those unfamiliar with the genre.

Screen-filling bosses, explosive upgrades and 
laser weapons that make the screen look like a 
fireworks display having a nervous breakdown 
are all expected, but V also utilises Xbox One’s 
online capabilities. there’ll be a ‘cheer system’ 
that allows friends to give you a boost. You’ll 

also be able to share information, such 
as enemy weaknesses, live with 
other players. Here’s hoping that 
sharing system inspires Moss to 
share this shmup with the west.

P
reviously the only reason to play 
dodgeball was so you could throw a ball 
in someone’s face and get away with it. 

this fantasy dodgeball game might be even 
more satisfying. as well as the ball, you’ll have 
to be wary of being hit by a bus, whales leaping 
into the arena, skeleton arms grabbing you, and 
Satan (or at least, someone dressed as him).

Some sports lend themselves to FIFA levels 
of realism, but we’re totally up for a crazy take 
on something as ridiculous as dodgeball. We’re 
promised a co-op story mode (let’s hope it’s as 
riveting as Frequency vibrations’ rise to the top 
in NBA 2K16), but multiplayer looks to be where 
this one will shine. We can see this becoming a 

local multiplayer favourite/friendship-
ruiner. Shame it doesn’t look rubbish, 
or we could’ve ended this preview 
with ‘make sure you dodge this 
one!’ and now we can’t. bah.

A
naked astronaut (apparently they don’t 
have shame in space) is trying to bring 
life back to the planets of the galaxy. He 

jetpack-jumps from planet to planet, nursing the 
plants back to life. What a wonderfully selfless 
thing to do. the universe must be grateful, right?

actually, that jerk is trying to kill him. uFOs, 
aliens and giant crabs attack, forcing you to fire 
back or build defence towers. then you leap into 
the stars to save the next randomly generated 
planet. it’s a roguelike mixed with an interstellar 
gardening sim, with bosses, lore and secrets 
steadily unlocking as you bring life back to the 
galaxy. enjoyment may depend on whether you 
find its art style ‘cute’, ‘charming’ or ‘overly 

simplistic Flash rubbish that isn’t what 
i bought an Xbox One for’. everyone 
else should consider this a trip 
into space well worth taking. Just 
please put some clothes on first.
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the other games  
you should know  
about this month

  Publisher MaXiMuM gaMeS / DeveloPer Xaviant / Format XbOX One

Lichdom: Battlemage

W
e’ve been burnt by this scam 
before. We’re promised a fantasy 
game that will play like a spell-
flinging FPS, but we just end up 
hiding from enemies, waiting for 

long spell cooldowns to refill, until we 
give up and use a sword instead. it 
may be weaker, but at least we’re not 
being forced to watch a countdown 
timer between every attack.

but Lichdom: Battlemage looks to 
finally make good on the promise. You’ll 
find no cooldowns or mana bars here, nor any 
physical weapons – your only combat tool is 
magic. that’d sound restrictive were it not for 
a crafting system that promises thousands of 

potential spells. You have your basic wizardry 
(attack, defensive, counter-attack, teleport), 
which can be defined by elements like fire, ice 
or water. then choose the shape of the attack 
– a counter-attack ice spell could take the 

form of a frozen missile, for instance – and 
augment it to give higher damage, or 
control over enemies and the like.

it’s a pleasingly deep system that 
lets you give your incantations a 

personal touch. Focusing almost entirely 
on action and combat could curse this to 

be a repetitive slog, but spell-crafting might 
just be the formula for that magical FPS we’ve 
been longing for. now does anyone know a spell 
that can transform that awful title?

ETA
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Save the rubbish 
title, we  
might just be 
falling under 
this one’s spell.
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  Publisher FunCOM / DeveloPer FunCOM / Format XbOX One

The Park
Y

ay, we’re going to a theme park! 
Shame the theme is ‘you may never 
see your son again’. lorraine sets 
out to find her missing child, Callum, 
in a theme park with a more morbid 

history than most graveyards.
Previous incidents include: a 

dismembered child discovered behind 
the cotton candy stand. People being 
crushed by bumper cars. the roller-
coaster derailing and killing a family. 
the park is long abandoned now, because 
– oh, come on, read the last three sentences.

You’re forced to search the theme park as 
lorraine, with the focus less on jump-scares and 
more on building a twisted narrative to really get 

into the player’s head. You can call out Callum’s 
name with a button press (hang on, wouldn’t 
that be better with Kinect?), an act that seems 
to get more desperate as her search goes on. 

the PC original is very short, with the average 
playthrough lasting just one to two hours 

(to put that in perspective, that’s about 
0.25% of Fallout 4), but that’s not 
necessarily a fault. We’ll take a more 
focused narrative game over a bloated 

release any day, and if The Park is as 
terrifying as its setting suggests, we won’t 

be able to handle more than five minutes of 
it anyway. We’re going through something of 
a renaissance of first-person horror. We don’t 
know whether to cheer or cry.

ETA
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 Publisher CHOiCe PrOviSiOnS / DeveloPer  
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Action Henk

Albert and Otto Tharsis Hue

B  etween Forza 6, Project Cars and Moto 
GP, 2015 was a great year for realistic 
racers on Xbox One. but those looking 

for something much sillier will want to make 
a dash for Action Henk. Henk is one of several 
action figures in a kid’s bedroom, who races 
across looping tracks and massive ramps – 
presumably not in front of a screaming child 
wondering what the hell he’s witnessing.

Henk and co race on foot, but there’s still a 
great sense of speed, with races that are often 
over in less than 60 seconds. the 2.5D tracks 
are linear but hide multiple routes that offer 
shortcuts and handy speed bursts. essentially 
it’s Toy Story meets in-his-prime Sonic the 

Hedgehog. there’s a track creator, too, 
so if you want to recreate green 
Hill zone, then have it star an 
overweight, 80s throwback, you’re 
looking at your game of the year.

Y
oung albert’s sister has been kidnapped, 
leaving behind her magical bunny, Otto. 
instead of rightfully being delighted that 

he’s lost a lame sister and gained a magical 
bunny, albert instead stupidly embarks on a 
puzzle-platforming adventure to rescue her.

an adventure that might feel overly familiar. 
the monochrome colour palette, physics 
puzzles and terrifying animals (a snarling wolf 
isn’t as scary as Limbo’s spider, but we’re still 
staying the hell away from it) fill us with deja vu. 
this month’s Hue was clearly inspired by Limbo 
too, but at least has a confident idea of its own.

What sets this apart is albert’s gun (we 
could have done with one of those when facing 

Limbo’s aforementioned spider) and 
unique powers granted by Otto. like 
telekinesis and a, er, double jump. 
Okay, maybe not that unique, but if 
you have to steal, steal from the best.

E
arth’s first mission to Mars goes horribly 
wrong, courtesy of a deadly meteor 
shower. the ship is heavily damaged, 

the crew are endangered and survival is down 
to how lucky you are with numbers. roll several 
six-sided dice, then spend the results on 
repairing the ship, funding research projects 
and trying to keep your crew healthy and sane. 

Pinning survival on random chance could be 
frustrating, but this looks to be a deliberate 
way of forcing you to make tough choices. is 
it worth repairing something that will reduce 
crew stress by 30%, at the expense of making 
the ship safer? Will you resort to slaughtering a 
crew member, then feed him to the rest of the 

crew? that’s genuinely an option in 
possibly the darkest virtual board 
game we’ve ever seen. Hopefully 
cannibalism won’t stress our crew 
out too much.

A
s protagonist powers go, Hue’s might be 
the most likely to get him arrested on 
suspicion of taking illegal substances. He 

can alter his perception between eight different 
colours, changing the backdrop of his 2D world. 
Doing this reveals hidden objects and platforms 
(making the backdrop purple reveals several 
red platforms, for instance). but it also fades 
obstacles out, so long as they’re the same as the 
new backdrop colour. Hue’ll need to use these 
powers to solve puzzles and save his mother 
from the evil Dr grey. imagine Limbo, if someone 
replaced the bleakness with a dose of colour. 

Hue even resembles Limbo’s boy, just with a 
better haircut and snappy tie. an appropriately 

stylish look for an adventure that has 
you controlling the style to succeed. 
if Fiddlesticks can make enough 
challenges out of its neat rainbow-
ruling concept, colour us interested.
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we wouldn’t fancy coming 
across him at Alton  
Towers’ Scarefest.
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XBIG
Join us as we go all Nostra-game-us  
and tell you what your 2016  
obsessions will be Writer: Joe SkrebelS

THING

the cars have hidden stats, so 
make sure you test them all to 
get a feel for your favourite.

T
o a certain extent, you can always predict 
what’s coming in a year of gaming. There will 
always be a FIFA, an Assassin’s Creed, a 
CoD. There will always be a breakout indie 
game and a triple-A flop. 
but how far can we 
go? Can we tell you 
which brand-new 

games you’ll lose time, money and 
loved ones to next year? We think 
so, and we have the evidence to 
back it up. What follows are the ten 
games – a mixture of console ports, 
kickstarter smashes and new projects from 
beloved studios – that we can say with some 
certainty will take over your life.



rocket League
DeVeLoPer: Psyonix

 WHat it is: Car football. It’s as simple as that. Two teams 
drive gaudy, nitrous-blasting hunks of metal into a ball 
the size of an elephant, attempting to ram it into the 
opposition’s goal. Also, they can do flips. It’s colossally 
stupid stuff, the kind of thing your four-year-old nephew 
would suggest, making you guffaw into your Courvoisier.

but then, late at night, you’d think about it. Then dream 
about it. And realise that car football is the best idea ever, 
and you’d curse your snot-nosed relative for thinking of 
it first. Then you find out a Californian studio had already 
made it, and it’s absolutely magnificent. All is well again.

Big Because? everyone else has already played it and we 
are not going to let the side down. The game’s been an 
outright sensation on other platforms, saturating Twitter 
and reddit with goal gifs, and attracting celebrity fans 
like Deadmau5. There’s a reason the Xbox one version is 
coming with Halo and Gears of War-themed cars…

That’s partly down to it being a Games with Gold-style 
freebie on PS4 when it came out – we can only hope we 
get the same treatment here. even if we don’t, this is the 
kind of knockabout palate-cleanser that fits perfectly 
between long bouts of Fallout, not to mention a game 
that subtly becomes incredibly tactical. There are those 
who’ve said it taught them about real-life football tactics 
better than FIFA ever has, so it’s educational, too.

02
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 WHat it is: The new SimCity, partly by accident. A 
city-building game that builds on a complex road-
management sim, it just so happened to come 
out just a little after a disastrous 2013 SimCity 
reboot – and did almost everything better.

A classic town-planning game, streamlined 
for modern release – with what we hope will be 
a streamlined control scheme for our under-
buttoned console pads – Cities is built on a 
spirit of experimentation. People have built cities 
along a single road, or powered entirely by green 
energy, or even challenging themselves to make 

settlements so easy to walk around that the AI 
independently decides cars are a waste of time. 

Big Because? It’s already a huge deal. This niche 
prospect sold a million copies on PC in under 
three months, primarily through word of mouth. 
Talking to TechRadar, Colossal order Ceo mariina 
hallikainen put that down to how Skylines makes 
players feel when they finish a truly personal 
project, and how they then feel they have to show 
it off: “There’s almost this blurred line between 
what is creating and what is playing – and people 
have been sharing their creations with the world.”

You can expect that to continue on Xbox, 
where competition with friends has always been 
a huge deal. hallikainen has even said the team 
is “super excited about future technologies” such 
as augmented reality – perhaps we’re looking at 
one of the first hololens games, too.

01
03 yooka-
LayLee
DeVeLoPer: PlAYToNIC GAmeS

 WHat it is: A spiritual successor to 
Rare platformers of old made by the old 
Rare developers who made the Rare 
platformers of old. With a bird and a 
bear swapped for a lizard and a bat, 
Yooka-Laylee aims to revive (or at least 
invoke) Banjo-Kazooie’s 3D platforming 
style – and brings along the same 
artist, animators, composer and even 
voice actor for the ride.

Set across five worlds filled with 
collectibles, game-altering ‘Play 
Tonics’ and hidden old-school arcade 
games, it’s a studiously ’90s affair.  
If that doesn’t tell you all you need  
to know, you’re probably not the  
target audience.

Big Because? There’s a fair chance  
you paid to have it made. The game 
made over £2 million on Kickstarter, 
proving that there’s still a massive 
audience out there for the games that 
new-gen forgot. Or perhaps that the 
regular audience has just gotten a  
little tired of an endless carousel of 
shooty-bang experiences.

As Playtonic Games’ studio head 
Gavin Price, perhaps facetiously, tells 
us: “We think Xbox owners have been 
bowled over by our game’s visceral 
recreation of what it feels like to 
prance through a floating peninsula 
with a wisecracking bat on your 
shoulders. Also, we’ve got loads of 
colours – which you don’t see much 
in games these days. All considered, 
there’s no chance anyone’s going to 
make a better Xbox bat-and-lizard 
game than us in 2016.”

And that’s sort of the point – no 
one’s making games like this any  
more, so if you want one, Yooka-
Laylee’s the obvious choice.

cities:  
skyLines
DeVeLoPer: ColoSSAl orDer

the one big feature of SimCity this lacks is the ability 
to call in natural disasters to destroy your hard work.



04
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05 DayZ
DeVeLoPer: bohemIA INTerACTIve

 WHat it is: You’re dropped into the zombie-filled Chernarus 
region, a 225 km2 stretch of countryside and urban decay. 
You have almost no supplies. Try to survive, with monsters 
and fellow men dogging your every move. It’s a setup that 
drew in well over a million players, turned a mod into this 
standalone game, and helped to solidify complex survival as 
gaming’s latest genre to be copycatted into oblivion.

As an Xbox One game, this multiplayer nightmare should 
bring all the existential horror (if you’re a pampered  
Western pig-dog like us, you’ve never looked at another 
human with such primal fear), with a measure of sheen. 
None of that janky, early-days silliness for us. No, sir. We  
want The Fear, and we want it now.

Big Because? Well, it’s DayZ. A legitimate phenomenon. The 
reason for that isn’t how well-made it is (as an Early Access 
game, it really isn’t just yet), but the moments it gives you. 
Entire forums and subreddits have sprung up around tales 
where players in clown masks patiently stalk newbies, or 
limping, starving ambush victims get taken in and treated 
with real kindness by strangers – only to find out they’re 
cannibals. Where most survival games want you to create 
as much as possible, DayZ gives you so little that even the 
tiniest addition feels like a victory – which is why it’s still the 
survival game of choice for thousands of players.

“EvEN ThE TINIEST 
ADDITION FEElS  
lIKE A vICTORY”

ark: surViVaL eVoLVeD
DeVeLoPer: STuDIo WIlDCArD

 WHat it is: multiplayer survival games 
are everywhere – hell, more of the 
things pop up in this list – so new 
additions to the craft/kill canon have 
to stand out from the crowd. So how 
about this? You wake up on a strange 
island that’s covered in floating sci-fi 
structures, filled with the materials 
to make everything from neolithic 
weapons to modern assault rifles and, 
crucially, is populated by dinosaurs. 

Dinosaurs you can kill, or tame into 
scaly mounts you can then use to kill 
more dinosaurs. If you want to cut 
corners, you can just strap a building 
with a turret in it to a beleaguered 
flying beast’s back. That alone is good 
enough reason for us to want it.

Big Because? Shortly after its release 
as an early Access game on Steam, 
ARK had more players than GTA V. 
You can put that down to a nimble, 

community-focused development 
team, or releasing unexpectedly while 
excitement for a cool launch trailer was  
still palpable. but let’s not ignore the 
obvious here: it’s because there are 
dinosaurs in the game.

We’re not being fatuous – people 
love those thunder lizards, and timing 
just how effective dinosaur mania 
would be was a legitimate part of the 
development of the game – it’s no 
coincidence that ARK’s first release 
came just before Jurassic World was 
released. Studio Wildcard founder 
Jesse rapczak told GamesIndustry 
International, “We knew dino fever 
would be at an all-time high right now 
for us to take advantage of, and we 
wanted to be the first truly great dino 
survival game on the market.”

Whether or not the final game will 
live up to this is yet to be seen - read 
our early Access verdict on page 78. 

Chernarus is 
a big place – 
expect long 
stretches 
of tension 
between spikes 
of horror.

Buildings 
contain the 
best goodies 
– getting in 
unscathed is 
the problem.

the wildlife gets a lot weirder than dinos: 
dodos, giant scorpions, dragons, the lot.



kerBaL  
sPace  
Program
DeVeLoPer: SquAD

“PEOPlE hAvE CAllED 
IT ONE OF ThE mOST 
SATISFYING GAmES EvER”

 WHat it is: forget your terrestrial 
crafting pursuits – your mud blocks 
and redstone switches – Kerbal 
Space Program offers you the 
greatest prize of all: a ticket to outer 
space. And then makes it hilariously 
hard to get. A cartoon game based 
on real-world physics, you’re tasked 
with building a spacecraft that 
can (in order) take off, escape the 
atmosphere, cruise through space, 
then land, without exploding, on 
faraway soil. If you want to make it  
really tough, try bringing it back. 

It’s a building game that balances 
extreme difficulty with chucklesome 
slapstick, but feels rewarding with 
every small step you take towards 
that giant leap.

Big Because? Alpha versions 
were kicking around as early as 
2011, and even back then people 
were calling it one of the most 
satisfying games ever made. 
huge communities have built 
up around helping newbies or 
debating the best ways to hit the 
far reaches of the kerbal solar 
system. our friends at PC Gamer 
gave the finished version one of 
their highest-ever scores.

of landing on the game’s 
closest moon, their reviewer said 
that it was “one of my greatest 
achievements in a game. It was 
a proper achievement, too. Not 
a pat-on-the-back trophy… but 
the successful completion of a 
challenging, self-made goal.” 
We’ll take a bit of that, please.

We can see this becoming 
not just a collaborative effort, 
but a brilliant outlet for 
competition, from making the 
sleekest machines, to getting 
unaerodynamic monstrosities into  
the heavens by sheer will.
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06 sea of tHieVes
DeVeLoPer: rAre

 WHat it is: A pirate-themed first-person mmO that gives 
players a musket, some grog, and a swathe of high seas to 
go adventuring upon. In reality, we know as much as a short 
trailer told us. luckily, that’s a surprising amount – from 
helping crew a pirate ship, to treasure-hunting on haunted 
islands, it’s the full pirate career path in game form. PvP 
seems to be a major element – battles on the high seas are 
shown off – but there are hints of good, old-fashioned mmO 
raids in the form of cave paintings showing multiple ships 
taking on a sea monster.

Big Because? To be honest, we know little enough that we 
couldn’t say for sure – so we’ll let a man who’s seen the 
thing speak for us. In an interview with OXM, microsoft’s Kudo 
Tsunoda told us, “Sea of Thieves is gonna be the best game 
that Rare has ever made.”

Big, big words. So why so? “It’s about enabling people 
to create their own stories through limitless possibilities, 
and I think that’s what Rare has always done a great job of 
historically.” As the rest of the gaming world sneaks out the 
back door to the grand old hall of mmOs, only Rare would 
walk in and say, ‘let’s liven this place up, eh?’

If you want a taste of the game, 
arK’s already available as an 
Xbox Game Preview offering.

07

Sure,it looks 
stable, but get  
one tiny thing wrong 
and your ’nauts  
are toast.



08

09 sPace engineers
DeVeLoPer: keeN SofTWAre houSe

 WHat it is: A game drifting somewhere between Minecraft, Elite: 
Dangerous and a university physics lesson. Setting you (and any 
pals you care to join) in a fully destructible asteroid field, you’re 
told to, well, do whatever you want. Working around a hugely 
complex physics engine, you can mine, build vehicles, or space 
stations, or weapons – even turn it all into a full-on combat game.

Big Because? While we’ve been waiting over a year for it to come 
out on Xbox, it shows no sign of waning in popularity elsewhere. 
In an industry where games are forgotten as quickly as you can 
say “busy winter release schedule”, that’s quite some feat. That’s 
down to a quiet dedication on the part of its developer, which has 
used Early Access to make tweaks, additions and expansions – 
making sure the community always has something new. 
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Dead players 
still play a part, 
returning as 
spherical drones who 
can activate traps.

f e a t u r e



Project: knoxViLLe
DeVeLoPer: PreSS PlAY

“IT’S A SuRvIvAl EXPERIENCE 
IN WhICh TRuST AND 
BETRAYAl TuRN ON A DImE ”

 WHat it is: If you’ve watched The 
Hunger Games, you’ll know how this 
works. You and a crowd of other 
online players are dropped into the 
wilderness, and told the only way out 
is by collecting one of a limited set of 
coins. most of these can’t be reached 
without co-operation, meaning you’ll 
need to make a quick alliance to get  
to the spoils. 

but once you navigate the puzzles 
and kill off your challengers, which 
of the alliance gets the prize? That’s 
when things turn nasty. Knoxville is a 
multiplayer survival experience in which 
trust and betrayal turn on a dime. let’s 
make some lifelong enemies…

Big Because? The people chose it. 
Kalimba developer Press Play came 
up with a neat solution for how to 
choose what game it worked on next 
– it outlined three prototypes it had 

been working on, and let fans decide. 
vehicle-crafter Karoo and dungeon-
crawler Dwarka both lost by a landslide 
to Project: Knoxville.

That fact alone would suggest 
there’s a sense of intrigue around the 
concept, but Press Play is keen to 
make this as interesting a prospect 
as possible, to as many people as 
possible – that means more than  
just the players. The game’s  
backstory presents it as a dystopian 
game show, and spectators are a  
big part of that.

Press Play has said it wants to “make 
a game that is just as exciting to watch 
as it is to play. We want the audience 
to be able to interact.” There’s no 
word yet as to what that might entail – 
betting on the outcome? Choosing the 
next threat? – but giving an audience a 
reason to watch is an excellent way of 
getting people to join in, too.

X BIG tHING

friDay tHe 13tH:  
tHe game
DeVeLoPer: GuN meDIA

 WHat it is: The logical endpoint of 
the age-old horror watcher’s screams 
of, “Why aren’t you just running 
away?!” Now you get to control the 
bong-huffer/stink-nerd/bikini girl/
musclejock of slasher cliché, and 
run to your palpitating, soon-to-be-
eviscerated heart’s content. unless, 
that is, you’re in control of grotesque 
mummy’s boy himself Jason voorhees.

The premise is simple – it’s one 
Jason vs seven camp counsellors. 
voorhees has to stalk and dispatch 
the teens in any number of movie-
appropriate ways (slapping them 
against trees, say, like screaming  
fish), while the teens can either find 
means of escape alone, or work 
together to take Jason down. It’s 
a multiplayer deathmatch that just 

happens to use classic movie moments 
as mechanics.

Big Because? This isn’t just a game – 
it wants to be a worthy follow-up to 
the films. The game was originally a 
horror homage, Slasher vol 1: Summer 
Camp, but when Jason creator Sean 
Cunningham saw the pitch, he offered 
something a little better.

“We were fooling around with 
what started out as a Friday the 13th 
website,” says Cunningham in an 
interview on the game’s kickstarter 
page, “and we said, ‘We’ve gotta have 
a game!’ It had all this stuff we wanted 
to use, and it took the experience to 
this new, big, ballsy level.” 

Summer Camp had already attracted 
Tom Savini, harry manfredini and kane 
hodder – Friday the 13th effects artist, 
composer and Jason actor respectively 
– and Cunningham’s involvement 
on top of that elevates the game to 
something beyond a licensed tie-in. 
The aim is for it to feel like a new Friday 
the 13th film is being made every time 
you play – right down to ‘trailers’ – of 
highlights being made in classic ’80s 
style at the end of every round.
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Stuntman Kane 
Hodder played 
Jason in four 
films – and 
now at least 
one game.

Crystal 
Lake is now 
a semi-
open-world 
location.  
Let the  
hunt begin.
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THIS MONTH WE…

Killed a dodo p78 Cursed the mouthy merc p85Were glad we live in 2016 p84 Became a narwhal p86Got guilt-tripped by mum p80

THIS MONTH 
IN facTS

REaSONS WE gavE 
fOR kIllINg pEOplE 

IN SHElTEREd

TEaM OxM'S 
favOuRITE HIdINg 
placES IN SIEgErainbow  

six siege
Cops and robbers gets a multiplayer  
twist in Tom Clancy's latest (p74)

alex: Holed up behind a temporary 
barricade, ready to strike

Matthew: Inside a body bag, mostly

Emma: under the bed. 
always under the bed

Tom: In the building next door to 
wherever the siege is happening 

■ Oxygen is tight and you're  
just two lungs too many

■ Your table manners are grossly 
offensive to the whole family

■ My, grandma, what nutritional-
looking thighs you've got!

how we spent our  
time in deadpool  25%   
enjoying character 

backstories

74%  
frowning at the screen

1%   
chuckling at the quips
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Tell you what, those Avon cosmetics reps get more and  
more persistant with every passing year, don’t they?
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 Publisher Ubisoft / DeveloPer Ubisoft montreal  
Format xbox one / release Date oUt now

rainbow  
six siege
If it’s not love, it’s the bomb  
that’ll bring us together

t
ell you what – in this age 
where most big-budget 
shooters feel the need 
to spread themselves 
across a million different 
game modes in an 
attempt to justify the 
pricetag, there’s 

something to be said for 
Rainbow Six Siege’s devastating 
single-mindedness. although 
there are few supplemental 
distractions, this is, effectively, 
a multiplayer-only, one-mode-
only package. and that’s what’s 
both great and grating about 
this gripping siege sim.

this raises obvious questions 
about whether it offers 

value for money. last 
month, we gritted our 
teeth at Star Wars 
Battlefront for its slim 
single-player 
pickings, but at least 

there’s some 
score-attack 
appeal to be 

found; Siege’s campaign, 
such as it is, is nothing  

more than a succession of 
disembodied training exercises 
geared at pushing you 
multiplayer-wards. a final  
bonus mission, which 
introduces some semblance of a 
script, hints at how the game’s raw 
multiplayer ingredients could be  
sautéed into a single-player experience 
you could sink your teeth into, but by  
the time it rolls around it’s too little too 
late. the message is clear: if you didn’t 
come for the multiplayer, don’t bother 
coming at all.

but what a multiplayer it is! the other 
side of the coin of Siege’s narrow focus  
is that it allows the designers to go 
all-in on the idea in a way that just isn’t 
possible when the weaponry, abilities 
and level layouts have to be watered 
down to work across 12 different and  
conflicting game modes. with every 
element of the design finely tuned for 
Siege’s unique flow, this is one of the 

most engrossing multiplayer experiences 
you’ll find on xbox one.

matches are best-of-five affairs,  
with teams alternating between attack 
and defence, and are governed by a 
brutally unforgiving set of conditions. 
there are no respawns and no health 

regeneration – and in any 
case it only takes a few 
shots to down a fully healthy 
soldier, so if someone spots 
you before you spot them, 
it’s unlikely you’d live long 
enough to whimper behind 
cover anyway. the result is 
a thoughtful, tense tactical 
shooter where you find 
yourself cringing at the sound 
of your own footsteps. every 
second, and every decision, 
counts. rounds are short yet 
feel like they last a lifetime, 
and are characterised by long 
periods of protracted silence 
– punctuated only by brief 
flurries of gunfire – as both 
teams scour the vast, mazy 
map interiors, attempting  
to get a steer on where the 
other side is lurking. 

 but there are no 
guarantees. Siege’s maps 
(which take place in  
evocative locations such as 
bank vaults, nightclubs and 
– shades of Perfect Dark here 

– a presidential aeroplane) are masterful 
creations, a result of them being 
custom-built for purpose. they’re large 
enough to get lost in, but intimate 
enough to breed paranoia. their designs 
follow a general template of tight, blind 
corridors connected by wide-open 
spaces, and they’re ripe with ambush 
possibilities for the defending team. 
compounding the attacking team’s 
misery, during the scouting phase the 
defending team has an opportunity to 
stroll around the shop setting up booby 
traps and barricades in scenes that 
resemble a high-stakes remake of Home 
Alone. one of the cooler twists is that  
this offers the defending team a  
chance to reshape the area of  

alex Dale
live chocoboofdoom 
@sporadicdaler

the knowleDge
what is it?
a strategic siege  
sim that sees  
teams alternate 
between being  
on both sides of  
the door.

what’s it like?
a deadly game of 
hide and seek, where 
the smartest team 
always prevails.

who’s it For?
anyone fed up of 
being shot in the 
back three seconds 
after respawning.

reviewer
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conflict to their liking, blocking off 
ratruns with well-placed barricades 
and occasionally creating new ones 
by blowing holes in weaker walls to 
create strategic sightlines. with 
experimentation, you learn that 
defenders can combine elements to 
lethal effect. for example, tripwires 
can be concealed behind destructible 
barricades, catching foolhardy 
attackers unawares.

early numerical disadvantages 
often prove terminal, so it’s important  
that the attackers formulate and stick 
to a gameplan before moving in. this 
is where every player would ideally 
be mic’d up, but for whatever reason, 
most players on xbox prefer to play as 
the strong, silent type. when you are 
on a talkative team, the experience is 
generally sublime, because everyone 
gets into, well, let’s call it the siege 

mentality. teams immediately begin 
devising schemes on the fly, and 
keep one another updated on their 
situation. but crucially, i found that 
even when you’re playing alongside 
the mute cast of the Pink Panther, 
the game keeps you updated on your 
teammates’ location and activity in 
the form of outlines, which proves 
enough for unspoken pacts and 
strategies to emerge.

between you, your team’s got the 
tools for any approach you fancy, 
too. rappelling equipment enables 
teams to begin the siege on any floor 
they fancy, while the loadout screen 
allows you to choose from a limited 
arsenal of gadgetry – such as breach 
charges that can be used not only 
to blow through barricades but also, 
at certain points, through walls and 
floors, too. but the most important 

choice is your choice of operator, of 
which there’s a choice of 30 – that’s 
15 per side. each comes with his 
or her own unique ability – on the 
attacking side, to rattle off some 
memorable examples, twitch has a 
deployable drone which can scout 
ahead and manually disable traps, 
while montagne has an extendable 
shield that protects him from frontal 
assaults. others are more offensively 
minded – such as fuze, with his 
cluster charges that affix to walls and 
ping grenades out of the other side.

Door to door
but while bashing through a 
barricaded door with a sledgehammer 
the size of switzerland may be fun, 
it’s often more fun being the guy 
cowering on the other side. for it is 
when you’re playing as the defending 
team – the besieged, if you will –  
that Siege’s entrancing rhythm is 
most keenly felt. 

if the opening few minutes of 
the round are marked by eerie 
unpredictability, then the closing 
few seconds are all too predictable, 
ending in loud, explosive farce as 
the timer forces the issue and the 
attacking team launches into an 
all-out onslaught. it’s breathless 
to be holed up in a room, knowing 

Fortify your defences, or fool around with the 
banknote physics? The choice is easy.

Barbed 
wire slows 
attackers 
down to a 
crawl, and 
makes them 
rustle like 
a packet of 
crisps.

 Terro-ble?
Siege’s other mode is Terrohunt – a 
set of randomly generated scenarios 
pitting either a solo player or a human 
team against AI drones. Objectives and 
enemy layouts are remixed from game to 
game, but it’s not very moreish – AI bots 
lack the guile and ingenuity of human 
counterparts, and can often be found 
standing dimly in corridors.
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After death, you can view surveillance 
cams and bark instructions to survivors.

that it’s a matter of when, not if, the 
other side makes its violent presence 
known. i’m not entirely sure Ubisoft 
montreal has got the balance right – 
with the objective-seizing impetus 
on the attacking team, the defending 
team seems to come out on top more 
often than not – but one thing that 
is for sure is that both sides are as 
equally fun to play as. desperation 
turns meticulous planning into panic, 
making this a shooter with surprising 
potential for comedy as rounds reach 
their dramatic conclusion.

Rainbow Six Siege is a very  
modern multiplayer game, and one 

that seems to have esports  
credibility in its sights – both in the 
way its variety of character skills  
channel titles such as League of 
Legends, and in how its matches 
tell a simple story that can be easily 
dissected to understand why and  
how you won or lost. its success 
stems from its ability to specialise 
– it’s hard to imagine the concept 
having this amount of room to 
breathe if it were part of a more 
general package. the lack of 
discernible extras also has the 
benefit of making the game easy 
on your drive space, weighing in 

at a svelte 14gb, making it fit for 
the purpose it was designed for – 
something to sit on your drive, ready 
for you to dip in and out of.

but being able to design a game 
around a single game mode is a 
luxury, and it’s one that ultimately 
you pay for. this is a smartly designed 
tactical shooter that continuously 
forces you to problem solve and 
adapt in creative ways, but its price 
tag is a crown that weighs heavily 
on its head. Rainbow Six Siege is 
different enough from the run-of-the-
mill run-and-gun online shooters to 
be worth a look, but only time will tell 
if the upcoming free dlc updates will 
inject enough life into the community 
to ensure that the deathly silences 
occur in-game, where they belong, 
rather than on the matchmaking 
screens, where lobbies are already 
beginning to thin. oxm

“When you’re on a talkative team, 
the experience is sublime”

The 
defending 
team aren’t 
allowed 
outside for 
long – after 
a few seconds 
their 
position is 
marked up on 
the map.

A clever and compelling 
multiplayer offering that 
transplants the meticulous 
planning of classic Rainbow 
Six into a modern shooter – 
but concerns about its long-
term prospects persist.

OverAll

8
The OXM verdict

✔ Deep, strategical 
warfare

✔ Excellent variety 
between maps

✔ Friendly online 
community who are 
happy to roleplay

✖ Steep XP system 
locks you into a few 
Operators early on

✖ Lacks attack/
defence balance

✖ Occasionally get 
booted to the lobby

PrOS/CONs

Predicting where attackers will ambush – 
and watching them walk into your trap.

The BeST BiT whAT hAPPeNS 
NeXT?

? Four free DLC 
drops will 
chuck new 
maps into the 

mix, while Season 
Pass buyers will 
gain new Operators 
to choose from.
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Y
ou awake on a balmy 
desert island, confused, 
disorientated and as naked as 
the day you were born. (If you 
were born in a pair of cheap 

pants, that is.) To your right, gregarious 
pterodactyls circle an endless azure-
blue ocean. To your left, disturbing cries 
penetrate a thick blanket of forest. And 
ahead of you, prehistoric predators of 
all shapes and sizes prowl the baking 
hot sands. What’s your next move?

Well, if you’re anything like us, 
your first move will be to immediately 
jump down the throat of the nearest 
carnivore. In the beginning, death 
comes fast and often as you’re brutally 
outmanoeuvred by the mystery island’s 
rugged wildlife. So you respawn again in 
another random location on the beach, 
and hope this time it’s not in sight of 
a pack of ravenous compies. You learn 
to begin each spawn by scrambling for 
cover, until you’re confident enough  
of your surroundings to go explore.

As you survive you earn experience 
points and unlock engrams – blueprints 
for items which can be crafted from 
the raw materials you scavenge 
from the environment. Both XP and 
engrams carry through from life to life, 
although any physical possessions 
are lost forever when you glide down a 
Tyrannosaurus Rex’s oesophagus. 

The first thing you make will 
invariably be a crude hatchet, 
assembled from stones plucked from 
the ground, and wood and thatch 
obtained by punching(!) the nearest 
tree. This rudimentary tool can be used 
to chip off pieces of flint, which is a 
vital component of your next master 
creation – the humble torch, which 
staves off the ‘cold’ status effect and 
allows you to explore caves or orientate 
yourself during the long nights. (ARK’s 
day/night cycle doesn’t pull any 
punches: when the sun sets, your TV 
screen turns as black as night.) As you 
perform these actions you unlock new, 

permanent recipes from an inventory 
screen menu, such as campfires 
that allow you to cook your meat (in 
the early days you’ll be living off an 
exclusive diet of dodo), and sleeping 
bags to fend off the cold. Before long, 
you’ll find yourself gradually snaking 
your way up the evolutionary ladder, 
first building homes out of thatch 
and growing crops from your own 
poop, until eventually you’re crafting 
forges that drag you into the industrial 
age, with sturdy homes blessed 
with electrical generators and fridge 
freezers, and surrounded by acres of 
self-sufficient cropland.

The DNA of a decent survival game 
can be found within ARK, but it’s 
encased in an amber prison of sloppy 
design. A lot of this is forgivable 
given ARK’s status as a Game Preview 
release – it’s hard to grind your teeth 
too hard at the oft-jerky graphics or 
the convoluted menu screens, which 
are harrowingly user-unfriendly to 
begin with. There is hope, too, that the 
island’s ecosystem can become more 
dynamic with time; currently, unless you 
intervene, the local fauna plod around 
unconvincingly in small, narrow areas, 
and only interact with each other in 
rudimentary ways. It doesn’t feel like a 
place that’s alive, and that’s an issue 
in a game where much of the wonder 
comes from existing alongside these 
long-extinct beasts. Hopefully more 

As you progress, you learn the island is split into 
zones. The snow biome is home to some mahoosive beasts.

ARK: SuRvivAl EvolvEd
 PubliShER STuDIo WIlDcARD / dEvEloPER STuDIo WIlDcARD / FoRmAt XBoX oNe / RElEASE dAtE ouT NoW

Everybody bork that dinosaur
AlEx dAlE
live chocoboofDoom 
@SporadicDaler

thE KnowlEdgE
whAt iS it?
open world persistent 
multiplayer survival 
game set on a 
prehistoric island.

whAt’S it liKE?
clumsy but fine  
once you become 
more valuable to 
other players alive 
than dead.

who’S it FoR?  
Anyone looking for  
a DayZ game where 
you can take a dump 
on command.

REviEwER

 Taking the Katniss
These bright beacons of light deliver 
supply crates of resources to players, 
with the colour indicating the level 
required to pry it open. It all hints at 
the world being a Hunger Games-esque 
simulation, but if there’s a way to shoot 
an arrow up and bring it all crashing 
down, we haven’t found it.

xbox
GAme

PReVIeW
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dynamic behavioural patterns will be 
patched in with time, as at the moment 
this isn’t a very playful world to be in.

other problems appear to be 
ideological. central to this is the steep 
time investment required to actually 
get to the meat of the game; ARK’s 
world is merciless to new recruits, 
and the slow progress means many 
won’t stick it out to the point where 
things get interesting. compounding 
the problem is that progression is 
vague, with experience points dolled 
out unseen for even the most mundane 
tasks, such as harvesting berries. This 
makes levelling up a slog. It would 
be more engaging if XP or in-game 
bonuses were tied to smaller, tangible 
goals, such as surviving the night in 
just a sleeping bag, or killing three 
dodo birds, or whatever. It would 
give players a task to focus on in an 
otherwise directionless game.

If you’re playing on one of the 
always-online persistent servers, 

progression can be even more difficult 
in the beginning, as you boot up the 
game to find some turd has ransacked 
your thatch hut and hoofed your head 
clean off your shoulders. In general, 
however, other online players are 
more hospitable than they are in ARK’s 
closest comparable, Pc cult classic 
DayZ, which is likely down to the more 
hostile world; you’re encouraged to 
form ‘tribes’, which makes it easier 
to defend settlements from pillagers. 
Better yet, you can go hunting in packs 
to take down animals too formidable 
for solo travellers. once you’ve knocked 
a creature out, you can either nosh on 
their flesh or, better yet, tame them 
by feeding them their favourite food. 

(This is how I like to imagine the great 
maharaja rulers of India tamed their 
elephants.) This is one of ARK’s better 
systems, as it gives you something to 
aspire to; smaller tamed creatures can 
be put to work guarding crops while 
you’re offline, while large animals can 
be ridden as mounts.

ARK is incredibly popular on Pc, 
and it’s easy to see why; it draws 
intelligently from all the flavours of 
today, from DayZ to Monster Hunter to 
Terraria to Minecraft. And yet for my 
money its aimless structure means it 
lacks the killer hook of those classics. 
fortunately, the beauty of early Access 
is that there’s still plenty of time for 
ARK to find that missing link. oxm

“Prehistoric predators of all shapes 
and sizes prowl the baking hot sands”

There’s a great sense of 
satisfaction to the way ARK 
lets you turn the tables on 
its vicious wildlife, but you’re 
as likely to snag yourself on 
the sloppy menus as you  
are the forest brambles.

OverAll

xbox
GAme

PReVIeW

The OXM verdict

Man meet dinosaur. Man crossbow dinosaur. Dinosaur 
swallows man whole. woman inherits earth.

The further into the game you get, 
the further your character goes 
from their stone age beginnings.

Ah, what a 
beautiful 
settlement. 
let’s 
pillage it 
for wood and 
stones.

Enslaving the rancid beasts that were trying 
to eat you, and making them do your bidding.

The besT biT whAT hAPPeNs 
NeXT?

? Exciting new 
creatures are 
being added 
all the time. 

Giant angelfish and 
penguins were two 
of the more bizarre 
recent additions.

✔ World packed with 
mystery and surprise

✔ More stable than 
the PC version

✔ Open-ended so 
you can devise your 
own solutions...

✖ ...but a little 
direction would be 
nice now and then

✖ Dinos are 
unconvincing

✖ Horrorscape menus 
and wonky servers

PrOs/CONs
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F
amilies, eh? Can’t live with 
them; can’t get them off the 
phone while you’re trying 
to concentrate on driving in 
torrential rain as a tornado 

moves in. The premise of this short 
visual novel suggests you’re in for a 
dark, tense journey, but the result is a 
rather slight familial drama, absorbing 
enough to hold your attention for the 
duration – few will require the save 
function – but not quite substantial 
enough to linger in the memory.

As disillusioned twentysomething 
Kelly, you find yourself fending off 
questions from your mother as you 
drive home, holding the right trigger 
all the way. There’s no escaping the 
inquisition: let go and it’s not just the 
car that stops, but the rain and the 

Nebraskan countryside, with its miles 
of cornfields that only occasionally 
part to offer a glimpse of a silhouetted 
landmark. The dialogue is rich and 
nuanced – you’ll be happier to continue 
the conversation than Kelly herself, 
who has ventured out to escape the 
stifling atmosphere at home. Details 
are steadily teased out: Kelly’s dad has 
a severe injury, her brother’s struggles 
with mental illness are adding to the 
strain, and her mother just wants her 
daughter home, even as her frustration 
bubbles forth in the odd barbed retort. 

You frequently have a choice of 
response, which dictates how the 
call progresses, though there’s no 
affecting the ultimate outcome. That 
in itself isn’t a problem, but for many 
players, the lack of resolution in an 

abrupt climax will be. When we’d 
have preferred to have been chewing 
over ambiguities, we instead found 
ourselves feeling underwhelmed. 

Despite some strong sound design, 
the stark, minimalist presentation 
undercuts the natural drama. There’s 
also an odd control quirk that can often 
lead you to select an unwanted option. 
A brief epilogue set prior to these 
events enables you to imagine a phone 
call Kelly ultimately chose not to make, 
but despite the appeal of the ‘what if?’ 
scenario, it feels inconsequential – 
partly thanks to frequent reminders of 
its non-canonical nature. The subtlety 
of its storytelling is easy to admire, but 
as a piece of interactive fiction, even 
this Extended Edition of Three Fourths 
Home ends up running out of gas. OXM

The visual style won’t be to everyone’s taste, but 
there’s one particularly haunting image late on.

With the rain 
falling into 
the game’s 
text window, 
you might have 
to sit closer 
to the TV.

Chris sChilling
live Rockin Stroll 
@schillingc

the knOwledge
what is it?
An interactive short 
story about bad 
weather and familial 
disharmony.

what’s it like?
Too slight to 
fully satisfy, but 
thoughtful and  
well-observed.

whO’s it FOr?  
Fans of arty novellas 
and earning 
Achievements with 
minimal effort.

reviewer Are we nearly there yet?

 Publisher DigeRATi DiSTRibuTioN / develOPer [bRACKeT]gAmeS / FOrMat XboX oNe / release date ouT NoW

three FOurths hOMe

As a glimpse into the life 
of a dysfunctional family, 
Three Fourths Home is a 
success – but while its 
dialogue has the ring of 
truth, its narrative feels 
slight and incomplete.

OVerall

6
The OXM Verdict

COMPleTION 
ClOCK 

90 
miNS

Things get more fraught as the tornado 
moves closer and Kelly gets nearer to home.

The besT bIT

Dip into Kelly’s brother’s book of stories, 
available from the main menu post-game.

PrO TIP
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W
ill Wright, creator 
of The Sims, has 
always seemed like a 
cheerful fellow, and his 
phenomenally popular 

games have carried a sort of jaunty 
vim right from the start. But jolly old 
Will didn’t reckon on the depravity 
of gamers. This kindly chap gave us 
a colourful world of suburban make-
believe, and we spent all our time 
imagining exercises in digital cruelty; 
trapping Sims in ladderless swimming 
pools and watching them unravel in 
featureless rooms. Now just imagine 
how depressing The Sims might have 
been if its developer had actually been 
trying to make a bleak game.

And then wonder no more, because 
that long-prophesied time has come. 
Unicube has taken Wright’s game and 
switched out its bourgeois fussiness 
in favour of pared-down survival. So, 
rather than wondering whether your 
natty new sofa might suit the living 

room or the den best, you’ll agonise 
over the best place to position the 
bucket you’re using as a toilet. 

But before you can get stuck into 
the fun of defecating in pails, you’ll 
have to christen and customise your 
post-nuclear family unit. You’ll shuffle 
some sliders and select some starting 
stats for your ragtag relatives, then 
you’re thrown into the action without 
a hint of pomp or ceremony. There’s no 
establishing cutscene or portentous 
voiceover – your family simply climbs 
down the hatch into a grimy fallout 
bunker, and then it’s time to get on 
with the fraught business of survival. 

And there’s so much to do right away 
that it can be a little overwhelming. 
First of all, there’s a generator to get 
running – without that, your oxygen 
pump won’t function and your family 
will slowly asphyxiate. Next, you’ll need 
to get your water storage solution 
up to snuff, since a couple of dry 
days is all it takes to leave your tots 

dangerously thirsty. And then you’ll 
want to start sorting out the business 
of beds, showers, and toilets, all of 
which need crafting from your store of 
raw materials if you don’t want your 
household to suffer serious discomfort.

You’ll manage your family’s fatigue, 
hunger and thirst, among other stats 
– switching between each member 
of the brood in order to ensure that 
they’re not quietly starving in the 
corner. And just like The Sims, the 
best the average player can ever really 
hope for is a teetering equilibrium. 
Even when you’re successfully juggling 
the needs of every one of your shelter 
residents, there’s always the lingering 
knowledge that you’re never more than 
a minor mishap away from disaster. 
You live on a knife-edge in Sheltered, 
where success is indistinguishable 
from desolate stasis. It’s stressful, but 
strangely compelling.

Before too long, your dwindling 
stores force you to send one or more 
of your beloved vault-dwellers above 
ground in search of supplies. But rather 
than handing you direct control of 
these exploratory excursions, Sheltered 
has you plot a course on a tattered 
map. Once your intrepid explorer has 
set off on their perilous trek, they’ll 
radio in regular updates, enabling you 
to direct their search further. 

You might send Papa to investigate 
a nearby church, for example. A few 

Encounters in the wasteland can be dangerous – it’s wise to equip 
your scavengers with some kind of improvised weapon, just in case.

Sheltered
 PubliSher TEAm 17 / develoPer UNIcUBE / Format XBOX ONE / releaSe date  OUT NOW

The family that slays together stays together
JameS Nouch
live JayNow 
@jamesnouch

the kNoWledge
What iS it?
A post-apocalyptic 
life management 
game set in an 
underground 
fallout shelter.

What’S it like?
A brutally depressing 
expression of The 
Sims formula. With 
added cannibalism.

Who’S it For?  
Those with a dark 
sense of humour, a 
survivalist streak or  
a moral deficiency.

revieWer

 Ten days
Our first crack lasted little more than 
a week before falling apart, and our 
goody-two-shoes attitude was to 
blame. Our non-violent parents roamed 
the wastelands recruiting new friends, 
who soon chugged through our precious 
water. Lesson learned, we got cracking 
on run two, AKA ‘the cannibalism run’.

XboX
gAmE

PrEvIEW
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minutes later, the crackle of the radio 
cuts through the bunker and dear old 
dad says there are people hanging 
around the abbey entrance. do you 
mosey on over in the hopes of striking 
up a trade? look to recruit them to your 
shelter? Or slink away quietly? These 
encounters, like many of the other 
systems in Sheltered, are relatively 
simple and heavily randomised. You 
might discover a well-stocked trader, 
say, or a treasure trove of rations and 
resources on your first expedition. Or 
you might discover a massive great 
bear. This iron edge of unpredictability 
can occasionally frustrate, but is more 
often a source of wonderfully macabre 
emergent storytelling.

For instance: one promising early run 
hit a snag when we forgot to put Papa 
in his radiation suit before sending him 
topside to fix the water filter. he came 
back in a little queasy, then quietly 
keeled over in front of the little ones. 
We tried to build a coffin to give him 

a proper burial – we really did – but 
we found ourselves two nails short of 
the crafting recipe. “Waste not, want 
not,” we muttered, as mum and the 
kids settled in for an impromptu feast 
of barbecued dad ribs. It wasn’t the 
civilised thing to do, but it bought us 
another eight days of subterranean 
subsistence before the rest of the gang 
kicked the bucket/toilet.

These are the kind of guilty decisions 
that Sheltered encourages, and a 
grubby but pragmatic morality quickly 
emerges as the surest path to anything 
more than short-term survival. Bringing 
fellow survivors into the fold is all 
well and good, for instance, but more 
people mean more mouths to feed. 

And seeing as they aren’t relatives 
anyway, perhaps you’ll be tempted to 
send these newcomers on a foraging 
expedition without the benefit of one 
of those oh-so-precious gas masks. 
Family first, after all.

Or perhaps you’ll attempt to play  
as a decent human being, difficult as 
that might be. The choice is yours,  
and whichever post-apocalyptic 
morality you light upon, Sheltered 
delivers a pleasingly interpersonal 
take on the burgeoning survival genre, 
augmenting a rich crafting system 
and punishing setting with a focus on 
family. We might even be tempted to 
call it sentimental, were it not for all 
the cannibalism. oXm

“You’ll agonise over the best place 
to position the toilet bucket”

Challenging, atmospheric, 
and darkly comic, 
Sheltered’s unique blend  
of family dynamics and 
nuclear desolation is a 
reliable recipe for  
macabre comedy. 

OvErall

XboX
gAmE

PrEvIEW

The OXM verdict

Just when you think the wasteland can’t get  
any more hostile, it throws a bear at you.

The camper van can be repaired 
if you find all of the requisite 
parts, making exploration faster.

The art style 
is eminently 
likeable, 
and has 
improved 
drastically 
since the 
Kickstarter.

Discovering that crafting material or morsel 
of grub you need just in the nick of time.

ThE bEsT biT

When your entire shelter is suffering from 
severe dehydration and it just won’t rain.

ThE wOrsT biT DiD yOu 
KnOw?

? Sheltered is 
the product 
of a 2014 
Kickstarter 

campaign that 
doubled its initial 
pledge goal and 
raised £30,000.
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A
pparently I have a different 
definition of ‘chivalry’. Mine 
involves nice manners, doors 
being held open and perhaps 
my boyfriend occasionally 

paying when we go out for a steak 
dinner. Torn Banner’s, however, involves 
turning as many fellow players as 
possible into steak by chopping them 
up with a variety of nasty implements. 

Medieval Warfare consists of a range 
of online multiplayer modes in which 
your basic task boils down to ‘hacking 
nearest enemy to shreds’. There are 
four classes (knight, vanguard, man-
at-arms and archer) each with their 
own weapons and ostensible tactics, 

but things do largely descend into 
frenetic, chaotic hacking and slashing. 
There’s the occasional thrill to be had 
in sneaking up behind someone and 
burying your blade in their neck, but 
the quickness and frequency of death 
means there’s little scope for subtlety.

It’s also not helped by a collision 
detection system so wonky that 
the majority of your blows – even 
the totally accurate ones – slide off 
without inflicting so much as a nick, as 
if your foe’s armour were smeared in a 
hefty layer of lard and Vaseline. When 
the game does register that you’ve 
landed a hit, the lack of feedback 
makes it all feel woefully intangible; 

people crumple to the floor and you 
have to check it was you that did it.

The maps on which you inflict 
carnage are huge – great when there’s 
a full complement of 24 players in 
team deathmatch or free-for-all, but 
you tend to rattle about a bit when 
there are fewer of you. At points, the 
game even plopped me into matches 
on my own, and defending trebuchets 
against nobody at all soon provoked 
an existential crisis. The framerate is 
a shameful half of what it is on PS4 
(30fps vs 60), and the glitchy, juddery 
graphics are worthy of the original 
Xbox. Forget politely holding the door 
open; slam it in Chivalry’s face. OXM

This is perhaps the most attractive you’ll see the  
game looking. Don’t expect it to happen often.

Don’t expect 
long to line 
up your shot: 
pause more  
than a moment 
and you’ll  
be toast.

EMMA DAviEs
Live OXM Emma 
@emcetera

thE knOwLEDgE
whAt is it?
First-person online 
multiplayer, with a 
heavy focus on  
melee combat.

whAt’s it LikE?
Chaotic, ugly and 
clunky like a  
drunken elephant.

whO’s it fOr?  
People who 
enjoy LARPing in 
shonky homemade 
costumes.

rEviEwEr

I stabbed a man in chainmail, just to watch him die

 PubLishEr ACTIVISIOn / DEvELOPEr TORn BAnnER STudIOS / fOrMAt XBOX OnE / rELEAsE DAtE OuT nOW

ChivALry: 
MEDiEvAL wArfArE

Hindered by generic looks, 
technical issues and hit 
detection that could barely 
flail its way out of a paper 
bag. Perhaps there’s a 
reason we’ve moved on from 
medieval times.

Overall

4
The OXM verdict

Thinking you’ve landed a hit on someone, 
only for it to glance off your target entirely.

The wOrsT biT

Polearm
Vanguards 
can use 
these stabby 
sticks 
to keep 
enemies 
at bay.

ObJeCT OF Desire DiD yOu 
knOw?

? The 
average life 
expectancy 
in the middle 

ages was 35 years. 
None of our soldiers 
lasted anywhere 
near that long.
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R
emastered presumably to cash 
in on the buzz around the 
forthcoming Marvel adaptation, 
Deadpool is nevertheless 
an unlikely candidate for a 

new, improved edition. In fact, apart 
from a very minor visual upgrade, it’s 
not actually an improvement at all. 
Throughout the entire game, the action 
sporadically freezes: sometimes it’s 
a split-second stutter; often it’s a 
larger hiccup. It’s a constant, nagging 
irritation that makes a spectacularly 
mediocre game even harder to love.

Deadpool, you see, is one of those 
games that thinks it’s funny to take 
potshots at hackneyed design while 
indulging in the very thing it’s claiming 
to mock. “No more sewers, High Moon,” 
he quips, before complaining about 

a rudimentary switch puzzle (hey, 
that’s our job). Soon after, a section 
where you fight waves of enemies on a 
slow-moving lift – an idea every bit as 
stale – goes unremarked upon, one of 
precious few occasions the merc with 
a mouth opts to fleetingly keep it shut. 
Otherwise, his abrasive commentary 
is non-stop, an endless torrent of 
memes, tired pop-culture gags and 
leering misogyny. It’s leavened slightly 
by a streak of self-awareness, but 
that doesn’t make his sleazy double-
entendres any easier to swallow. It’s 
probably Nolan North’s most charmless 
performance to date, his sneering, 
nasal delivery grating throughout.

This, sadly, is Deadpool’s main hook. 
Everything else here has been done 
many times before, and much better, 

too. It’s a clumsy blend of one-note 
hack ’n’ slash and simplistic gunplay 
against witless AI opponents who 
get no smarter as the game plods on, 
but instead arrive in greater number, 
wearing sturdier armour. It’s the kind 
of game where you’ll face a powerful 
brute who you defeat by spending all 
your remaining clips before running in 
for a three-hit combo and retreating 
before he can retaliate, all the while 
knowing you’re going to be facing 
two of them simultaneously later on. 
There is a certain demented energy 
to the moments where a comic-book 
character drops in and Deadpool gives 
you an X-certificate CliffsNotes of their 
background, but it’s not nearly enough 
to rescue a game that contrives to bore 
and annoy you at the same time. OXM

Hammers are among the most powerful melee weapons, but, 
predictably, they come at a cost to attack speed.

Even the basic 
enemies take 
a little too 
long to kill, 
probably to 
pad out the 
slim runtime.

ChRis sChilling
live Rockin Stroll 
@schillingc

the knOwledge
what is it?
A rubbish port of an 
intensely irritating 
comic book tie-in.

what’s it like?
Dire. Rudimentary 
combat is blighted  
by constant  
technical hiccups.

whO’s it fOR?  
Masochistically 
devoted fans – and 
even they might wish 
they hadn’t bothered.

RevieweR A comic-book clunker that shouldn’t have been exhumed

 PublisheR ACTIvISION / develOPeR HIgH MOON STuDIOS / fORMat XbOX ONE / Release date  OuT NOw

deadPOOl

One or two half-decent  
gags aside, Deadpool  
is a dreary, lumpen,  
vapid and altogether 
forgettable action game 
with an exasperatingly 
garrulous lead.

OvErall

3
The OXM verdict

✔ Punching 
Wolverine 
repeatedly to wake 
him up

✔ Comic book 
backstories

✔ It’s mercifully 
short… 

✖ …but it still 
manages to be  
too long by half

✖ Quickly gets 
spirit-sappingly 
repetitive

✖ Incredibly ugly 
and glitchy

PrOS/CONs

Squeezing the trigger to make Deadpool 
blow his own head off (and shut him up). 

THE bEST biT COMPlETiON 
ClOCK 

9 
HOuRS

Grenade 
launchers 
and miniguns 
pack plenty 
of firepower, 
although  
their use  
is limited.
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T
he act of scoring a proper 
hit in Starwhal is a rare and 
beautiful thing. Each player 
in this 2D multiplayer combat 
game controls a neon narwhal 

wearing a literal heart on its chest, each 
with the goal of spearing others’ hearts 
on their horned tooth-thing. Problem 
is, your improbable beasts control like 
furious bars of soap, the merest touch 
of an analogue stick sending them 
spinning, while acceleration squirts 
them forward at unexpected pace.

This makes the game’s true challenge 
just staying on course – actually 
stabbing anyone is usually a happy by-
product of trying to get around. You’ll 
end up getting stuck belly-to-belly with 
a foe, before raking their chest lazily, or 
accidentally embed yourself in a corner, 

while the rest of the players hurtle at 
you like crap missiles. But when it all 
comes together, when you spot an 
enemy, account for their movement, 
glide languidly around obstacles and 
finally – with the burst of glorious, 
treacly slow-motion the game adds for 
close calls – send a stab strong and 
true into their cartoon arteries like some 
fat, floating Musketeer? Oof, it’s good.

But is it enough? Starwhal began 
life as a PC demo, a neat experiment in 
physics combat set in a square arena. 
Now it’s a fully-fledged £10 console 
game that feels identical – testament 
to just how well the developer nailed 
its wrestle-with-the-controls concept/
joke first time round – but comes 
with four modes, a raft of levels and a 
single-player Challenges section.

Modes add a little – deathmatches 
sit alongside a couple of colourful 
variants that have players fluidly 
making alliances to take down mutual 
enemies in the lead. Maps add a lot, 
occasionally mazelike constructions 
that add platforming standards – like 
bounce pads on walls – to mess with 
the flow of a regular fight. Challenges 
shouldn’t be in here at all: rote time 
trials that cheapen the game by taking 
out its best feature – the stabbing.

And that’s Starwhal’s problem –  
this is a truly excellent party game, 
offering hour-long bursts of toothy 
violence to anyone with thumbs. But 
it was the same thing as a free demo 
– for the not inconsiderable cost of 
£9.59, it doesn’t go far enough towards 
being anything more. OXM

We’d love to say we had this under  
control but, honestly, not a clue.

Neon narwhals 
in space not 
enough? Put 
them in a top 
hat and bear 
mask. Why not?

JOe SkrebelS
live OXM Joe 
@2plus2isjoe

The knOwledge
whaT iS iT?
Funny, intense 2D 
combat... starring 
technicolour 
narwhals in space.

whaT’S iT like?
QWOP vs. Nidhogg 
in the psychedelic 
scene from 2001: A 
Space Odyssey.

whO’S iT fOr?  
A bloodthirsty 
gathering of chums 
with money to burn.

reviewer Where friends become Moby Dicks

 PubliSher BrEAkFAll / develOPer BrEAkFAll / fOrMaT XBOX ONE / releaSe daTe OuT NOw

STarwhal

Could have been a perfect 
game for pals – a brilliant 
see-saw of precision action 
and pirouetting whale 
thuds. Sadly, the cost is too 
high and the extras too slim 
to make this excellent.

Overall

6
The OXM verdict

Any Challenge level with lava. Being punished 
for failing to steer a whale feels mean.

The WOrsT biT did yOu 
kNOW?

? Some reckon 
a narwhal’s 
tusk is for 
mating-

based duelling. We 
think it’s like a car 
antenna – those 
guys love soft rock.

Confuse people into exposing their narwhals’ 
soft bellies by lying flat on the floor. 

PrO TiP
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ALSO
 RELEASED
Condensed criticism of  
the other new games in 
shops and on Xbox LiveThE PEAnuTS MOviE: 

SnOOPy’S GRAnD ADvEnTuRE

Charles Schulz’s daydreamy beagle is 
the perfect platforming protagonist; 
when Charlie Brown and the rest 
of the Peanuts gang go missing, 

Snoopy’s hyperactive imagination takes hold 
and we embark on an adventure spanning 
swampland and space, incorporating all of 
his imaginary personas, from Joe Cool to the 
World War I flying ace. It’s aimed at kids, but 

it underestimates their dexterity – there is 
no peril to be found here. Things get better 
when you realise there’s little point chasing 
after collectibles - all they do is lead you 
down frustrating dead-ends. 
But even so it’s no fun, and 
charmless to boot. Although as 
a tie-in to the mutant CGI film, 
that one’s not on Activision.

4

Each of Snoopy’s personas have their own abilities,  
a la 1992’s SNES classic, Disney’s Magical Quest.

 FORMAT XBoX one (verSIon TeSTed), XBoX 360 / REviEwER ALeX dALe / PRiCE £39.99

7 5 8

 FORMAT XBoX one / REviEwER ALeX dALe /  
PRiCE £3.99 

 FORMAT XBoX one / REviEwER ALeX dALe /  
PRiCE £11.99

 FORMAT XBoX one / REviEwER ALeX dALe /  
PRiCE £3.19

BASEBALL RiOT ThE inCREDiBLE 
ADvEnTuRES OF  
vAn hELSinG

6180: ThE MOOn

in which 10tons Ltd, the developer behind 
the very similar but better-named Tennis 
In The Face, takes another swing at the 

Angry Birds physics puzzler genre. It’s a better 
game than Angry Birds, given that you can 
see everything on the same screen at once, 
making it more intuitive to line up shots. 

It also uses its baseball theme smartly,  
with catchers who stop the ball in its tracks  
if it flies towards their mitts, and heavily 
padded umpires who need to be twocked  
from behind. The gradual reveal of new 
elements does much to mask the one-note 
gameplay, and it’s fast, too – you can fire all 
your balls at once instead of having to wait  
for the first to come to a stop, if  
you fancy. With a little bit more 
polish this could have been a 
home run, but as it is, it slides 
safely into first base.

December/January’s free Games with Gold 
offering is this rather meat-and-potatoes 
action rPG, built in the fashion of other 

loot-based hack-and-slash adventures such 
as Diablo III. But Van Helsing lacks the finesse 
and variety of that series. Instead of a range of 
classes, you can set van Helsing up with three 
fairly samey set-ups, only the most boring of 
which doesn’t require you to loot your real-
world wallet. The day is saved by Lady Katerina, 
who not only wades in during combat but during 
conversations too. As supporting 
characters go, she’s hardly Zelda 
from Spirit Tracks funny, but she 
does much to keep energy levels 
up in an otherwise musty romp.

here you control the Moon, of all 
things, and it makes for a curiously 
unsympathetic character, given that one 

of the first things it does is encourage the 
earth to rid itself of the scourge of humanity. 
Still, the Moon’s quest is to find the Sun, who 
has gone missing – a goal we’re sure can see 
us put our personal differences aside. 

What follows is a monochromatic platform-
puzzler, where the twist is that the action wraps 
around from top to bottom – so if you leap off 
the top of the screen (which you always will, 
as the Moon’s not really one for gravitational 
pull), you’ll find yourself piercing your north pole 
on some spikes at the bottom of the screen. 
It’s short but engaging, with some 
fiendish platforming segments, and 
introduces enough new concepts 
as you snake up the Solar System 
to keep you spinning on your axis.
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o n  t h e  d o w n l o a d
latest add-ons and indie games rated

www.gamesradar.com/oxm

1  Just Cause 3: air, Land  
and sea expansion pass

New missions, weapons and gadgets make 
a huge game even more overblown. 

Price: £19.99

2   adventure time:  
artifaCt CheCking

A whole new adventure in one of  
the year’s nicest surprises.

Price: £3.99

3   WWe 2k16: neW moves paCk
Over 30 new moves include Black Magic 
and the Buzzsaw Kick, neither of which 
involve real magic or actual buzzsaws. 

Price: £3.19

4   rise of the tomb raider: 
siberian ranger

New outfit for Lara lets her carry more 
special ammo and a new weapon skin.  

Price: £2.39

5   assassin’s Creed 
syndiCate: viCtorian Legends 

outfit for JaCob
‘Bring out the monster’ in Jacob, apparently. 

Price: FRee

6   tony haWk’s pro  
skater 5: rad paCk

Some ‘80s inspired skins and new boards 
for one of 2015’s worst titles. £3.19 for the 

full game would be a rip off.
Price: £3.19

L
et’s face it, the first 
thing you thought 
about when you found 
out Assassin’s Creed 
Syndicate was set in 

Victorian london was Jack the 
ripper, you gory individual you. 
despite his despicable deeds, 
the infamous serial killer has an 
irresistibly twisted appeal. it’s 
satisfying to report that budding 
ripperologists needn’t worry 
about Creed’s version of events 
in this surprisingly chunky dlc.

after a call from Jacob, who 
has mysteriously vanished, evie 
frye returns from india where 
she now works alongside henry 
green. back in the big, and 
increasingly bloody, smoke, she 
has to aid inspector abberline on 
the hunt for the masked maniac 
stalking london’s streets. 

a brand new ‘terror’ mechanic 
for the expansion makes evie 

even more batman-like than 
usual. enemies aren’t just for 
skewering but scaring instead. 
fear can be enjoyably wrought 
by pinning victims down with 
spikes or throwing fear bombs 
to make enemies hurtle away 
in abject terror with a flash 
of stylised orange fire. brutal 
takedowns – using a variety of 
Qtes – will also 
send those in 
the vicinity 
fleeing for their 
lives. while evie 
can use these 
skills without 
killing, playing as Jack the ripper 
is understandably less moral. 

Yes, there are points you play 
as the maniac himself and while 
you don’t carry out his infamous 
killings – those are investigated 
by evie as Sherlock-style crime 
scenes – he does pick off the 

innocent with brutal abandon. 
he is a disturbing character, a 
boogeyman who can scream 
victims into submission and 
wields the same tools as evie to 
more malicious ends. he makes 
frye, with her renewed focus on 
disarming attacks, look cuddly.

while there’s a rollicking 
main story with a number of 

multi-layered 
assassination 
missions, 
there’s also a 
veritable stack 
of open world 
activities for 

the now forty-something evie. 
Prostitutes need saving and 
violent men can be paraded 
through the streets in shaming 
missions. add in a host of bounty 
hunts, carriage chases and new 
skills/weapons, and this is worth 
your hard-earned silver. oxm

//enemies  
aren’t just for 
skewering but 
scaring instead// 

assassin’s Creed 
syndiCate: JaCk the ripper
There will be blood

 pubLisher Ubisoft / deveLoper Ubisoft / format xbox one / 
revieWer loUise blain / priCe £11.99/£23.99 season Pass

Jack’s voice and terrifyingly brutal approach 
makes for an uncomfortable playing experience.

ALSO  
reLeASed

From best to worst,  
the latest additions to  
Xbox Live Marketplace

A genuinely 
atmospheric  
and often 
disturbing yarn 
that ripper 
and Creed fans 
shouldn’t miss.

the oXM Verdict

8the history is dealt with admirably, filling blanks 
rather than altering the original grim events.
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piCbox
deduce which tiles have to be 
removed, in puzzles that play like 
more satisfying, superior Sudoku. 

 *****

the angry hand of god
At the risk of being smited, this 
rubbish where you shoot lightning 
from clouds gets a thumbs down.

 *****

JeLLyfish md
Match bubbles to perform jellyfish 
surgery. 3d makes this more complex 
but why save evil stinging jellyfish?

 *****

aah LittLe atLantis
destroy the islands of Atlantis to 
save its people. That’s like burning 
your house to save cash on heating.

 *****

the usefuL dead
A great puzzle platformer wherein 
you use the corpses of your failed 
attempts to reach higher ground. 

 *****

Indie roundup / The latest hidden gems and DIY disasters

A huge, beautiful 
zone to play  
in, but it  
offers little  
new and the 
quests are 
merely decent.

Short and 
infuriating, the 
episodes do 
little to improve 
on a lacklustre 
season of 
downloads.

the oXM Verdict the oXM Verdict
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mmorPgs traditionally tack 
expansions on the end 
of the existing game, 

where it ends up tucked behind 
many days’ worth of humdrum, 
outdated levelling content that’s 
almost certain to discourage 
newcomers. fortunately, that’s 
not the case with The Elder Scrolls 
Online’s Orsinium dlc. should you 
wish, you can hop into it right 
after completing the short starter 
quests, as level 
scaling ensures 
your newborn 
adventurer can 
happily kick butt 
alongside veteran 
rank 16 players.

it thus brings 
ESO a little closer to the “go 
where you want, when you 
want” ideal of the single-player 
Elder Scrolls games, even if it 
unfortunately also sees zenimax’s 
game stepping even further away 
from its supposed multiplayer 
focus. it’s hardly revolutionary 
– at heart, it’s mostly 20 to 25 
hours of the same mix of dungeon 

delves, exploration and questing 
that defines the core experience. 
that’s rarely a problem, though, 
since the setting of the orc 
homeland of wrothgar is a lovely, 
wintry wonderland filled with some 
of the game’s best vistas yet, and 
the associated quests following 
the hardy yet standoffish orcs’ 
missions to rebuild their capital 
are enjoyable if not memorable.

it’s not without some fresh 
features. there 
are two fun 
new four-player 
dungeons, 
and also the 
new maelstrom 
arena, a solo 
horde mode 

of sorts where level-capped 
players will find some challenge 
in achieving the 100 best timed 
scores on a weekly leaderboard 
for the chance at impressive 
loot. could it have been more 
ambitious? certainly. but if you’d 
like to spend a few more hours in 
tamriel there are worse ways to 
go about it. oxm

you know, for someone with 
as high an iQ as the riddler, 
it’s surprising that he ever 

thought it was a good idea to lock 
selina Kyle in an abandoned trap-
packed orphanage. surely the 
morally questionable feline would 
seek vengeance for her ordeal? 
spoiler: of course she would. 
Unfortunately, it’s over faster 
than that time 
you decided to 
see what would 
happen if you 
gave poor mog 
her first bath. and 
just as painful.

Catwoman’s 
Revenge sees ms Kyle invading a 
toy shop that’s been taken over by 
riddler’s goons. stealthily crawling 
around ceilings and under grates, 
she must find a way to sneak into 
the robot factory below. after 15 
minutes of choking goons and 
a half-hearted puzzle to reveal 
riddler’s lair below, you know the 
end is coming far too soon. 

however, before that end just 
happens to be one of the most 
frustrating fights in all of Arkham 
Knight. those tank stealth 
sections have nothing on a brawl 
with 30 robots, electrocuted 
floor tiles and a pair of randomly 
moving lasers coming down from 
the ceiling. this is how your 
xbox elite controller dies and the 

payoff certainly 
isn’t worth it.  

A Flip of a 
Coin thankfully 
creates far less 
catty remarks 
and sees robin 
taking on two 

face. it’s equally short at 20 
minutes but manages to throw in 
a few uses of robin’s gadgets and 
one enjoyable puzzle involving 
some machine gun turrets. Yet 
this all feels like padding – 
there’s nothing truly fresh. the 
upcoming Most Wanted dlc 
needs to fix the last six months. 
it’s time to be a hero again. oxm

the eLder sCroLLs onLine: 
tamrieL unLimited: orsinium

batman arkham knight: 
CatWoman’s revenge  
& a fLip of a Coin

 format xbox one  / revieWer leif Johnson /  
priCe 3,000 crowns (£19.99) 

 format xbox one  / revieWer loUise blain / priCe 
£32.79 season Pass/ £1.59 Per arKham ePisode

the new Maelstrom arena can be used 
to test builds and grind out levels.

too many Challenge Packs spoil 
the oh-so-violent broth.

//Your newborn 
adventurer can 
kick butt alongside 
rank 16 veterans//

//this is how your 
elite controller dies 
and the payoff 
isn’t worth it//



Forged
for greatness

Writer: Edwin 
Evans-Thirlwell
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Over the following pages you’ll find a few of the weirder 
and more wonderful custom modes and maps from Halo’s 
history – to sample them, look up the associated user’s 
Gamertag while playing the Halo game listed, and access 
the fileshare. Bear in mind that you might need to download 
a map and a mode separately, and that we can’t guarantee 
these maps will be available forever.

halo’s level editor is the greatest ever to grace a console shooter. 
we speak to a pair of veteran forgers about the journey from halo 3’s 
breakthrough forge mode to its dramatic revival in halo 5: guardians

W
e all know what to expect 
from Halo at this stage, 
right? a story that takes 
you to exotic planets 
laced with aeons-old 
forerunner architecture. 
spectacular battles that 
arise from proven 

weapon balancing, marvellous layouts and 
smart, volatile ai. a multiplayer component 
that’s equal parts chaos and finesse. The 

details may alter from release to release,  
but the broad strokes haven’t changed 
drastically since Halo 2 turned Halo multiplayer 
into a global phenomenon. but there is 
another Halo beneath all this. a Halo that’s  
in a state of constant creative flux. 

it’s a Halo that bends the fundamentals of 
the main game beyond recognition, chewing 
up map layouts and tweaking the physics, 
playing around with colour palettes, damage 
settings and objectives. it’s a Halo in which 

you’re as likely to find yourself chasing a 
floating island through a city in a perpetually 
accelerating warthog as shooting another 
spartan in the face. This is the Halo that 
exists care of forge mode, the accessible 
yet complex level editing suite that first saw 
daylight in Halo 3. originally intended as a 
way for multiplayer obsessives to make small 
balancing adjustments to layouts, it has led 
to an avalanche of custom modes and map 
variants, all available for free via player-to-
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“we can create maps that play as 
well as a developer-made map”

player fileshare or, if the player creation 
in question is especially impressive, in 
official matchmaking.

some of the more competition-
minded forge variants are solid enough 
to stand alongside the pick of those 
crafted by 343 and bungie – game 
types like the legendary grifball from 
rooster Teeth, a bruising take on rugby 
featuring grav hammers and Energy 
swords, or Phreak nation’s ninjanaut, 
in which everybody teams up against 
a player armed with infinite active 
camo and super-speed. others have 
been thrown together for giggles, 
like TurbTastic’s beer Pong, in which 
the ping-pong balls are swapped for 
spartans riding mongoose quadbikes. 

There are forge maps that pay 
homage to environments from other 
games, like Mario Kart’s rainbow road 
or dust from Counter-Strike. There 
are maps that push into other genres 
- tricksy bite-sized platformers with 
variable gravity, single-player rPg 
maps complete with levelling systems, 
weapons upgrades and door puzzles. 
and of course, there are maps that are 
assembled simply to make something 
dramatic or beautiful. a hundred-
metre-high sculpture of a Jackal 
skirmisher, frozen in mid-gallop, for 
example, or a forerunner dreadnought, 
dangling far above a halo ring. 

dedicated community
Each game in the main series has 
added new tools, objects and 
canvases to forge’s arsenal, and 
the result is a dedicated editing 
community that numbers thousands 
of players worldwide. some of the 
most committed, talented forgers 
are effectively designers in their own 
right, working offsite. “There is quite 
a lot of similarity between what we 
do as hobbyists and what they do as 
professionals,” observes nicholas 
‘warholic’ alexander, a member of the 
secretive community cartographers 
group, which works with 343’s sustain 
team to select forge maps for the long- 
running action sack playlist, and that 
was drafted in to test Halo 5’s forge. 

“The difference is that we don’t 
have the same tools, but with enough 
time and dedication, we can create a 
map that can play just as well or better 
than a developer-made map. it just 
takes the right amount of time and the 
right talent.” among those prepared to 
go the distance is sean hodgins, the 
veteran forger behind popular YouTube 
personality mr Pokephile. “i get home 
from school or i get home from work, 
and the first thing i do is sit down, 
switch on the xbox and forge for a few 
hours,” he says.

hodgins and alexander hail from 
very different backgrounds. based in 
Toronto, canada, hodgins is working 

Trash 
CompaCTor
Created By: fina1 CHaOs
Get it frOm: GrammyXBl 
(HalO: tmCC)

an infection variant in 
which the zombies knock 
an inexhaustible supply 
of objects (including 
Phantom tanks, Ghost 
bikes and so forth) 
down a chute lined with 
mancannons, while the 
human players try to 
dodge the resulting 
lethal debris.

1 the trick is to 
keep shooting 
while you’re 
chuting. Or 
something.

We’re not quite sure 
who made this, but 
we suspect nintendo 
wants a word.
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towards a degree in film, while 
alexander is a fine arts graduate who 
runs a gallery in new York. both came 
to level editing in Halo via similar 
paths, however – by playing the Tony 
Hawk games, which feature a robust 
skatepark editor. “i noticed that people 
were taking it and manipulating it to 
create obstacle courses, puzzle maps 
where you didn’t necessarily rely on 
your skateboard,” recalls hodgins. 
“and i really got interested in that, so 
i started making maps in Tony hawk 
games, and it just naturally [translated] 
to Halo.” what began as casual interest 
evolved into something more enduring, 
as the depth of forge’s toolset made 
itself apparent. “i had no idea that i had 
any natural inclination for level design, 
until it got round to Halo 3 and Halo: 
Reach,” says alexander.

hodgins’ first map for Halo 3 was 
created at a friend’s house while his 
own xbox 360 was away being repaired. 
“it was a terrible, terrible version of 
high ground, where we blocked off all 
the entrances to the main base, and 
made it an infection variant, where it 
was one-shot-kill for the zombies. and 
people hated it. They absolutely hated 
it. because the zombies would just 
mindlessly run at the gate, and you’d 
just mow them down – there was no 
way for them to get in. it was horrible.” 
alexander had a comparatively 

armor 
Walkers
Created By: fina1 CHaOs
Get it frOm: GrammyXBl 
(HalO: tmCC)

Best played on the 
custom map Grab and 
Hold, available from 
the same user, this 
lets you equip the 
vehicle-killing armor 
lock ability alongside 
evade. One side tries 
to stop the other’s 
Warthogs making it  
to the exit.

2

armor Walkers cleverly 
exploits a Halo glitch 
to glorious effect.

sasytre500’s towering statue 
of the Chief captures Halo 
2’s promotional art to a tee.

Cat Wolfest’s Over the 
rainbow uses differently 
coloured spawn indicators  
to lovely effect.

One of Gears of War’s Brumaks comes to 
Halo: reach, all thanks to xsoGx Grim.
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promising start, thanks in part to 
some input from a new zealand-based 
forging guru, ‘waldo the lemon’. 
one of his first maps, a “very basic” 
symmetrical affair with some ambitious 
player movement options, was featured 
by the community, and placed second 
in a contest.

so how do you go about dreaming 
up and bolting together a forge map? 
“i start with an epicentre, the middle 
point of the map, and i like to define 
that space as much as possible,” says 
alexander. “i guess ‘neurons’ or routes 
just spread from the centre outward, 
and i eventually design the bases, the 
outer perimeter of the map. but for 
some reason i start in the centre, as 
if it’s the most important part. it’s not, 
but that’s where i start.” 

another good starter’s tip is to 
put the layout in the hands of other 
players as early as possible. “Player 
feedback is the top priority when it 
comes to forging maps,” says hodgins. 
“You’re constantly testing them. 
You’re playing the same map four or 
five times over, multiple times a week. 
You’re constantly getting notes on 
what to fix. You fix those things, you 
go back, you do the process over and 
over again.” This has naturally become 
easier as the internet has become 
more sophisticated. but thanks to its 
mammoth sales success, forge had a 

duCk hunT/
Clay shooTing
Created By: WetBeaver
Get it frOm: WetBeaver 
(HalO 3)

a little bit like 
the timeless english 
sport of clay pigeon 
shooting, only the 
pigeons are infected 
spartans with sniper 
rifles who have 
been launched from 
mancannons, and the 
shooters are sitting in 
Gauss cannon turrets. 

Flushing 
ToileT
Created By: dartH Human
Get it frOm: dartH 
Human (HalO: reaCH)

an absolutely demented 
mix of map and mode 
variants. teams 
struggle to climb 
the inside of a giant 
cistern that gradually 
fills with giant 
golfballs. at intervals 
the cistern flushes, 
killing anybody who 
hasn’t reached a ledge.

3

4

We’ve checked, and can 
confirm that son of Oprah’s 
titanic is 100% leonardo 
diCaprio-free.

Created by aerostrike 04, 
the Promethean Battle Wagon 
is Godzilla with a dash of 
Optimus Prime.

Which is more satisfying 
sniper fodder, infected 
spartans or clay rats 
with wings? a toughie.

time to ledge your 
bets. you don’t 
want to be a busted 
flush, etcetera.
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friendly and constructive community in 
place from the off. “[at the time of halo 
3] YouTube wasn’t really a thing,” says 
hodgins. “capture cards weren’t around 
as much as now. so people would just 
upload their maps to forgehub.com 
with screenshots, and there would be 
comments and reviews.”

a topic of much debate in the forge 
community is finding the balance 
between the aesthetic appeal of a map 
and its purely functional elements. 
all forge creations must work within 
a memory budget that limits the 
number of objects in place. Though 
there are exploits that allow you to get 
around this, more detailed creations 
may experience framerate drops that 
hinder competitive play. how much you 
should allocate to making a map look 
good depends a little on the choice of 
game type. infection (now known as 
flood), for example, has elements of 
horror, and is thus best played on maps 
deliberately designed to chill.

going viral
both alexander and hodgins have 
found success with infection variants. 
alexander’s sewers map for halo: 
reach is a fiendish two-level affair in 
which zombie players are able to run 
around below the surface of the water, 
leaping up to eviscerate human players 
(who don’t have access to motion 
trackers) as they advance cautiously 
through the maze. hodgins’s Temple, 
meanwhile, is laid out in such a way as 
to encourage tactical planning among 
both human and infected players, with 
well-judged hold-out locations and 
some cunning escape routes. 

“i designed it so that it was fun 
to play as a human and also as an 
infected player, which is a big struggle 
for a lot of infection maps,” explains 
hodgins. “it’s a lot of fun as a human, 
but the moment you become infected 
you’re just pushing on until you kill the 
other human players. You get the fun 
of being a human trying to stay alive, 
and, when it flips around, as a zombie 
the thrill of the hunt rather than just 
mindlessly throwing yourself at them.”

forge has come a long way since the 
days of halo 3. in particular, the leap 
from halo 3 to reach brought with it 
a massive expansion in terms of both 
tools and objects, with an entire set 
of empty level canvases, forge world, 
available on the disc. This somewhat 
came at the cost, however, of the 
detail and personality of individual 
props. “halo 3 had the best textures 
for pieces,” says alexander. “i would 
say halo reach was extremely sterile 
and repetitively grey, and then the 
community complained and we moved 
on to textures that were more artful 
and designed, but almost too much 
in halo 4, so that it over-complicated 

meTa raid
Created By: tHe fated 
fire
Get it frOm: sPiffynOOB 
(HalO: tmCC)

Capture the flag for 
those in search of 
quick gratification, 
this takes place on 
tiny, linear maps with 
a bare minimum of cover 
using the Husky raid 
game variant. Players 
get random primary and 
secondary weapons every 
time they respawn.

5

“the blocks weren’t just blocks, 
they were actual things” 

the space. and then it reverted back 
to very simplistic textures in halo 2: 
anniversary. so it’s a balancing act, 
and the developers are trying to find 
that happy medium between something 
that looks great and is also simple. 
hopefully halo 5 is the place where 
they’ll find that.”

hodgins concurs. “The reason halo 
3 was so good was that the blocks 
weren’t just blocks, they were actual 
things. You had staircases, you had 
fence pieces, you had trucks, you had 
barrels. now we kind of have square 
blocks, we have four-by-four flats, we 
have walls. They’re not things, they’re 
blocks. so it’s up to us to add texture 
to them, and we’re using two objects 
or more to do the work of one object. 
There’s still a level of creativity to that, 
but in halo 3 they were actual things, 
so our maps felt more thematic, more 
immersive, even given they had a more 
limited selection of objects, a more 
limited budget and crappier canvases.”

reach’s introduction of armor 
abilities – innate secondary powers 
such as active camo, holographic 
decoys and a jetpack – also brought 

xenopsyche’s vastet is terrifying. imagine 
playing territories in the shadow of that.

When you respawn  
in meta raid  
you do so with 
random weapons. 
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about a sea change in forge design, 
not entirely for the best. “when you 
have jetpacks, you can break every 
line of sight that you try to control, 
because you can just shoot up 30 
feet in the air,” notes alexander. “i 
think the armor abilities were great 
in terms of experimentation, but in 
terms of the execution it needed a 
little more refinement and balance. 
like invisibility! i don’t think people 
should be given invisibility as a preset 
option, it should be like in halo 1 or 2, 
where it’s an object that’s there on the 
map for people to fight over, so that it 
brings them all together.”

armor abilities have, however, 
lent themselves to some esoteric 
new breeds of map. an example is 
saltykoalabear’s Unsc low gravity 
combat simulator, an enormous 
tower stocked with free-floating 
asteroids, banshee spawns and gravity 
hammers. all players are equipped with 
inexhaustible jetpacks, cue many a 
midair kill and long plummet into the 
pool at the map’s base. a recipe for no-
nonsense rounds of slayer it ain’t. but 
there’s no denying the glee it fosters.

Classic modes
halo 5 lacks halo 4 and reach’s armor 
abilities, but does support spartan 
abilities – a sprint move, running 
slides, boost-jumps, jet-dashing, a 
hover move and a sensational ground-
pound, all of which are, crucially, 
available to every player by default. 
hodgins and alexander are looking 
forward to the new game, but hope 
it’ll offer a set of classic modes or 
settings that allow people to play 
and design maps as in earlier halos. 
“i already know the option to remove 
sprint is confirmed,” says alexander. 
“so if you’re a returning player and 
want to play more traditional halo, you 
can just turn off sprint, which will slow 
down the walking speed – if you do, 
you won’t be able to perform the new 
abilities, like the dash or slide though.”

The beauty of forge is partly that 
it demonstrates what a flexible 
sandbox the base game already is. 
bungie designer Jaime griesemer 
once observed that halo succeeds 
because it’s “30 seconds of fun” over 
and over – a remark that was taken 
out of context to mean the game is all 
about repeated, structurally identical 
bursts of short-term gratification. but 
griesemer’s larger point is that it’s 
a different 30 seconds of fun each 
time. a grunt’s sanity may crumble at 
exactly the wrong moment, sparking a 
kamikaze attack on your position. The 
carcass of a wraith tank might tumble 
off a bridge, creating a new cover 
spot in the midst of a raging firefight. 
a Jackal might roll into the path of a 
rocket intended for a massive hunter, 

WraiTh aTTaCk 
on The BloCks
Created By: ell3ment/
GunnerGrunt
Get it frOm: OutC0me 
(HalO: tmCC)

now available on Xbox 
One, this mix of map 
and mode variants sees 
a group of players 
jumping from block to 
block while a Wraith 
lets rip at them. Watch 
out, as the blocks keep 
moving and touching the 
floor will kill you. 

6

“it’s the lifeblood of Halo,  
it keeps the game relevant”

Kudos to majesticsnipe13 
for this enormous, sad 
toy robot, bizarrely 
named Hope.

step on the floor and 
you die. an in-game 
reality we like to 
practise in real life.
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obliging you to polish the latter off with 
naught but an assault rifle. 

The game’s ai and object physics 
are so nuanced, so receptive to player 
improvisation, that each firefight is in 
some ways an exercise in level editing. 
it’s a setup as dramatic, absurd or 
harrowing as the effort you put in.

forge is thus a natural evolution 
for halo, an extension of its identity 
rather than a bolt-on aimed at the 
hobbyists. it’s also one of the main 
reasons halo games enjoy such a long, 
healthy afterlife once the launch buzz 
has died down. where other shooters 
on console have dwindled away to 
nothing for want of content between 
instalments, this one is a seemingly 
inexhaustible wellspring of surprises. 

“it’s kind of the lifeblood of halo, 
a huge propellant factor that keeps 
the game relevant after it ships,” says 
hodgins. “one year after a game’s 
out most people aren’t playing it as 
much, but with forge you’re constantly 
producing new maps – there’s 
thousands of maps being produced 
every single day, and you’re constantly 
discovering new things. it keeps the 
game alive. You go back to it and you’re 
going to play something new every day, 
checking out new modes and variants.  
i think forge should have a bigger 
focus with future halo games, because 
it is at the centre of the community.” ■

CuBeskeW
Created By: lee C G
Get it frOm: lee C G 
(HalO: tmCC)

a trilogy of game 
variants designed 
for a single-player. 
they throw you into 
distorted maps that 
are littered with 
teleportation pads 
in which gravity 
misbehaves constantly: 
floors become ceilings, 
then walls. try not to 
throw up.

sumo
Created By: 
truedarKfusiOn/
tHeyavimayan
Get it frOm: turBtastiC 
(HalO: tmCC)

Popular collection of 
variants in which you 
try to shunt each other 
out of a ring. Here, 
everybody’s driving a 
mongoose and the ring 
is a floating platform 
that’s shrinking. 
Players have no weapons 
save inertia.

8

7

What  better place to play an 
infection match than in the 
Bates motel? many thanks to 
Char1ie fazzani for this one.

turbtastic uses Warthogs to 
rebuild Bowser’s Castle from 
mario Kart 64. er, don’t tell 
nintendo’s lawyers, okay?

What right-minded 
person can resist  
a mass shunt off?

reminds us of 
Ocarina of time’s 
trippy forest 
temple corridors.
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Squeezing more from your machine every month

100 OXM Investigates 
The most pad-smashingly tough moments in 
gaming. We can feel your blood boil from here.

102 Now Playing: Fallout 4 
Martin Kitts discovers the realities of being 
accompanied by an immortal do-gooder.

104 Now Playing: D4  
Dark Dreams Don’t Die 
Samuel Roberts mourns a classic series cut 
down in its prime. And no, it isn’t Firefly.

105 Now Playing: Silent Hill  
HD Collection 
Tom laments the moments when the soundtrack 
isn’t playing. He’s taken to singing it himself.

106 OXM Replay 
Is LA Noire’s digital legacy a truth, a lie or worthy  
of doubt? We weigh up all the evidence.

108 Live Spotlight 
Star Wars Battlefront gets new maps and modes 
– but is it enough to awaken the Force?

114 18 Alternative  
Halo 5 Medals 
Wear your shiny Bilbo Baggins badge with pride,  
brave cosplaying soldiers!
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Imagine a world in which none of your friends can die…
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//He hits harder than a freight 
train driven by Jason Statham//

We run down the toughest, most  
infuriating, and sometimes most  

exhilarating moments in Xbox history

BioShock Infinite

Lady ComStoCk’S ghoSt
“What’s BioShock Infinite doing on here?” you 
might be wondering. And if so, you probably 
never fought this annoying boss… three times 
over. You can’t really die in the game, so she’s 
more of a grim slog, where your health, ammo, 
and patience will deplete repeatedly. Where’s 
an exorcist when you need one?

dark Souls

ornSteIn and Smough
Fans are always moaning that Dark Souls isn’t 
really all that hard, but then they’re saying 
that after hundreds of hours of play. Ornstein 
and Smough are its rites of passage: two 
tough bosses that attack you simultaneously. 
Beat one and the other will absorb their power, 
increasing in both size and murderosity.

Ikaruga

BaCk In BLaCk
It takes a certain genius to master Ikaruga: 
someone that can not only dodge bullets, but 
track their colour and react appropriately. The 
classic’s masterstroke is its polarity system, 
which renders black or white bullets harmless 
depending on your spaceship’s hue. The hard 
part? Remembering to change it.

the 
hardeSt 
momentS 

In XBoX 
gameS
Forming a false impression 

that you’re not terrible  
at games is actually  
quite easy, thanks to 

recharging health, checkpoints 
and giant arrows leading 
the way to each location of 
interest. Thankfully, Dark Souls 
III is coming to remind us of 
the awful truth – but it’s not 
the only game flying the flag 

for difficulty. Over these pages 
we’ve assembled a list of the 
hardest, most annoying,  
most patently unfair moments 
in games – many of which are 
actually pretty satisfying  
once you finally overcome  
them. If you’d blocked this lot 
out, apologies for the  
reminder, but maybe it’s time  
to return for a rematch?
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metal gear rising: revengeance

Senator armStrong
The climax of an already horribly difficult 
game, the final boss fight of Revengeance 
ramps the challenge up to 11. You wouldn’t 
think a senator would put up much of a fight, 
but the bespectacled politician hits harder 
than a freight train being driven by Jason 
Statham. Reckon you can get an S rank?

ninja gaiden II

the way oF the warrIor
Ninja Gaiden II might be the hardest game in 
the world – and if you care to disagree, you 
first have to beat the entire thing on Warrior 
difficulty. There’s a video going around of 
some brave soul finishing it on Warrior without 
taking a single hit, and we should probably 
make them our new god.

Contra

good rIddanCe to eXtra LIveS
Contra is a manageable game, if you have 
some help from an infinite-lives setting or the 
Konami code, but in its unaltered iteration 
it gives you just three lives to complete the 
entire game. Those lives are shared between 
players, if you decide to tackle the crusty 
shooter in co-op. good luck!

Battletoads

turBo tunneL
While its infamous Turbo Tunnel level has  
been toned down for its inclusion in Rare 
Replay, the original Battletoads remains one 
of the most infuriating games of all time. 
The stage puts you on the back of a speeder 
bike, while obstacles, gaps and ramps come 
towards you at the speed of light.

trials hd

up In the raFterS
All of Trials HD is brutally difficult, of course, 
thanks to its precise yet oh-so-touchy physics 
system, and the fact that its biking hero 
seems oddly fond of spinal injuries. But it all 
comes to a head in the dastardly Pilgrimage 
extreme track, which is set on a series of 
perilously tiny rafters.

Super meat Boy

dark worLd Cotton aLLey
cotton Alley turns the tables on meat Boy, 
giving the player control of Bandage girl and 
asking her to rescue her beau. If you thought 
she might be in for an easier ride, you’re dead 
wrong: these levels are some of the hardest 
in the game. Particularly in their expletive-
inducing dark World variations.

Catherine

SLeep IS death
Inventive anime puzzler Catherine is hard. So 
hard that the developer released a patch to 
make it slightly easier shortly after release. As 
a dreaming love cheat, you have to ascend a 
blocky tower that’s doing its best to make you 
dead, avoiding spikes, ice, perilous falls and 
nightmarish creatures climbing in pursuit.

gears of war

generaL raam
RAAm was tough yet manageable on normal 
difficulty, but on Insane he takes some 
beating before he’ll do the decent thing  
and croak. There are a few glitches and 
exploits that make it easier, but in a fair  
fight, on your own, this is one of the  
toughest battles on Xbox 360.

mega man 9

tornado man
capcom briefly revived classic Mega Man for 
MM9 and 10, two modern platformers that 
looked and played a whole lot like the neS 
originals. That extends to the difficulty, too, 
which really ramps up during certain stages. 
Tornado man’s world is one of howling wind 
and rain, tricky jumps and jerk enemies.
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Dogmeat takes a  
seat, but sadly  
not the hint.
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beCaUSe… “in the wasteland, death is the only law”
 Loving Stumbling across a door that leads to a two-hour diversion    Hating preston garvey’s foolish hat  

F
allout is probably my all-time 
favourite game universe. 
while i’ve always had a thing 
for post-apocalyptic fiction 
(i rewatched threads last 
weekend for fun), Fallout’s 

retro-futuristic vision makes it stand 
above the grey, depressing crowd. if 
the world has to end, at least we’ve got 
Vault boy’s cheerful grin and cold dead 
eyes to look forward to.

more than anything else, it’s Fallout’s 
lack of rules that i most appreciate. You 
hear the word sandbox bandied around 
for all sorts of non-linear games, but few 
are as worthy of the term as fallout. one 
of the most annoying things in a game 
that offers some pretence of freedom 
is when it automatically lowers your 
weapon when facing an ally (snaaake!). 
even worse there’s the Far Cry 3 and 4 
thing, where your character drops dead 

invincible companions, namely that 
they’re a rigid and incongruous law 
grafted onto a world that is otherwise  
governed by so few.

if you keep a companion, you might 
as well be travelling with the terminator. 
why expend a stimpak on a wounded 
one when you know full well they’ll make 
a miraculous recovery moments later?

the designers made it this way to 
stop players having to reload when their 
companions died, but death comes so 
easily in Fallout 4 that surely everyone is 
well acquainted with the reload screen 
anyway. and i’d like the option to rid 
the world of minuteman dullard Preston 
garvey. i didn’t realise he was a potential 
companion until i tried to assassinate 
him. he made me the ‘leader’ of his club, 
called me general, then kept sending 
me on trivial missions while he stayed at 
home, walking round in circles. that, my 
friend, is deserving of a killin’.

earlier Fallouts took this kind of 
radical player choice in their stride, and 
were all the more immersive for it. as 
soon as mod support becomes available, 
Preston garvey, you’re dogmeat. ■

//he made me ‘leader’, then sent me 
on trivial missions while he stayed at 
home, walking round in circles//

Released
november 2015

Dev
bethesda

Pub
bethesda

Format xbox one

Score 9/10, oxM 
#133

Recap 
a 200-year-
old man 
spends his 
time growing 
pumpkins and 
collecting 
tin cans 
instead of 
searching 
for his son 
who’s been 
kidnapped.

DetaiLSif he accidentally runs over a couple of 
chicken-herding village idiots.

although Fallout has never sunk to 
such depths, something has changed 
in Fallout 4. it was apparent within 
about 10 minutes of leaving the vault, 
when i first met dogmeat. i know from 
past experience that he’d be better off 
without an unwilling master like me, so 
in a moment of kindness i decided to 
put him out of his misery. to my alarm 
i discovered that dogmeat is immortal. 
the worst that can happen is he lies 
down for a moment after a prolonged 
blast, probably weighed down by all the 
lead i wasted on him. i was sorely vexed.

eventually i took him along for 
storage space, knowing soon enough i’d 
dismiss him in favour of someone more 
interesting. which i did. but my travels 
with dogmeat and others revealed a 
greater problem with the concept of 

First encounter with a 
brotherhood vertibird. 
that went well.

Martin Kitts is playing… 

 Fallout 4
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D
4 has given me the sense of 
disappointment I get when  
a TV show I love is cancelled. 
Three episodes of Access 
Games’ follow-up to cult hit 
Deadly Premonition made it  

to Xbox One in 2014. And they conclude 
without wrapping up the core mystery: 
who is the mysterious ‘D’ responsible for 
the murder of your precious Little Peggy?

At least when a Telltale game or Life 
Is Strange comes out, the story will be 
wrapped up by the end of the season, 
instead of, say, being abandoned on a 
cliffhanger halfway through with no real 
indication of what might happen next.  
I powered through all six hours of D4  
in one Sunday and reached the end with 
a frustrated “that’s it?” 

magazines off the shelves about hockey, 
play music on the record player and 
crack open ambiguous fortune cookies. 
It’s interactive in so many ways - and 
is such a pleasant, well-considered 
space to be in. You can go in every room, 
touch everything. I learn so much more 
about D4’s hero this way. It feels like 
a real apartment: mundane, but full of 
hints about the person who lives there. 
D4’s highlights aren’t the QTE action 
sequences – they’re the parts in each 
episode where I urge David’s former 
Boston PD partner Forrest to cook me 
a meal and have conversations about 
chowder or the way police should 
behave, while he devours ten sausages. 

Screw the mystery. These domestic 
moments are the real reason I wish we got 
more episodes. D4 uses the point-and-
click format to support characterisation 
better than any of Telltale’s recent 
games – I loved spending time with 
these weird people in this odd little flat.  
I want a few more hours with them. ■

Samuel Roberts is playing… 

 D4: Dark Dreams Don’t Die
BECAUSE… ”It’s an interactive story that only this developer could make”

 Loving Strange sense of humour, ludicrous likeable characters    Hating It’s over before the story is finished  

Released
September 
2014

Dev
Access Games

Pub
Microsoft

Format Xbox One
Score 8/10
Recap 
An adventure 
game designed 
with Kinect 
gestures 
in mind but 
perfectly 
playable 
without it, 
this murder 
mystery plays 
out over 
TV-style 
episodes.

DetaiLS

David’s erstwhile 
Boston PD partner 
Forrest loiters 
about the flat 
eating sausages.

Thing is, I wouldn’t take it back. 
D4 is a special game, an adventure 
that borrows a similar point-and-click 
format to Telltale (though choices are 
limited to dialogue), but channels the 
weird humour and compelling style of 
characters from Deadly Premonition 
into a tighter story, while leaving all the 
clunky game stuff on the cutting room 
floor. The story alternates between 
two main environments: David Young’s 
apartment and an aeroplane that 
mysteriously went down several days 
before (David time travels back to this 
plane in his bathroom). 

The mystery element is the meat of 
the game. But David’s apartment is the 
place to be. Poking around the place, I 
empty cupboards for jelly beans, read 

//Screw the mystery: these domestic 
moments are the real reason I wish 
we got more episodes of D4//
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O
riginal Xbox graphics haven’t 
aged well – especially when 
they were barely updated for 
this ‘HD collection’ – but great 
sound design is immortal. No 

old game reminds me of this with more 
punch than the nightmarish noises of 
Silent Hill 2. Early on, you find a radio 
that plays static whenever threats are 
nearby. The nearer the foe, the louder 
the static. You might think that’s a 
handy defensive tool, but I find the 
noises that whine out of this new toy 
far more terrifying than any of the 
monsters they herald (and that’s really 
saying something). Using this radio to 
calm your fears? You’d be better off 
wearing a blindfold.

The radio whines and shrieks like a 
demented banshee, promising another 
horrifying threat is just beyond your 
vision. True horror is about anticipation, 

T
he Xbox 360 recently turned 
ten. Happy belated birthday, 
Xbox 360! I remember its 
launch well, as at the time I 
was staff writer on unofficial 
mag Xbox World. We had a 

50-inch HDTV to play it on, which was 
some kind of moon-wizard technology 
back then, but the only thing we’d ever 
play at lunchtime was Geometry Wars: 
Retro Evolved. It was, after all, ‘Xbox 
360’s only good launch game’, as the 
joke of the time commonly went.

almost every sound implies incoming 
dread. Even the crunch of broken glass 
under your feet makes you shudder. 

So why was the last entry on Xbox 
360, 2012’s Downpour, so tone-deaf? 
I’m listening to its score while writing 
this. It’s so slight, I keep forgetting it’s 
playing. Many monster encounters are 
near-silent, making them about as scary 
as a silent movie cutting to a card saying 
‘boo!’. I should be shaking, whimpering 
with fear, clutching my weapon with 
white knuckles and desperately seeking 
escape. Not sighing, bashing X and then 
seeing myself out. 

I’m all for innovation in sequels, but 
when one of the most acclaimed horror 
composers ever has been replaced by 
Korn, something’s gone very wrong. After 
revisiting SH2, the scariest thing about 
Downpour is that whoever’s dumb idea  
it was might still have a job in games. ■

back at how our hobby has evolved 
over the past decade, we can see that 
it was responsible for kickstarting a 
second wave of 2D gaming on console 
– a genre that had almost entirely 
dried up by 2005. Bizarre’s bright, bold 
shooter showed a generation how new 
tech could breathe new life into crusty 
old game types – from its flashy neon 
explosions, to its innovative-for-its-time 
twin-stick control setup, to its cleverly-
integrated leaderboard system, which 
enabled you to compare scores with your 
fellow Quake 4-dodging mates.

Geometry Wars dragged the fledgling 
Xbox Live Arcade service out of the 
Midway Classics/Zuma ghetto and paved 
the way for an entire generation of 
classics – from Ori to Kalimba to Mark of 
the Ninja to Shadow Complex. Come with 
me, and mark a decade of 360 by reliving 
the moment gaming truly ‘grew up’. ■

Tom Stone is playing… 

 Silent Hill HD Collection

Alex Dale is playing… 

Geometry Wars: Retro Evolved

BECAUSE… “After This War of Mine, I fancied something a little cheerier”

BECAUSE… “It’s the stylish way to mark ten years of Xbox 360”

 LOvinG That a 14-year-old game can still give me chills    HaTinG Am I ‘enjoying’ this? Is this ‘fun’?

 LOvinG Farming black holes for huge scores    HaTinG Those. Slippery. Green. BASTARDS.  

Released
Mar 2012

Dev Team 
Silent

Pub Konami
Format Xbox 360
Score 7/10

Released
Nov 2005

Dev
Bizarre 
Creations

Pub
Microsoft 
Game Studios

Format Xbox 360
Score 8/10

DETaiLS

DETaiLS

and that distortion crackling in your 
ears – combined with a deliberately 
unhelpful camera – fills the game with 
constant tension. Scarier still when it’s 
drowned out by the peerless score. If 
you’re not familiar with Akira Yamaoka’s 
soundtracks, imagine an instrument 
played beautifully with one hand, while 
being brutally murdered with the other. 
Silence equals (relative) safety, so 

That attitude reveals much about 
the world Xbox 360 was born into. The 
mid-noughties saw games at their 
bleakest and most brown as an entire 
industry clung grimly to Grand Theft Auto 
III’s coat-tails. Everything had gritty, 
urban names like ‘True Crime’ or ‘187: 
Ride or Die’, and anything with primary 
colours, or 2D graphics – or a deadly mix 
of the two – was pretty much dismissed 
out of hand. That’s why the concept of 
Geometry Wars being Xbox 360’s best 
game seemed so comical at the time: 
how could a dinky Live Arcade trinket 
possibly hope to compare with full-price, 
‘grown-up’ offerings like Perfect Dark 
Zero, Project Gotham 3, Call of Duty 2?

EXCEPT. With honourable mentions 
to CoD2 and Condemned, it turns out 
Geometry Wars really was the best Xbox 
360 launch title, wasn’t it? Or at the very 
least, it was the most important. Looking 
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F
rom walking the beat to 
investigating gruesome 
murders, LA Noire charts the 
breakneck career of uptight 
war veteran Cole Phelps. He 

starts simple, a boy in blue, but soon 
finds himself wearing the pressed suit 
of a fully-fledged detective. 

Team Bondi’s use of MotionScan 
technology is still one of the most 
impressive things about the game. 
The actors’ faces were surrounded 
by high-res cameras, which captured 
every nuance. The result is some of the 
most convincing, eerily lifelike virtual 
humans ever seen in a game. Which is 
a good thing when everyone’s a liar. 

As you investigate a variety of crimes 
including arson, burglary, fraud, theft 
and homicide, you inevitably find 
yourself in the interrogation room. The 
suspect might be innocent, but most 
of the time they’ve got something to 
hide, and it’s your job to catch them 
out. In the early, easy cases, you can 
spot a liar a mile away. They chew 

their lip nervously, stammer and avoid 
eye contact as they speak to you. The 
tells are quite obviously telegraphed, 
to ease new players in. But later you 
really have to study their faces to see 
whether they’re fibbing or not. 

A superb cast of veteran actors bring 
the characters to life. Phelps is played 
by Aaron Staton, better known as Mad 
Men’s Ken Cosgrove. John Noble, Lord 
of the Rings’ Denethor, plays corrupt 
real estate tycoon Leland Monroe. It’s 
stuffed with familiar TV and film actors, 
and you’ll spend a lot of the game 
saying “Hey, I know that guy!”

The performances and script are 
excellent. It’s not quite an HBO drama, 
but it’s close. The overall narrative is 
a bit of a mess – especially the deeply 
unsatisfying ending to the homicide 
desk – but the self-contained stories 
in each case are brilliantly compelling, 
showing you the dark, sinister side of 
the City of Angels.

It’s derivative, but it cribs from the 
best noir literature and cinema: The 
Big Sleep, Chinatown, LA Confidential, 
Double Indemnity, The Naked City. A lot 
of games are set in Los Angeles, but 
LA Noire captures the dark, romantic 
feel of the best LA fiction. The period 
setting is wonderfully realised, and it’s 

a lavish, lovingly crafted recreation of 
1940s Los Angeles. It hasn’t aged that 
well over the last five years – it looks 
positively ancient compared to Grand 
Theft Auto V’s Los Santos – but the 
atmosphere is still richly evocative.

From downtown LA to the Hollywood 
hills, it’s a huge space. Real landmarks 
include Grauman’s Chinese Theatre, 
the Bradbury Building, and the famous 
Hollywoodland sign perched on the hills 
above the city. A memorable late-game 
case on the homicide desk forces you 
to turn tourist as you hunt for a killer’s 
clues around these iconic locations.

Wandering the streets, hearing 
pop hits of the day drifting through 
the windows of passing cars, is like 
stepping back in time. But the open-
world isn’t there to be explored like in 
other Rockstar games: it’s really just a 
hyper-detailed backdrop for what’s a 
pretty linear adventure game.

The routine for each case is usually 
the same: poke around the crime 
scene for clues, drive around the city 
visiting pertinent locations, compile a 
list of suspects, then grill them back 
at the station. There’s some degree 
of nonlinearity in each story, but the 
branching paths all lead, ultimately, to 
the same destination.

//The stories are brilliantly 
compelling, showing you the 
dark, sinister side of the city//

Details   
Dev Team Bondi
Pub Rockstar 
Games  
Released 
May 2011 
scored 8/10

la Noire
Revisiting Rockstar’s flawed, ambitious detective adventure

A time when fedoras 
were acceptable.
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this moNth… 
 PsychoNauts

t
he human mind is a 
powerhouse of unlimited 
imagination. Yet ask the 
average developer to think 
up a platformer and they’ll 

say, “Ice level, forest level, lava, 
maybe a rubbish underwater one, 
and done! When’s lunch?”

Luckily, the brains behind 
Psychonauts 
were made of 
stranger stuff. 
They dreamed 
up a platformer 
where you jump 
into characters’ minds, exploring 
levels based on their innermost 
fears, desires and delusions. 
An asylum patient has a split 
personality disorder. Get inside 
his head, and you’ll have to win a 
table top strategy game against the 
other personality (who is Napoleon 
Bonaparte). There’s the paranoid 
postman, who has a mind full of 
spies badly disguised as housewives 

and letterboxes. Then there’s a little 
fish, who apparently thinks of you as 
a colossal monster, stamping your 
way through a terrified city full of 
well-dressed fish people.

A great premise is backed by a 
hysterical script from Tim Schafer 
(Monkey Island) and erik Wolpaw 
(Portal) that also has moments of 

real pathos. 
Find enough 
emotional 
baggage 
(weeping 
suitcases 

you discover in people’s minds) 
and you’ll see characters’ hidden 
memories – stories of doomed 
romance and missed opportunity. 
Come for the tragedy, stay for the 
city full of adorable talking fish.

A classic then. Though things 
might’ve been different. Instead of 
a boy, Schafer originally wanted the 
protagonist to be an insane ostrich. 
Some ideas are best locked away. 

//Come for the tragedy, 
stay for the city full of 
adorable talking fish//

every month, OxM dips 
into its Games Cupboard 
of Doom and plucks out 
a random game from 
xbox history. Will it be a 
classic or a howler? Let 
the balls decide...

The performances are fantastic, but 
the interrogations can be confusing. 
You have three options after hearing 
a statement: truth, doubt and lie. But 
Phelps’ reactions are often difficult to 
predict. You’ll choose ‘doubt’ to try and 
squeeze more information out, and he’ll 
start screaming at them like a madman.

And sometimes you won’t be able to 
prove someone’s lying – even if they 
obviously are – because you didn’t spot 
some well-hidden clue at the crime 
scene. This lack of consistency makes 
interrogations feel like a gamble. But it 
doesn’t really matter, because even if 
you completely screw up, you can still 
solve the case. The challenge lies in 
solving them with a five-star rating.

I hope Rockstar return to LA Noire. 
As good as it is, it feels like a proof of 
concept for something greater, and I’d 
love to see 1940s Los Angeles rendered 
a la Los Santos. It’s Rockstar’s most 
divisive game, but an irresistible 
opportunity to visit a fascinating period 
of American history. ■

“Get up you wuss!” hunt for well-hidden crime-
scene clues to help with the interrogation 
process – miss them and you might struggle.

iNFlueNceD by… 
Shenmue 

It owes a lot to Sega’s 
martial arts adventure. 

iNFlueNce oN…
 murdered:  

Soul SuSpect  
Adds a ghostly twist.

What haPPeNeD Next
no sequel, but Karl Slatoff from 
rockstar owner take-two has said 
the lA noire brand is “important”.
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T
he first trailer for The Force 
Awakens shows us a desert 
planet, Jakku, littered with 
the destroyed remains of 
Rebel and Imperial ships. 
This free DLC lets you take 

part in the conflict that created that 
almighty junk pile, and features two new 
maps and a new mode. It doesn’t cost 
anything, but is it worth the bandwidth?

Graveyard of the Giants is the most 
impressive of the new maps. It’s a vast 
stretch of sand covered in familiar debris 
including downed X-Wings and a Star 
Destroyer that crashes mid-battle. It’s 
made for big 40-player game types, as 
well as new mode Turning Point.

In this new mode, the Rebels have to 
locate three Imperial control points and 
capture them. There’s a time limit, but 
capturing these points adds seconds to 
the clock. The end goal for the Rebels 
is taking over every control point and 
reaching the Empire’s base for a final 
assault. The Empire’s is, naturally, to 

stop them. Honestly, it doesn’t feel that 
different from Supremacy. I would have 
liked something a bit more interesting – 
especially as Battlefront is already very 
thin on compelling, long-lasting modes.

The other map is Gozan Badlands, also 
set on Jakku, which is used for smaller 
match types like Cargo and Droid Run. 
This one’s a series of rocky canyons and 
twisting tunnels, also littered with bits 
of broken hardware. There’s nothing 
particularly memorable about it, and it 
feels similar to the main Tatooine maps.

Battle of Jakku is free, but future 
expansions definitely won’t be. If you’re 
in love with Battlefront, it’s worth a look. 
But if you’re bored of the game and 
hoping it’ll reignite your passion, brace 
yourself for disappointment.

Next year you can expect a tsunami of 
paid DLC to hit the game as EA milks the 
Star Wars universe dry. But for now, this 
is a rare chance to get a new mode and 
a couple of new maps for free, so you 
might as well take advantage if you’re 
still playing the game. If not, maybe wait 
a while for that Jar Jar Binks Hero DLC. ■

//There’s a vast stretch 
of sand, covered in debris 
including downed X-Wings//

Star Wars Battlefront
Getting a taste of The Force Awakens in Battlefront’s Battle of Jakku DLC

Battle of  
Jakku takes  
place a year 
after Return  
of the Jedi.

on The clock

Details   Dev DICE / Pub EA / Reporter Andy Kelly

Jakku is home to Rey, one of 
The Force Awakens’ new stars.

It’ll take more than a downed 
Death Star to beat the Empire.

If you Do one ThIng In BaTTlefRonT 
ThIS monTh, make IT… Taking some 
time out of the battle to watch a 
Star Destroyer crash into the dunes.

How we spent our 
time in the game

10% Humming 
John Williams’ Star 
Wars theme 
20% Being 
distracted by the 
epic space battle 
raging above 
30% Getting 
excited about The 
Force Awakens 
40% Trying and 
failing to beat 
people to the 
vehicle power-ups 
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R
ockstar has kept the updates flowing in its evolving online 
world, by adding two new Adversary modes to the already 
bulging list of gameplay options available. The first, titled 
Running Back, takes the Thanksgiving sporting tradition of 
American football and gives it a vehicular makeover.

The premise is simple – a team of offence drivers must deliver 
their runner to the end zone at the culmination of one of three road 
sections, while the defence drivers have to stop them. The twist, 
however, is that the runner is confined to a lightweight Panto while 
the other players are all equipped with powerful BF Bifta buggies.

Each round begins with both teams driving straight towards one 
another, leaving the runner with the choice of making a break for 
it and trying to weave through the oncoming blockers, or hanging 

back behind their 
offence and hoping 
they’ll break through 
the opponent’s 
defensive line.

The other new mode 
is Every Bullet Counts, a brutal take on last man standing in which 
four players don masks then face off with just two bullets, plus a 
melee weapon. If you’re lucky you might grab an extra cartridge 
from a downed foe, but any gunfire will reveal your location.

Battles take place in the confined spaces of michael’s mansion, 
o’Neil Ranch, and the Tequi-la-la nightclub, but you need to take 
the fight to your enemies as hiding is not an option – stay in the 
same place for over five seconds and your position will appear on 
the map for all to see, making you an easy target. The nail-biting 
tension provides a welcome change of pace, and the fear created 
as you’re forced to keep moving makes this mode stand out. ■

S
ay what you want about Just Cause 3, but you can’t say it 
doesn’t give you reason to explore its vast, sunstreaked 
archipelago. We’ve (crash)landed upon a number of comical 
oddities on our travels around medici, from (SPoILERS) a 
driveable huge rubber ducky, to a snowman who’s just  

chilling on a baking hot beach, to Thor’s Hammer. You can’t pick it  
up – although you’re free to try.

our favourite though has to be the DK pistol, which is found on top of a 
small pink building in Vico Platessa settlement on Insula Dracon, once it 
has been liberated. GoldenEye veterans (or, er, people who have read our 
strapline) will already have twigged what this unassuming, and seemingly 
harmless, weapon is all about – it pumps whoever you shoot full of helium, 
forcing their heads to swell up to mirth-inducing proportions. (DK mode 

was a cheat in GoldenEye 
that gave everyone giant 
heads and arms, making 
them resemble another DK – 
Nintendo’s Donkey Kong).

But as ever with Just 
Cause 3, an open-world game built around impish experimentation, the 
humour doesn’t end there. Pump a friendly NPC’s bonce full of gas and  
you can begin to have a bit of physics fun with their hideous, distended 
skulls. Tether them to a rock or a building, and they’ll float off up into the 
sky like a balloon. How you use this knowledge next is up to you. Do you 
attempt to ascend a jeep into vehicle heaven by attaching a family of  
four to it? or do you herald in a new era for freshly liberated villages 
by hanging the locals up like bunting? The choice is yours – the only 
limitation is your own creativity. We’d promise to hand out a prize for the 
reader who sends in the most creative use for this wonderful toy, but we 
wouldn’t want anyone getting a big head. ■

Dev Rockstar North / Pub Rockstar games / Reporter Iain Wilson Dev Avalanche Studios / Pub Square Enix / Reporter Alex Dale

gTa online
New Adversary modes deliver souped-up 
sport and stealthy shootouts

Just cause 3
How to give everyone in this big, bloated 
game big, bloated heads to match

If you Do one ThIng In gTa onlIne ThIS monTh, make IT… Trying 
to complete a round of Every Bullet Counts without squealing.

If you Do one ThIng In JuST cauSe 3 ThIS monTh, make IT…  
Finding Final Fantasy VII star Cloud’s iconic sword.

Run out of 
bullets and 
you’ll have to 
rely on your 
melee weapon.

Rico calmly walks away 
after delivering news of 
Just Cause 3’s 6/10 score 
to Square Enix hQ.

//Each round begins 
with both teams driving 
straight at each other//

//DK mode was a cheat 
in Perfect Dark – giving 
everyone huge heads//
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W
hen long-attached director Edgar 
Wright bailed weeks before 
filming, Marvel’s diminutive hero 
seemed destined for flop city. 
It’s a small miracle then that 
Ant-Man not only turned out 

good, but better than the studio’s 2015 big hitter 
Age Of Ultron. Paul Rudd stars as Scott Lang – a 
reformed cat burglar who’s enlisted by Michael 
Douglas’ Hank Pym to steal a size-altering suit 
from Big Bad Darren Cross (Stoll). To help, Lang has 
his own shrinking suit, Evangeline Lilly’s insider 
Hope van Dyne and an army of strangely lovable 
mind-controlled ants. 

The key to Ant-Man’s success is that it’s so 
much fun. It has a higher gag rate than most 
dedicated comedies, and the action is brilliantly 
inventive – no other superhero movie can boast an 
action-packed climax that takes place in a little 
girl’s bedroom. The villain is a one-dimensional 
megalomaniac and Hope doesn’t get enough to 
do, but otherwise Ant-Man is f-ant-astic (sorry). ■

Ant-Man

Terrible Old Games 
YOu’ve PrObablY 
Never Heard Of
by stuart ashen

WHaT is iT?
full-colour 
illustrated 

compendium of the 
worst games ever. 

WHY’s iT GOOd? 
ashen doesn’t go 
for obvious 5/10 
stinkers – you’ll 
learn just how bad 
games can be, and 
have fun doing it.  

Will iT make  
me seem smarTer  
aNd/Or cOOler?
if people can 
make games this 
rubbish, you’ll 
feel smarter for 

having successfully 
dressed yourself 
this morning.

ant-man will fight 
for Team cap in 

next year’s captain 
america: civil War.

Starring Paul Rudd, Michael Douglas, Evangeline 
Lilly, Corey Stoll, Michael Peña  
Price £13.99 (HD to buy)

Trainwreck
Starring amy schumer, bill 
Hader, John cena
Price £13.99 (Hd to buy)

Stand-up Amy Schumer wrote 
this Judd Apatow comedy 
about a promiscuous magazine 
writer (we can relate) who falls 
for a charming sports doctor. 
Schumer is a superstar and there 
are laughs to be had, but it’s 
irksomely baggy with unnecessary 
sub-plots and cameos. ■

Inside Out
Starring amy Poehler, Phyllis 
smith, kaitlyn dias
Price £13.99 (Hd to buy)

After a run of decent if far-from 
stellar animations, Pixar are 
back on world-best form with a 
wonderfully enthralling tale about 
the emotions inside the mind of 
a young girl uprooted from her 
family home. It has something 
important and poignant to say 
about growing up. ■

Fantastic Four
Starring miles Teller, kate 
mara, michael b Jordan
Price £9.99 (Hd to buy)

This Fox super-flop ranks as 
one of the year’s worst. It’s a 
laughably po-faced reboot, with 
Marvel’s first family developing 
superpowers after a disastrous 
trip to another dimension. The 
initial journey of discovery isn’t 
unwatchable, but post-powers  
it feels ruinously rushed. ■

Pixels
Starring adam sandler, Peter 
dinklage, michelle monaghan
Price £13.99 (Hd to buy)

Based on Patrick Jean’s superb 
2010 short about an 8-bit alien 
invasion, Pixels is another 
disastrous entry in the videogame 
movie genre. The visual effects 
are superb but story, dialogue, 
characterisation, performances, 
direction and every other film-
making discipline are ghastly. ■

cu lT u re 
cO rN er
b O O ks

O X m  P i c k s:  s i z e  m a T T e r s

Honey, I Shrunk The Kids
Microsoft Movies And TV
Rick Moranis shrinks his 
kids AND throws them out 
with the rubbish. You will 
never eat Cheerios again.

Innerspace
Microsoft Movies And TV
Creative comedy about a 
tiny test pilot who winds 
up inside Martin Short’s 
hapless hypochondriac.

The Incredible  
Shrinking Man
Microsoft Movies And TV
1950s sci-fi where a 
shrinking man battles giant 
spiders in his basement.

Phantom Planet
Microsoft Movies And TV
B-Movie shenanigans 
abound as an astronaut is 
reduced to six inches after 
landing on an asteroid.

Beetlejuice
Microsoft Movies And TV
Obnoxious Beetlejuice can 
change his size and shape 
at will in Tim Burton’s 
fantastic gothic comedy.

//It has a higher 
gag rate than most 
dedicated comedies//
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BATMAN: ARKHAM KNIGHT
PuBlIsHeR: WARNeR BROs. 
Rocksteady finishes its Arkham 
trilogy on a high. Take the Batmobile 
for a spin and you’ll wonder how you 
ever explored Gotham without it.

   XboX one essentials
 Our shortlist of the finest games  currently available

MeTAl GeAR sOlID V: THe PHANTOM PAIN
PuBlIsHeR: KONAMI
We thought war was supposed to be hell? Instead, we get  
a 50-hour, open-world, set-piece-stuffed adventure where  
no two playthroughs are ever the same. Hideo Kojima’s series 
swansong is one of the finest stealth games ever made.

PRO eVOluTION sOCCeR 2016
PuBlIsHeR: KONAMI
Presentation can be lacking, but 20 
years of tweaks and improvements 
have given us the best pure football 
game we’ve ever played.

FAR CRy 4
PuBlIsHeR: uBIsOFT
It’s like a zoo, but with explosives 
and guns and dictators and 
gyrocopters and homicidal tapirs. 
Top-notch open-world shooting.

FORzA HORIzON 2
PuBlIsHeR: MICROsOFT sTuDIOs 
Arcadified Forza fun for those that 
can’t tell their exhaust from their 
elbow. Tearing up the Mediterranean 
brings a tear to our eye.

FAllOuT 4
PuBlIsHeR: BeTHesDA
Hundreds of hours later, this 
excellent RPG still has so many 
secrets to uncover. The first 
potentially endless Fallout.

AlIeN: IsOlATION
PuBlIsHeR: seGA
Pop a Valium and buy some brown 
trousers, because this tense 
masterpiece will trick you into 
thinking you’re safe. You’re not.

HAlO 5: GuARDIANs
PuBlIsHeR: MICROsOFT sTuDIOs
It’s the series-best multiplayer that 
gets our visors misty: tense, 
cerebral skirmishes are an oasis of 
sanity in a sea of crude shooters.

THe WITCHeR 3: WIlD HuNT
PuBlIsHeR: BANDAI NAMCO
One of the most immersive RPGs 
ever, with side quests deeper than 
most main campaigns. Beautiful, 
rewarding and essential.

DRAGON AGe: INquIsITION
PuBlIsHeR: eA
Enormous, handsome and in love 
with the subtleties of world design, 
storytelling and combat. One of the 
best RPGs on Xbox One so far.

GRAND THeFT AuTO V
PuBlIsHeR: ROCKsTAR
What was already an excellent, 
brutal and beautiful open-world 
game is made even more so on Xbox 
One. Now: first-person beatings!

1
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KAlIMBA
PuBlIsHeR: MICROsOFT sTuDIOs
Steer two totem-pole stumps 
through a dastardly platforming 
gauntlet in the puzzler that’ll tie 
your fingers up like Flumps.

6

Why you should buy…
ORI AND THe BlIND FOResT 
Gareth Coker’s fantastic score won best 
audio at this year’s Golden Joysticks, but 
this could’ve taken every gong right up  
to game of the year (yep, even best MMO 
somehow. It’s that good). Guide the 

Guardian spirit through a forest that inflicts more death 
than a hurricane made of dynamite. Not for the faint-
hearted, but good luck putting down the controller once 
you fall for the charms of this hardcore platformer.

toM stone
@TheTomStrange
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HAlO: THe MAsTeR  
CHIeF COlleCTION
PuBlIsHeR: MICROsOFT sTuDIOs
Buffed-up, revarnished and back  
in the shop window, leaving us to 
wonder if it always looked so lovely.

GeARs OF WAR:  
ulTIMATe eDITION
PuBlIsHeR: MICROsOFT sTuDIOs
The gold standard for remakes. If 
this is the quality The Coalition is 
capable of, Gears 4 is in safe hands.

MINeCRAFT
PuBlIsHeR: MICROsOFT sTuDIOs
Want to go hiking? Explore the 
depths of hell? Recreate 
Buckingham Palace? Go ahead –  
all possibilities are open to you.

RARe RePlAy
PuBlIsHeR: RARe
30 classic games for a measly £20? 
Short of stealing, that’s the best 
deal you’ll find on Xbox One. Legal 
disclaimer: don’t start stealing. 

The best in show from the xbox 
360’s ten-year catalogue

Yours for £10
Discount GamEs 
WoRth GEttinG

FAR CRy 2
before Primal takes us back to the Stone 
age, fight through war-torn africa in this 
great value open-world shooter.
score 8/10 Buy it £8.99 marketplace.xbox.com

baD but GooD
WE shoulDn’t 
likE it, But WE 

REally Do

sIleNT HIll 
DOWNPOuR
Compared to 

Silent Hill 2, about 
as scary as a 

cuddle. But an 
intriguing story 
and inventive 

puzzles make it 
worth a look. Play 
it in a graveyard  

if you want  
the scares. 

£14.99 marketplace.

Xbox.com

   XboX 360 benchMarks

CAll OF DuTy 4 
PuBlIsHeR: ACTIVIsION
The game that strapped a rocket 
to the series and made it a 
cultural icon is also still the 
best, with a unique intensity.

best shootER

ReD DeAD ReDeMPTION
PuBlIsHeR: ROCKsTAR  
This emotional tale of the Wild 
West’s dying days takes place  
in a landscape so authentic,  
you can taste the tumbleweed. 

best oPEn-WoRlD

BATMAN: ARKHAM AsyluM
PuBlIsHeR: WARNeR BROs
Tighter and more focused than 
City, this trawl through a prison 
made us feel so Batman-y our 
voices dropped an octave.

best action

DARK sOuls
PuBlIsHeR: BANDAI NAMCO  
Punishing but rewarding open-
world affair, where the limits of 
your exploration are defined by 
skill rather than by numbers.

best RPG

PORTAl 2 
PuBlIsHeR: VAlVe
Takes the original’s central 
conceit of portal-spewing  
guns and expands it in brilliant, 
mind-melting ways.

best PuzzlER

ulTRA sTReeT FIGHTeR IV
PuBlIsHeR: CAPCOM
Street Fighter II’s poise and 
balance, refreshed and remixed 
with the technology of today. 
Also: mad alternative costumes. 

best fiGhtER

sPeluNKy
PuBlIsHeR: MOssMOuTH 
Randomised levels aren’t 
usually classics. But Spelunky’s 
tightly-governed stages put 
custom designs to shame.

best PlatfoRmER

FORzA MOTORsPORT 4
PuBlIsHeR: MICROsOFT sTuDIOs
With more cars and tracks and 
less emphasis on draining your 
wallet, Forza 4 is still the serious 
racing sim pace-setter. 

best RacER

DesTINy: THe TAKeN KING
PuBlIsHeR: ACTIVIsION
An insanely addictive MMO 
spaceshooter that’s got some  
of the nicest skies you’ll see this 
side of your front door.

15

17

18

sHOVel KNIGHT
PuBlIsHeR: yACHT CluB GAMes
Brutal platformer that’s as fun as it 
is punishing (read: very). Packed 
with ideas and lets you smack 
people with a shovel. Sublime.

19

20

16

RIse OF THe TOMB RAIDeR
PuBlIsHeR: MICROsOFT sTuDIOs
Don’t be fooled by its frostbitten 
landscapes; this is a barn-burning 
action-adventure that packs all its 
thrills into a dizzying ten hours.

ORI & THe BlIND FOResT
PuBlIsHeR: MICROsOFT sTuDIOs
Imagine a lavish, beautiful 
storybook world… that slams  
shut on your stupid, bleeding 
fingers for seven brutal hours.

14

13
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Halo has a medal for everything, doesn’t it? First person to run out of controller batteries 
during a match? Here, have a shiny bauble for your trouble. But it probably doesn’t have  
any of these yet. Here are the 18 awards coming soon to a major patch near you…

the final countdown

next issue of oxm onsale 12 FEB. subscribe and save money: see page 48 for details

02 Brewmaster
Teabagged the entire 

opposition team. Another 
member of your team must be 
present to witness and confirm 
each ’bagging.

03 Homebrew
Teabagged every member 

of your own team. (This award is 
generally followed by the swift 
departure of every team-mate in 
the post-match lobby.)

04 Sneaky Dunker
You teabagged another 

player’s kill before he could get 
there. (Popularly known as the 
Soggy Biscuit award.)

05 Professional Foul
Killed a member of your 

own team to keep him from 
getting the vehicle you wanted. 
(Also applies to power weapons 
and camping spots.)

06 Idle Hands
Died while typing an 

18 AlternAtive HAlo 5: 
guArdiAns MedAls

abusive message to another 
player. Earning more than five  
of these awards in a single match 
triggers targeted advertising from 
anger-management services.

07 Clean Getaway
Completed a match without 

getting hate mail from another 
player. (Medal counts double 
if acquired in the same match 
as Brewmaster, Homebrew or 
Sneaky Dunker.)

08 Bushcraft
Your camping was so 

effective, you finished with zero 
deaths and zero kills. If you end 
up on the winning side, this 
award is renamed the Dig for 
Victory medal.

09 Red Mist
You rage-quit by yanking 

the power lead out of the console. 
Otherwise known as ‘nuking the 
entire site from orbit’.

10 Addict
Returned to matchmaking 

within five minutes of achieving 
the Red Mist award. “The console 
just crashed/internet went 
down/cat stepped on the power 
button, honest.”

11 Nervous Flyer
Spent over a million REQ 

points to finally unlock a ride 

01 Quickbrew
Administered 
a teabagging 

within one second of the 
kill. The dunking and 
lifting components of the 
teabag manoeuvre must 
be fully completed in 
order to qualify.

in giant letters on other players’ 
screens during loading: Man 
down (dummy has been spat).

16 Sodcaster
Played music over the 

mic until your entire team were 
forced to mute you. Spending the 
whole match whining about how 
overpowered the pistols are also 
qualifies you for this.

17 Blowhard
You posted yet another 

video of your no-scope sniper 
rifle kills. (After earning a few of 
these, matchmaking will be  
adjusted to place you in lobbies 
consisting of nothing but your 
fellow Blowhards.)

18 Epic Ping
Played Halo 5 on a dial-up 

connection. “Your cheapo ISP  
is so slow, you lagged the  
entire game and ruined the  
match for everybody.”

in a Banshee, only to crash it 
within five seconds. (Award is 
accompanied by the mournful 
parp of a Sad Trombone.)

14 Bungie Jumper
Funded your purchase 

of Halo 5 by trading in Destiny. 
Unlocks an indestructible 343 
armour set, showing everyone 
how forward-thinking you are.

15 Dummy Spitter
Suddenly dropped out 

of matchmaking because your 
favourite map didn’t come up. 
The following message appears 

13 Bilbo Baggins
You teabagged somebody while dressed as a 
Hobbit. (Kinect required for verification of 

cosplay authenticity.) [No more teabagging jokes - Ed.]

what did 
you 
expect? 
an image 
of the 
act 
itself?

12 Honest Mistake
Killed a member of  
your own team because 

you’d forgotten which colour you 
were. And before you say it, yes, the 
red, on-screen Gamertag is easy to 
miss when you’re in the thick of it.
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